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1 Introduction to provisioning
Provisioning a storage system requires balancing the costs of the solution with the benefits that the
solution provides. The following is an overview of provisioning strategies that you can implement
on the P9500 that will support your business.

About provisioning
Provisioning is a method of managing storage system devices or volumes. Some provisioning
methods are host-based, while others use existing storage system capabilities such as concatenated
array groups. Some provisioning methods are hardware-based, and others are software-based.
Each technique has its particular use and benefit, for example, capacity, reliability, performance,
or cost considerations, in a given storage environment. Used in the wrong scenario, each also can
be expensive, awkward, and time consuming to configure and maintain, and can be potentially
error prone. Your support representatives are available to help you configure the highest quality
solution for your storage environment.
Provisioning strategies falls into two fundamental categories:

• (page 8) (or traditional provisioning).

• (page 10) (or virtual provisioning)

Basic provisioning
Several basic provisioning techniques traditionally are used to manage storage volumes. These
strategies are useful in specific scenarios based on user needs, such as whether you use open or
mainframe storage systems, or you prefer manual or automated control of your storage resources.
Basic provisioning relies on carving up physical storage into smaller units. Custom sizing is possible,
and requires using Virtual LVI software.
Basic provisioning includes:

• Page 8

• Page 9

Fixed-sized provisioning
Fixed-sized provisioning is the logical choice for mainframe systems that need to be compatible
with IBM systems. It is easy to define the storage system, and then get on with your business. Later,
you can attach additional storage as the initial volumes fill up.
Fixed-sized provisioning is a good choice for mainframe systems.

Disadvantages
Some disadvantages to using fixed-sized provisioning are:

• If you use only part of the entire capacity specified by an emulation type, the rest of the
capacity is wasted.

• You cannot use the capacity efficiently. The size of the drive is fixed. When you create a
fixed-sized volume, a small amount of capacity remains permanently inaccessible.

• In a fixed-sized environment, manual intervention can become a costly and tedious exercise
as workloads grow over time or as new ones are added to the mix. The problem becomes
more complex as new servers are added to the scenario.
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When to use fixed-sized provisioning
Fixed-sized provisioning is a best fit in the following scenarios:

• In mainframe systems, and on open systems in some scenarios.

Custom-sized provisioning
Custom-sized (or variable-sized) provisioning has more flexibility than fixed-sized provisioning and
is the traditional storage-based volume management strategy typically used to organize storage
space on a server. It requires fewer logical devices, but larger ones.
To create custom-sized volumes on a storage system, an administrator first creates array groups
of any RAID level from parity groups. Then, volumes of the desired size are created from these
individual array groups. These volumes are then individually mapped to one or more host ports
as a logical unit.
Following are two scenarios where custom-sized provisioning is an advantage:

• In fixed-sized provisioning, when several frequently accessed files are located on the same
volume and one file is being accessed, users cannot access the other files because of logical
device contention. If the custom-sized feature is used to divide the volume into several small
volumes and I/O workload is balanced (each file is allocated to each volume), then access
contention is reduced and access performance is improved.

• In fixed-sized provisioning, not all of the capacity may be used. Some capacity on the volume
may remain inaccessible to other users. If the custom-sized feature is used, smaller volumes
can be created that do not waste capacity.

To change the size of a volume already in use, you first create a new volume larger (if possible)
than the old one, and then move the contents of the old volume to the new one. The new volume
would be remapped on the server to take the mount point of the old one, which is retired.
A disadvantage is that this manual intervention can become costly and tedious and this provisioning
strategy is appropriate only in certain scenarios.

When to use custom-sized provisioning
Custom-sized provisioning is a best fit in the following scenario:

• In both mainframe and open systems environments.

• When you want to manually control and monitor your storage resources and usage scenarios.
Virtual LVI software is used to configure custom-sized provisioning. For detailed information, see
(page 26).

Basic provisioning workflow
The following illustrates the basic provisioning workflow:
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Thin provisioning
Thin provisioning is an approach to managing storage that maximizes physical storage capacity.
Instead of reserving a fixed amount of storage, it simply removes capacity from the available pool
when data is actually written to disk.

Thin Provisioning Z
Though basic or traditional provisioning strategies can be appropriate and useful in specific
scenarios, they can be expensive to set up, awkward and time consuming to configure, difficult to
monitor, and error prone when maintaining storage.
Thin Provisioning Z is a simpler alternative to the traditional provisioning methods. It uses thin
provisioning technology that allows you to allocate virtual storage capacity based on anticipated
future capacity needs, using virtual volumes instead of physical disks.
Overall storage use rates may improve because you can potentially provide more virtual capacity
to applications while fully using fewer physical disks. It provides lower initial cost, greater efficiency,
and storage management freedom for storage administrators. In this way, Thin Provisioning Z
software:

• Simplifies storage management

• Self-balances resource use and optimizes performance

• Maximizes physical disk usage

Thin Provisioning Z concepts
Thin Provisioning Z is a volume management feature that allows storage managers and System
Administrators to efficiently plan and allocate storage to users or applications. It provides a platform
for the array to dynamically manage data without host involvement.
Thin Provisioning Z provides two important capabilities: thin provisioning of storage and enhanced
volume performance.
Thin Provisioning Z is more efficient than traditional provisioning strategies. It is implemented by
creating one or more Thin Provisioning Z pools (THP pools) of physical storage space using multiple
LDEVs. Then, you can establish virtual THP volumes (THP V-VOLs) and connect them to the individual
THP pools. In this way, capacity to support data can be randomly assigned on demand.
THP V-VOLs are of a user-specified logical size without any corresponding physical space. Actual
physical space (in 38-MB pool page units) is automatically assigned to a THP V-VOL from the
connected THP pool as that volume’s logical space is written to over time. A new volume does not
have any pool pages assigned to it. The pages are loaned out from its connected pool to that THP
volume until the volume is reformatted or deleted. At that point, all of that volume’s assigned pages
are returned to the pool’s free page list. This handling of logical and physical capacity is called
thin provisioning. In many cases, logical capacity will exceed physical capacity.
Thin Provisioning Z enhances volume performance. This is an automatic result of how THP V-VOLs
map capacity from individual THP pools. A pool is created using from one to 1024 LDEVs (pool
volumes) of physical space. Each pool volume is sectioned into 38-MB pages. Each page is
consecutively laid down on a number of RAID stripes from one pool volume. The pool’s 38-MB
pool pages are assigned on demand to any of the THP V-VOLs that are connected to that pool.
Other pages assigned over time to that THP V-VOL randomly originate from the next free page
from other pool volumes in that pool.
Setting up a Thin Provisioning Z environment requires a few extra steps. You still configure various
array groups to a desired RAID level, and then create one or more volumes (LDEVs) on each of
them (see (page 33)). But then you set up a Thin Provisioning Z environment by creating one or
more THP pools of physical storage space that are each a collection of some of these internal
LDEVs (THP pool volumes). This pool structure supports creation of Thin Provisioning Z virtual
volumes (THP V-VOLs), where 38-MB pages of data are randomly assigned on demand.
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For detailed information, see (page 46).

When to use Thin Provisioning Z
Thin Provisioning Z is a best fit in a mainframe environment in the following scenarios:

• Where the aggregation of storage pool capacity usage across many volumes demonstrates
largest performance optimization.

• For stable environments and large consistently growing files or volumes.

• If the application or Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS) does not write
over areas that are not immediately needed.

• Where the file system has a preference to write over deleted files.

Thin Provisioning Z advantages

With Thin Provisioning ZWithout Thin Provisioning ZAdvantages

You can logically allocate more capacity than
is physically installed. You can purchase less
capacity, reducing initial costs.

You must purchase physical disk capacity for
expected future use. The unused capacity adds
costs for both the storage system and software
products.

Reduces initial costs

When physical capacity becomes insufficient,
you can add pool capacity without service
interruption.

You must stop the disk array to reconfigure it.Reduces
management costs

You can allocate volumes of up to 262,668 cyl
(223.257 GB) regardless of the physical disk

As the expected physical disk capacity is
purchased, the unused capacity of the storage

Reduces
management labor

capacity. This increases the availability of
storage volumes for replication.

system also needs to be managed on the
storage system and on licensed P9500
products.

and increases
availability of
storage volumes for
replication

P9500 product licenses are based on used
capacity.

Effectively combines many applications’ I/O
patterns and evenly spreads the I/O activity

Because physical disk capacity is initially
purchased and installed to meet expected

Increases the
efficiency of the data
drive across available physical resources, preventingfuture needs, part of the data drive may not

parity group performance bottlenecks.be used. Stress of concentrating I/O loads on
Configuring the volumes from multiple parityjust a subset of the storage may decrease

performance. groups improves parity group performance. This
also increases storage use while reducing power
and pooling requirements (total cost of
ownership).

Thin Provisioning Z advantage example
To illustrate the merits of a Thin Provisioning Z environment, assume you have 12 LDEVs from 12
RAID 1 (2D+2D) array groups assigned to a THP pool. All 48 disks contribute their IOPS and
throughput power to all THP volumes assigned to that pool. If more random read IOPS horsepower
is desired for a pool, then it can be created with 32 LDEVs from 32 RAID 5 (3D+1P) array groups,
thus providing 128 disks of IOPS power to that pool. Because up to 1024 LDEVs may be assigned
to a single pool, this represents a considerable amount of I/O power under (possibly) just a few
THP volumes.
This type of aggregation of disks was possible previously only by using expensive and somewhat
complex host-based volume managers on the servers.

Thin Provisioning Z example
The following figure illustrates the difference between storage purchases made before and after
installing Thin Provisioning Z software.
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The example on the left (Today), before installing Thin Provisioning Z software, shows higher starting
cost because a larger amount of physical disk capacity is purchased to configure the entire volume
capacity. Much of this hardware-centric capacity is unused at the start. Over time, you will have
to reconfigure the storage based on the volume capacity to be consumed, for example, if the
volume capacity exceeds 80% after one year.
The example on the right (Future), after installing Thin Provisioning Z software, shows lower starting
costs for purchasing minimal volume capacity. Additional physical disk capacity can be purchased
and installed only when more physical storage is required, indicated by a system alert. This software
approach allows the volumes to be used effectively. Reconfiguring the storage system can be
eliminated so that operations can continue without service interruptions.

Thin Provisioning Z work flow
The following illustrates the Thin Provisioning Z workflow.

Resource groups strategies
A storage system can connect to multiple hosts and be shared by multiple divisions in a company
or by multiple companies. Many storage administrators from different organizations can access
the storage system. Managing the entire storage system can become complex and difficult. Potential
problems are that private data might be accessed by other users, or a volume in one organization
might be destroyed by mistake or by incorrect operation by a storage administrator in another
organization.
To avoid such problems, use Resource Partition to set up resource groups that allow you to manage
one storage system as multiple virtual private storage systems. The storage administrator in each
resource group can access only their assigned resources and cannot access other resources.
Configuring resource groups prevents the risk of data leakage or data destruction by another
storage administrator in another resource group.
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The resources such as LDEVs, parity groups, external volumes, ports, or host groups, can be assigned
to a resource group. These resources can be combined to flexibly compose a virtual private storage
system, much like sharing a port in two organizations but not in a parity group.
Resource groups should be planned and created before creating volumes. For more information,
see (page 15).

Key terms
The following are provisioning key terms:

DescriptionTerm

Security function used to control the access to a logical volume. Access attributes are
assigned to each volume: read only, read/write, and protect.

access attributes

Security option used to allow or not allow changing of the access attribute on a volume.expiration lock

Abbreviation for fixed-sized volume.FV

A resource group in which additional resources (other than external volumes) and the
resources existing before installing Resource Partition belong.

meta_resource

In provisioning, a page is 38 MB of continuous storage in a THP V-VOL that belongs to
a THP-pool.

page

A set of volumes that are reserved for storing Thin Provisioning Z or Snapshot write data.pool

In a thin provisioned storage system, the proportion (%) of used capacity of the pool to
the total pool capacity. Each pool has its own pool threshold values that are divided into
a variable threshold and a fixed threshold.

pool threshold

A logical volume that is reserved for storing snapshot data for Snapshot operations or
write data for Thin Provisioning Z.

pool-VOL, pool volume

A group that is assigned one or more resources of the storage system. The resources that
can be assigned to the resource group are LDEV IDs, parity groups, external volumes,
ports, and host group IDs.

resource group

In a thin provisioned storage system, the proportion (%) of total V-VOL capacity associated
with the pool/pool capacity to the total capacity.

subscription threshold

You can set the percentage of V-VOL capacity that can be created to the total capacity
of the pool. This will prevent V-VOL blocking caused by a full pool.
For example, when the subscription limit is set to 100%, the total V-VOL capacity that
can be created is obtained using this formula:
total V-VOL capacity <= pool capacity x 100%
Using this setting protects the pool when doing the following:

• Shrinking a pool

• Creating V-VOLs

• Increasing V-VOL capacity

A group of TP-VOLs. The TP
pool consists of one or more
TP RAID groups.

A virtual device in the storage system. A VDEV is a group of logical volumes (LDEVs) in
a parity group. One parity group consists of multiple VDEVs. A VDEV usually includes

VDEV

some fixed volumes (FVs) and some redundant volumes (free spaces). The number of FVs
is determined by the emulation type.

A volume in which a fixed-sized volume is divided into arbitrary sizes.variable-sized volume (CV)

Before you begin
Before you begin provisioning your P9500 storage system, certain requirements must be met.
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System requirements
• The P9500 hardware, microcode, and Remote Web Console essential for operating the

storage system be installed and configured for use.
• A P9500 storage system.

• The storage system must have parity groups installed.

• A Remote Web Console client computer.

Shared memory requirements
If configuring thin provisioning, Thin Provisioning Z requires dedicated shared memory for the
V-VOL management area.
The V-VOL management area, which is automatically created when shared memory is added, is
an area used to store information for associating pool-VOLs and THP V-VOLs.
If Thin Provisioning Z is used, at least 16 GB of shared memory consisting of two sections is
required. The memory capacity allocated to each part is as follows:

• Basic part: 8 GB

• Thin Provisioning Z: 8 GB
The required shared memory is installed by your HP representative.

Overall provisioning workflow
Following is the overall workflow for setting up and provisioning volumes on the P9500 storage
system.
1. Configure resource groups
2. Create the volume and provision it (fixed, variable sized, thin provisioning)
3. Configure LDEV on control unit designated by I/O configuration
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2 Configuring resource groups
The Storage Administrator can divide a provisioned storage system into resource groups that allow
managing the storage system as multiple virtual private storage systems. Configuring resource
groups involves creating resource groups, moving storage system resources into the resource
groups, and assigning resource groups to user groups.
Resource groups can be set up on both open and mainframe systems. Resource Partition software
is required.

System configuration using resource groups
Configuring resource groups prevents the risk of data leakage or data destruction by another
Storage Administrator in another resource group. The Storage Administrator considers and plans
which resource should be managed by which user, and then the Security Administrator creates
resource groups and assigns each resource to the resource groups.
A resource group is assigned one or more storage system resources. The following resources can
be assigned to resource groups.

• LDEV IDs

• Parity groups

• External volumes (VDEVs)

• Ports
Resource groups should be planned and created before creating volumes. Before creating LDEVs
or host groups, an LDEV ID or a host group ID can be assigned to the resource group in advance.
The following tasks provide instructions for configuring resource groups.

• “Creating a resource group” (page 17)

• “Adding resources to a resource group” (page 17)

• “Removing resources from a resource group” (page 18)

• “Changing the name of a resource group” (page 18)

• “Deleting a resource group” (page 19)

Meta_resource
The meta_resource is a resource group in which additional resources (other than external volumes)
and the resources existing on your storage system before installing Resource Partition belong.
When a storage system is upgraded to include Resource Partition, existing resources initially belong
to meta_resource by default to ensure compatibility with older software.

Resource lock
While processing a task on a resource, all of the resource groups assigned to the logged-on user
are locked for exclusive access.
A secondary window (such as the Basic Information Display) or an operation from the service
processor (SVP) locks all of the resource groups in the storage system.
When a resource is locked, a status indicator appears on the Remote Web Console status bar.
Click the Resource Locked button to view information about the locked resource.
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User groups
User groups and associated built-in roles are defined in the SVP. A user belongs to one or more
user groups. Privileges allowed to a particular user are determined by the user group or groups
to which the user belongs.
The Security Administrator assigns resource groups to user groups. A user group may already be
configured, or a new user group may be required for certain resources.
See HP P9000 Remote Web Console User Guide for more information about how to set up user
groups.

Resource group assignments
All resource groups are normally assigned to the Security Administrator and the Audit Log
Administrator.
Each resource group has a designated Storage Administrator who can access only their assigned
resources and cannot access other resources. (
All resource groups to which all resources in the storage system belong can be assigned to a user
group. Configure this in Remote Web Console by setting All Resource Groups Assigned to Yes.
A user who has All Resource Groups Assigned set to Yes can access all resources in the storage
system. For example, if a user is a Security Administrator (with View & Modify privileges) and a
Storage Administrator (with View and Modify privileges) and All Resource Groups Assigned is
Yes on that user account, the user can edit the storage for all the resources.
If allowing this access becomes a problem with security on the storage system, then register the
following two user accounts in Remote Web Console and use these different accounts for different
purposes.

• A user account for a Security Administrator where All Resource Groups Assigned is set to Yes.

• A user account for a Storage Administrator who does not have all resource groups assigned
and has only some of the resource groups assigned.

Resource group license requirements
Use of Resource Partition on the P9500 storage system requires the following:

• A license key on the Remote Web Console computer for Resource Partition software. For
details about the license key or product installation, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console
User Guide.

Resource group rules, restrictions, and guidelines

Rules
• The maximum number of resource groups that can be created on a storage system is 1023.

• A Storage Administrator with the Security Administrator (View & Modify) role can create
resource groups and assign resources to resource groups.

• Resources removed from a resource group are returned to meta_resource.

• Only a Storage Administrator (View & Modify) can manage the resources in assigned resource
groups.

Restrictions
• No new resources can be added to meta_resource.

• Resources cannot be deleted from meta_resource.
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Guidelines
• If you are providing a virtual private storage system to different companies, you should not

share parity groups, external volumes, or pools if you want to limit the capacity that can be
used by each user. When parity groups, external volumes, or pools are shared between
multiple users, and if one user uses too much capacity of the shared resource, the other users
might not be able to create an LDEV.

Creating a resource group
When creating a resource group, observe the following:

• The maximum number of resource groups that can be created on a storage system is 1023.

• The name meta_resource cannot be set for a resource group name.

• Duplicate occurrences of the same name are not allowed.

• Resource group name can use alphanumeric characters, spaces, and the following symbols:
! # $ % & ' ( ) + - . = @ [ ] ^ _ ` { } ~

• Alphabets are case-sensitive.

• You must have Security Administrator (View & Modify) role to perform this task.
Procedure 1 To create a resource group
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, click Administration,

and then Resource Groups.
2. Click Create Resource Groups in the Resource Groups tab.
3. Enter a resource group name in the Create Resource Groups window.
4. Select resources to be assigned to the resource group as necessary, and then click Add.

The resource group is added to Selected Resource Groups table.
5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Adding resources to a resource group
Before adding resources to a resource group, consider the following:

• No resource can be added to meta_resource.

• Only resources allocated to meta_resource can be added to resource groups.

• An LDEV with the same pool ID or journal group ID cannot be added to multiple resource
groups. For example, when two LDEVs belong to the same pool, you must allocate both to
the same resource group. You cannot allocate them separately. Use the sort function to sort
the LDEVs by pool ID or journal group ID, then select them and add them all at once.

• You must have Security Administrator (View & Modify) role to perform this task.
Procedure 2 To add resources to a resource group
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, click Administration,

and then Resource Groups.
2. Click a resource group to add in the Resource Groups tab.
3. Click Add Resources.
4. Select the type of resources to add in the resource group.
5. Select one or more resources to add to the resource group, and then click Add.
6. Click OK, and then click Finish.
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7. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Removing resources from a resource group
Before removing remove resources from a resource group, consider the following:

• The resources removed from a resource group are returned to the meta_resource.

• Resources cannot be deleted from the meta_resource.

• An LDEV that has the same pool ID or journal group ID cannot be partially removed. For
example, if two LDEVs belong to the same pool, you cannot remove only LDEV1 from the
resource group and leave only LDEV2. Use the sort function to sort the LDEVs by pool ID or
journal group ID, then select them and remove them all at once.

• You must have Security Administrator (View & Modify) role to perform this task.
Procedure 3 To remove resources from a resource group
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, click Administration,

and then Resource Groups.
2. Click a resource group to remove in the Resource Groups tab.
3. Select one or more resources to remove from the resource group, and then click Remove

Resources.
4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Managing Resource Groups

Changing the name of a resource group
When changing the name of a resource group, observe the following:

• The name meta_resource cannot be changed.

• Duplicate occurrences of the same name are not allowed.

• Resource group names can use alphanumeric characters, spaces, and the following symbols:
! # $ % & ' ( ) + - . = @ [ ] ^ _ ` { } ~

• Alphabets are case-sensitive.

• You must have Security Administrator (View & Modify) role to perform this task.
Procedure 4 To change a resource group name
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, click Administration,

and then Resource Groups.
2. Click a resource group to change its name in the Resource Groups tab.
3. Click Edit Resource Group.
4. In the Edit Resource Group window, type a new resource group name, and then click Finish.
5. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.
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Deleting a resource group
You cannot delete the following:

• The meta_resource.

• A resource group that is assigned to a user group.

• A resource group that has resources assigned to it.
Procedure 5 To delete a resource group
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, click Administration,

and then Resource Groups.
2. Click one or more resource groups to delete in the Resource Groups tab.
3. Click Delete Resource Groups.
4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Using Resource Partition and other P9500 products
To use Resource Partition with P9500 products, the resources that are required for the operation
must satisfy specific conditions. The following topics provide information about the specific resource
conditions that are required for using each P9500 product.

• “Parallel Access Volumes” (page 19)

• “Thin Provisioning Z” (page 20)

• “DKA Encryption” (page 20)

• “Performance Monitor” (page 20)

• “Business Copy Z” (page 21)

• “Continuous Access Synchronous Z” (page 21)

• “Continuous Access Journal Z” (page 22)

• “External Storage” (page 23)

• “Virtual LVI” (page 24)

• “Cache Partition” (page 24)

• “Auto LUN” (page 24)

• “Volume Shredder” (page 25)

Parallel Access Volumes
The following table provides information about specific Parallel Access Volumes conditions that
must be observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

The specified base volumes and free volumes must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Assign aliases

The specified base volumes and alias volumes must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Remove aliases
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Thin Provisioning Z
The following table provides information about specific Thin Provisioning Z conditions that must
be observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

When you create LDEVs for Thin Provisioning Z, IDs of the LDEVs that you will
create must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Create LDEVs

Both deleted LDEVs and pool VOLs of the pool where the deleted LDEVs belong
must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Delete LDEVs

A volume to be specified as a pool VOL must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Create pools
Expand pool

All the volumes that are specified when creating a pool must belong to the same
resource group.

Pool VOLs of the specified pools must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

Edit pools
Delete pools

The V-VOL must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to
manage them.

Expand V-VOL

You can complete only the SIMs that concern the resources that are assigned to
the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Complete SIMs

You can reclaim or stop reclaiming zero pages only for the V-VOLs that are assigned
to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Reclaim zero pages
Stop reclaiming zero pages

DKA Encryption
The following table provides information about specific DKA Encryption conditions that must be
observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

When you specify a parity group and open the Edit Encryption window, the
specified parity group and LDEVs belonging to the parity group must be assigned
to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Edit Encryption

When you open the Edit Encryption window without specifying a parity group,
more than one parity group and LDEVs belonging to the parity group must be
assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Performance Monitor
The following table provides information about specific Performance Monitor conditions that must
be observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

The specified ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Add to Ports

The specified ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Add New Monitored WWNs

The specified ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Edit WWN
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Business Copy Z
The following table provides information about specific Business Copy Z conditions that must be
observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

Both S-VOLs and T-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Create pairs
Split pairs
Suspend pairs
Resynchronize pairs
Release pairs

The specified LDEVs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Set reserve attributes
Remove reserve attributes

Continuous Access Synchronous Z
The following table provides information about specific Continuous Access Synchronous Z conditions
that must be observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

M-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Create pairs

Initiator ports for the logical paths that are configured between M-VOLs and RCU
must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

M-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Change pair options

The specified M-VOLs or R-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

Split pairs

M-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Resynchronize pairs

The specified M-VOLs or R-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

Release pairs

When you specify M-VOLs, initiator ports for the logical paths that are configured
between M-VOLs and RCU must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

The specified ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Define port attributes

The specified initiator ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Add RCU

Initiator ports of logical paths to the specified RCUs must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Delete RCU
Change RCU options

The specified initiator ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Add logical paths
Delete logical paths

Initiator ports of logical paths to the specified RCUs must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Add SSIDs
Delete SSIDs
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Continuous Access Journal Z
The following table provides information about specific Continuous Access Journal Z conditions
that must be observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

All the LDEVs that are specified when creating a journal must belong to the same
resource group.

Create Journal Volumes

All the specified LDEVs when adding journal volumes must belong to the same
resource group where existing journal volumes belong.

Add journal volumes
Delete journal volumes

All the data volumes in the specified journals must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Change journal options

Journal volumes for pair volumes and P-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Create pairs

Initiator ports of logical paths to remote storage systems must be assigned to the
Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

P-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Change pair options

The specified P-VOLs or S-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

Split pairs

P-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Restore pairs

The specified P-VOLs or S-VOLs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

Delete pairs

Initiator ports of logical paths to remote storage systems must be assigned to the
Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

All the data volumes in the specified mirrors must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Change mirror options

The specified ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Define port attributes

The specified initiator ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Add remote DKC

Initiator ports of logical paths to the specified remote storage systems must be
assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Delete remote DKC

Initiator ports of logical paths to the specified remote storage systems must be
assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Change remote DKC option

The specified initiator ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Add logical paths

The specified initiator ports must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Delete logical paths

When you move LDEVs used for journal volumes to other resource groups, you
must specify all the journal volumes of the journal where the LDEVs belong.

Move LDEVs to other resource
groups
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External Storage
The following table provides information about specific External Storage conditions that must be
observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

When creating an external volume, a volume is created in the resource group
where the external port belongs.

Add External Volumes

When you specify a path group and open the Add External Volumes window, all
the ports that compose the path group must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

The specified external volumes and all the LDEVs allocated to that external volumes
must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Delete External Volumes

All the external volumes belonging to the specified external storage system and all
the LDEVs allocated to that external volumes must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Disconnect External Storage
Systems

All the external volumes belonging to the specified external storage system and all
the LDEVs allocated to that external volumes must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Reconnect External Storage
Systems

The specified external volumes and all the LDEVs allocated to the external volumes
must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Disconnect External Volumes

The specified external volumes and all the LDEVs allocated to the external volumes
must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Reconnect External Volumes

The specified external volumes must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Edit External Volumes

The specified external volumes and all the ports of the external paths connecting
the external volumes must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Assign Processor Blade

Ports of the specified external paths and all the external volumes connecting with
the external path must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Disconnect External Paths

When you specify By Ports, all the external paths connecting with the specified
ports and all the external volumes connecting with the external paths must be
assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.
When you specify By External WWNs, all the ports of the external paths connecting
to the specified external WWN and all the external volumes connecting with those
external paths must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to
manage them.

Ports of the specified external paths and all the external volumes connecting with
those external paths must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Reconnect External Paths

When you specify By Ports, all the external paths connecting with the specified
ports and all the external volumes connecting with the external paths must be
assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.
When you specify By External WWNs, all the ports of the external paths connecting
to the specified external WWN and all the external volumes connecting with those
external paths must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to
manage them.

All the ports of the external paths connecting to the specified external WWN and
all the external volumes connecting with the external paths must be assigned to the
Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Edit External WWNs

Ports of all the external paths composing the specified path group and all the
external volumes that belong to the path group must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Edit External Path Configuration
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Virtual LVI
The following table provides information about specific Virtual LVI conditions that must be observed
when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

When you specify a parity group and open the Create LDEVs window, the parity
group must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage
them.

Create LDEVs

When you create an internal or external volumes, parity groups where the LDEV
belongs and ID of the new LDEV must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

When you delete internal volumes or external volumes, the deleted LDEVs and
parity groups where the LDEVs belong must be assigned to the Storage Administrator
group permitted to manage them.

Delete LDEVs

The specified LDEVs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Edit LDEVs

The specified LDEVs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Restore LDEVs

The specified LDEVs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Block LDEVs

When you specify LDEV and open the Format LDEVs window, the specified LDEV
must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Format LDEVs

When you specify a parity group and open the Format LDEVs window, the specified
parity group and all the LDEVs in the parity group must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Cache Partition
The following table provides information about specific Cache Partition conditions that must be
observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

When you specify virtual volumes, the specified LDEV must be assigned to the
Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Migrate parity groups

When you specify a parity group, the specified parity group must be assigned to
the Storage Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Auto LUN
The following table provides information about specific Auto LUN conditions that must be observed
when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

The specified source volumes and target volumes must be assigned to the Storage
Administrator group permitted to manage them.

Migrate volumes

The specified LDEVs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Reserve volumes

The specified parity group must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group
permitted to manage them.

Fix a parity group
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Volume Shredder
The following table provides information about specific Volume Shredder conditions that must be
observed when using Resource Partition.

ConditionOperation name

The specified LDEVs must be assigned to the Storage Administrator group permitted
to manage them.

Shred LDEVs
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3 Configuring custom-sized provisioning
Configuring custom-sized provisioning involves creating and configuring a customized volume
(CV). A CV is a fixed-sized volume that is divided into arbitrary sizes.
This provisioning strategy is suitable for use on both open and mainframe systems. Virtual LVI or
Virtual LUN software is required to configure variable-sized provisioning.

Virtual LVI/Virtual LUN functions
Virtual LVI or Virtual LUN functions are used to create, configure, or delete a customized volume
(LDEV).
The Virtual LUN and the Virtual LVI function are collectively referred to as VLL. The only difference
between the two functions is that Virtual LUN is an open systems function available in Open Volume
Management software, while Virtual LVI is a mainframe function available in Virtual LVI software.
A parity group usually consists of some fixed-sized volumes (FVs) and some free space. The number
of FVs is determined by the emulation type. A VLL volume usually consists of at least one FV, one
or more customized volumes (CVs), and some free space.
You can use VLL to configure variable-sized volumes that efficiently exploit the capacity of a disk.
Variable-sized volumes are logical volumes that are divided into smaller size than normal (fixed-size)
volumes. This configuration is desirable when frequently accessed files are distributed across smaller
multiple logical volumes. This generally improves the data accessing performance, though file
access may be delayed in some instances.
VLL can also divide a logical volume into multiple smaller volumes to provide space efficiencies
for small volumes such as command devices. Thus, VLL can efficiently exploit the capacity of a disk
by not wasting capacity using larger volumes when they are not needed.

VLL requirements
Use of Virtual LVI or Virtual LUN on the P9500 storage system to configure variable-sized volumes
requires the following:

• A license key on the Remote Web Console computer for Virtual LVI: This software is for
mainframe systems.

For details about the license key or product installation, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console
User Guide.

VLL specifications
“Virtual LVI specifications for mainframe systems” (page 26)
“CV capacity by emulation type for mainframe systems” (page 27)

Virtual LVI specifications for mainframe systems

Mainframe systemParameter

3380, 3390Track format

3380-3, 3380-3A, 3380-3B, 3380-3CEmulation type
3390-3, 3390-A, 3390-3A, 3390-3B, 3390-3C, 3390-3R, 3390-9,
3390-9A, 3390-9B, 3390-9C, 3390-L, 3390-LA, 3390-LB, 3390-LC,
3390-M, 3390-MA, 3390-MB, 3390-MC, 3390-V

Depends on the track geometryAbility to intermix emulation type

2,048 for RAID5 (7D+1P) or RAID6 (6D+2P)Maximum number of volumes (normal and
Virtual LVI) per parity group
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Mainframe systemParameter

1,024 for other RAID levels

65,280Maximum number of volumes (normal and
Virtual LVI per storage system

1 user cylinder (+ control cylinders)Minimum size for one Virtual LVIvolume

See “CV capacity by emulation type for mainframe systems” (page 27)Maximum size for one Virtual LVI volume

1 user cylinderSize increment

AnywhereDisk location for Virtual LVI volumes

CV capacity by emulation type for mainframe systems

Number of control cylinders
(cyl)

Maximum CV capacity (cyl)Minimum CV capacity
(cyl)

Emulation type

73,33913380-3

73,33913380-3A

73,33913380-3B

73,33913380-3C

63,33913390-3

7 cyl per 1,113 cyl262,66813390-A1

63,33913390-3A

63,33913390-3B

63,33913390-3C

63,33913390-3R

2510,01713390-9

2510,01713390-9A

2510,01713390-9B

2510,01713390-9C

2332,76013390-L

2332,76013390-LA

2332,76013390-LB

2332,76013390-LC

5365,52013390-M

5365,52013390-MA

5365,52013390-MB

5365,52013390-MC

0For an internal volume:
837,760

443390-V 2,3

For an external volume:
1,117,760

Notes:
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Number of control cylinders
(cyl)

Maximum CV capacity (cyl)Minimum CV capacity
(cyl)

Emulation type

1. For 3390-A, the incremental unit of the CV capacity is the capacity from 0 to 65,520 cylinders is defined as the
1 user-cylinder, and the capacity from 65,521 to 262,668 cylinders is defined as the 1,113 user-cylinder. Therefore,
if you specify a value in Remote Web Console in the Create LDEVs window that exceeds 65,520 cylinders, the
value is corrected to multiples of 1,113 cylinders. For instance, if 65,521 is specified, the value is corrected to
65,667, which is 59 times 1,113 cylinders.

2. For 3390-V, the value specified in the Create LDEVs window is corrected to multiples of 44.8 cylinders (38,976
KB) such that the number of cylinders is truncated after the decimal point. For instance, if 10,000 is specified,
10,035 appears. This value is truncated after the decimal point of 10,035.2, that is 224 times 44.8 cylinders.

3. If the CV of 3390-V is registered to the pool of Thin Provisioning Z, 8 GB or more free space in the pool is necessary.
If you create a CV of 3390-V, specify the capacity at more than 9,633 cylinders.

SSID requirements
The storage system is configured with one SSID (storage system identifier) for each group of 64
or 256 devices, so there are one or four SSIDs per CU image. Each SSID must be unique to each
connected host system. SSIDs are user-specified and are assigned during storage system installation
in hexadecimal format, from 0004 to FEFF.
The following table shows the relationship between controller emulation types and SSIDs.

Virtual LVI SupportSSID requirementController emulation type

3390-3, 3390-3A, 3390-3B, 3390-3C, 3390-9,
3390-9A, 3390-9B, 3390-9C volumes

0004 to FEFF2105, 2107

3380-3, 3380-3A, 3380-3B, 3380-3C, 3390-3,
3390-3A, 3390-3B, 3390-3C, 3390-3R, 3390-9,

0004 to FEFF2105-F20, 2107

3390-9A, 3390-9B, 3390-9C, 3390-L, 3390-LA,
3390-LB, 3390-LC, 3390-M, 3390-MA, 3390-MB,
3390-MC volumes

VLL size calculations
When creating a CV, you can specify the capacity of each CV. However, rounding will produce
different values for the user-specified CV capacity and the actual entire CV capacity. To estimate
the actual capacity of a CV, use a mathematical formula. The following topics explain how to
calculate the user area capacity and the entire capacity of a CV.
The capacity of a CV or an LDEV consists of two types of capacity. One type is the user area
capacity that stores the user data. The second type is the capacities of all areas that are necessary
for an LDEV implementation including control information. The sum of these two types of capacities
is called the entire capacity.
Implemented LDEVs consume this entire capacity from the parity group capacity without exception.
Therefore, even if the sum of user areas of multiple CVs and the user area of one CV are the same
size, the free space generated when multiple CVs are created may be smaller than the free space
generated when one CV is created.
If the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode on the SATA drive, you must calculate the
entire capacity of all CVs in existence and the entire capacity of CVs in the Enhanced mode of the
data protection level.
When using RAID Manager, the specified size of CVs is created regardless of the capacity
calculation. Therefore, even if the same capacity size (for example, 1 TB) appears, the actual
capacity size might be different between the CVs created by RAID Manager and the CVs created
by Remote Web Console.

Calculating the size of a mainframe volume
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV by cylinder, use one of the following formulas:
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ceil((user-specified-CV-capacity + management-area-capacity)
* 15 * capacity-of-a-slot / boundary-value)
* boundary-value * 1024 

or
ceil((user-specified-CV-capacity + management-area-capacity)
* 15 * capacity-of-a-slot / boundary-value)
* boundary-value / capacity-of-a-slot / 15

where

• the value enclosed in ceil( ) must be rounded up to the nearest whole number.

• user-specified-CV-capacity is the capacity of the user area in a CV expressed in
cylinders.

• boundary-value is expressed in kilobytes. The boundary-value depends on volume
emulation types and RAID levels (see “Boundary values for RAID levels (Enhanced mode on
SATA drives)” (page 32)). If the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode on a SATA
drive, the boundary value depends on volume emulation types and RAID levels (see “Boundary
values for RAID levels (other than Enhanced mode on SATA drives)” (page 32)).

• capacity-of-a-slot is expressed in kilobytes. The capacity of a slot value depends on
volume emulation types (see “Capacity of a slot” (page 32)).

• The resulting CV capacity is expressed in megabytes.
When calculating the size of a mainframe volume, note the following:

• In 3390-A, boundary-value is always 974,400 KB (1,120 cylinder) regardless of the RAID
level.

• In 3390-A, if a value is specified in Remote Web Console in the Create LDEVs window that
exceeds 65,520 cylinders, the value is corrected to multiples of 1,113 cylinders. For instance,
if 65,521 is specified, 65,667 which is 59 times 1,113 cylinders appears.

• In 3390-V, the value specified in the Create LDEVs window is corrected to multiples of 44.8
cylinders (38,976 KB). The number of cylinders that is truncated value after the decimal point
appears. For instance, if 10,000 is specified, 10,035 appears. This value is truncated after
the decimal point of 10,035.2 that is 224 times 44.8 cylinders.

Calculating OPEN-V volume size (CV capacity unit is blocks)
To calculate the user area capacity of a CV whose capacity unit is defined as blocks:
ceil(user-specified-CV-capacity / 2)

where

• the value enclosed in ceil( ) must be rounded up to the nearest whole number.

• user-specified-CV-capacity is expressed in blocks.

• The resulting user area capacity is expressed in kilobytes.
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV:
ceil(user-specified-CV-capacity / (boundary-value * 2)) * (boundary-value * 2)

where

• the value enclosed in ceil( ) must be rounded up to the nearest whole number.

• user-specified-CV-capacity is expressed in blocks.

• boundary-value is expressed in kilobytes. The boundary value depends on volume emulation
types and RAID levels (see “Boundary values for RAID levels (other than Enhanced mode on
SATA drives)” (page 32)). If the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode on a SATA
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drive, the boundary value depends on volume emulation types and RAID levels (see “Capacity
of a slot” (page 32))

• The resulting entire capacity is expressed in blocks. To convert the resulting entire capacity
into megabytes, divide this capacity by 2,048.

Calculating fixed-size open-systems volume size (CV capacity unit is blocks)
To calculate the user area capacity of a CV whose capacity unit is defined as blocks:
ceil(user-specified-CV-capacity / 2)user-specified-CV-capacity / 2

ceil(user-specified-CV-capacity / 2)

where

• user-specified-CV-capacity is expressed in blocks.

• The resulting user area capacity is expressed in kilobytes.
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV:
ceil((user-specified-CV-capacity + management-area-capacity * 2)
/ (boundary-value * 2)) * (boundary-value * 2) 

where

• the value enclosed in ceil( ) must be rounded up to the nearest whole number.

• user-specified-CV-capacity is expressed in blocks.

• management-area-capacity is expressed in kilobytes. The management area capacity
depends on volume emulation types (see “Boundary values for RAID levels (Enhanced mode
on SATA drives)” (page 32)).

• boundary-value is expressed in kilobytes. The boundary value depends on volume emulation
types and RAID levels (see “Boundary values for RAID levels (other than Enhanced mode on
SATA drives)” (page 32)). If the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode on a SATA
drive, the boundary value depends on volume emulation types and RAID levels (see
“Capacity of a slot” (page 32)).

• The CV capacity recognized by hosts is the same as the CV capacity calculated by the above
formula.

• If block is selected as the LDEV capacity unit in the Create LDEVs window and dialog boxes,
the window and dialog boxes correctly show the calculated LDEV capacity. However, if MB,
GB, or TB is selected as the LDEV capacity unit in the Create LDEVs window and dialog boxes,
the capacity values shown might have a margin of error due to unit conversion reasons. If you
need to know the exact LDEV capacity, select block as the capacity unit.

• The resulting entire capacity is expressed in blocks. To convert the resulting entire capacity
into megabytes, divide this capacity by 2,048:

Calculating the size of a CV using Enhanced mode on SATA drives
If the data protection level is set to Enhanced mode on a SATA drive, the entire capacity of a CV
must be calculated. The calculation methods vary depending on the unit for the capacity specified
when creating the CV. These are required to be OPEN-V.

If the CV capacity unit is MB (megabytes):
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV whose capacity unit is defined as MB:
entire-capacity-of-a-CV * 1024 / capacity-of-a-slot
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where

• capacity-of-a-slot is expressed in kilobytes. The capacity of a slot depends on volume
emulation types (see “Capacity of a slot” (page 32)).

• The resulting entire capacity is expressed in slots.
To calculate the management area capacity:
ceil(entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) / 
calculated-management-area-capacity) * boundary-value

where

• the value enclosed in ceil( ) must be rounded up to the nearest whole number.

• The resulting entire capacity is expressed in slots.
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV if the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode
on the SATA drive:
ceil(entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) + 
calculated-management-area-capacity) 

To convert the resulting entire capacity into megabytes:
calculated-entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) / 
1024 * capacity-of-a-slot

where

• calculated-entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) means the entire capacity of a CV
if the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode on the SATA drive.

If the CV capacity unit is block:
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV whose capacity unit is defined as block:
user-specified-a-CV-capacity / 2 / capacity-of-a-slot

where

• capacity-of-a-slot is expressed in kilobytes. The capacity of a slot depends on volume
emulation types (see “Capacity of a slot” (page 32)).

• The resulting entire capacity is expressed in slots.
To calculate the management area capacity:
ceil(entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) / 
calculated-management-area-capacity ) * boundary-value

where

• the value enclosed in ceil( ) must be rounded up to the nearest whole number.
To calculate the entire capacity of a CV if the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode
on the SATA drive:
ceil(entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) + 
calculated-management-area-capacity)

To convert the resulting entire capacity into blocks:
calculated-entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) * 
capacity-of-a-slot * 2 
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where

• calculated-entire-capacity-of-a-CV(slots) means the entire capacity of a CV
if the data protection level is set to the Enhanced mode on the SATA drive.

Management area capacity of a mainframe volume

Management area capacity (cyl)Emulation type

73380-3, 3380-3A, 3380-3B, 3380-3C,

7 cyl per 1,113 cyl3390-A

63390-3, 3390-3R, 3390-3A, 3390-3B, 3390-3C

03390-V

253390-9, 3390-9A, 3390-9B, 3390-9C

233390-L, 3390-LA, 3390-LB, 3390-LC

533390-M, 3390-MA, 3390-MB, 3390-MC

Boundary values for RAID levels (Enhanced mode on SATA drives)
A SATA drive supports the 3390-xx emulation type for a mainframe system.

Boundary value (KB)Emulation type*

RAID 6 (6D+2P)RAID 5 (7D+1P)RAID 5 (3D+1P)RAID 1 (2D+2D)

22,27225,9845,5681,8563380-xx

*xx is a variable indicating one or more numbers or letters.

Boundary values for RAID levels (other than Enhanced mode on SATA drives)
A SATA drive supports the 3390-xx emulation type for a mainframe system.

Boundary value (KB)Emulation type*

RAID 6 (6D+2P)RAID 5 (7D+1P)RAID 5 (3D+1P)RAID 1 (2D+2D)

2,3042,6881,1527683380-xx

2,7843,2481,3929283390-xx

*xx is a variable indicating one or more numbers or letters.

Capacity of a slot

Capacity (KB) of a slotEmulation type*

483380-xx

583390-xx

*xx is a variable indicating one or more numbers or letters.

Calculated management area capacities (SATA-E drive)
Calculated management area capacities are expressed in slots.
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A SATA drive requires 3390-xx for mainframe systems.

SATA-E (slots)Emulation type

RAID 6 (6D+2P)RAID 5 (7D+1P)RAID 5 (3D+1P)RAID 1 (2D+2D)

8,017,92010,913,2802,004,480445,4403390-xx

*xx is a variable indicating one or more numbers or letters.

Create LDEV function
Use the Create LDEV function to create a customized variable-sized volume. You need Virtual LVI
to create a mainframe volume.
You can also use the Create LDEV function to create a volume to be used as a system disk on either
a mainframe or an open system. A system disk is not available to hosts, command devices, pool
volumes, journal volumes, and so on. For more information, see “Using a system disk” (page 43).
The following depicts an example of creating customized volumes. First you delete FVs to create
free space. Then you can create one or more customized volumes of any size in that free space.

Creating an LDEV
Use this procedure to create one or more internal or external logical volumes (LDEVs) in a selected
storage system. You can create multiple LDEVs at once, for example, when you are setting up your
storage system. After the storage system is set up, you can add LDEVs as needed.
Before creating an LDEV in a selected storage system, free space may need to be created. Before
volumes are deleted to create free space, make sure that the desired mainframe volumes are
disconnected from the host.
You can create LDEVs using any of the following tabs:

• Parity Groups tab when selecting Parity Groups.
You can create multiple LDEVs in the specified free space by setting the necessary items
collectively. If multiple free spaces are in one parity group, the number of free spaces appears
in Total Selected Free Space in the Parity Group Selection section on the Create LDEVs wizard.
Confirm the number of free spaces, and then create the LDEVs accordingly.
For example, if you are creating LDEVs in parity group PG1-1 and it contains two free spaces,
2 appears in Total Selected Free Space. In this case, if you specify 1 in Number of LDEVs per
Free Space, and continue to create the LDEV, two LDEVs are created because one LDEV is
created for each free space.

• LDEVs tab when selecting any parity group in Parity Groups.

• LDEVs tab when selecting Logical Devices.
Procedure 6 To create an LDEV
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select the resource to

view in the tab, and then click Create LDEVs.
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2. In the Create LDEVs window, from the Provisioning Type list, select a provisioning type for the
LDEV to be created.
• If creating internal volumes, select Basic.

• If creating external volumes, select External.
3. In System Type, select Mainframe to create mainframe volumes.
4. From the Emulation Type list, select an emulation type for the selected system type.
5. If creating an internal volume, select the parity group, and then do the following:

1. From the Drive Type/RPM list in Parity Group Selection, select the drive type and RPM.
2. From the RAID level list in Parity Group Selection, select the RAID level.
3. Click Select Free Spaces.
4. In the Select Free Spaces window, in the Available Free Spaces table, select the free spaces

to be assigned to the volumes.
Do the following, if necessary:
- To specify the conditions and show the free space, click Filter, specify the conditions,
and then click Apply.
- To specify the unit for capacity and the number of rows to view, click Options.

5. Click View Physical Location.
6. In the View Physical Location window, confirm where the selected free space is physically

located, and then click Close.
7. In the Select Free Spaces window, if the selected free spaces have no issues, click OK.

6. Otherwise, if creating an external volume, select the external volume, and then do the following:
1. Click Select Free Spaces.
2. In the Select Free Spaces window, in the Available Free Spaces table, select the free space

to be assigned to the volumes.
Do the following, if necessary:
- To specify the conditions and show the free space, click Filter, specify the conditions,
and then click Apply.
- To specify the unit for capacity and the number of rows to view, click Options.

3. Click View Physical Location.
4. In the View Physical Location window, confirm where the selected free space is physically

located, and then click Close.
5. In the Select Free Spaces window, if the selected free spaces have no issues, click OK.

7. In LDEV Capacity, type the amount of LDEV capacity to be created and select a capacity unit
from the list.

8. In Number of LDEVs, type the number of LDEVs to be created.
9. In LDEV Name, specify a name for this LDEV.

1. In Prefix, type the characters that will become the fixed characters for the beginning of
the LDEV name. The characters are case-sensitive.

2. In Initial Number, type the initial number that will follow the prefix name.
10. In Format Type, select the format type for the LDEV from the list.

• For an internal volume, you can select Normal Format, Quick Format, or No Format.
If No Format is selected, format the volume after creating LDEVs.

• For an external volume, if you create the LDEV whose emulation type is the mainframe
system, you can select Write to Control Block, Normal Format or No Format.
If No Format is selected, format the volume after creating the LDEVs.
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11. Click Options to show more options.
12. In Initial LDEV ID, make sure that an LDEV ID is set. To confirm the used number and unavailable

number, click View LDEV IDs to open the View LDEV IDs window.
1. In Initial LDEV ID in the Create LDEVs window, click View LDEV IDs.

In the View LDEV IDs window, the matrix vertical scale represents the second-to-last digit
of the LDEV number, and the horizontal scale represents the last digit of the LDEV number.
The LDEV IDs table shows the available, used, and disabled LDEV IDs.
In the table, used LDEV numbers appear in blue, unavailable numbers appear in gray,
and unused numbers appear in white. LDEV numbers that are unavailable may be already
in use, or already assigned to another emulation group (group by 32 LDEV numbers).

2. Click Close.
13. In the Create LDEVs window, in SSID, type four digits, in hexadecimal format (0004 to FEFF),

for the SSID.
14. To confirm the created SSID, click View SSIDs to open the View SSIDs dialog box.

1. In the Create LDEVs window, in Initial SSID, click View SSIDs.
In the SSIDs window, the SSIDs table shows the used SSIDs.

2. Click Close.
15. In the Create LDEVs window, from the Processor Blade list, select a processor blade to be used

by the LDEVs.
• If you assign a specific processor blade, select the ID of the processor blade.

• If you can assign any processor blade, click Auto.
16. If you are creating one more system disks, select Create LDEVs as System Disk.
17. Click Add.

The created LDEVs are added to the Selected LDEVs table.
Add is unavailable until Provisioning Type, System Type, Emulation Type, Pool Selection, LDEV
Capacity and Number of LDEVs are all set.

18. If necessary, change the following LDEV settings:
• Click Edit SSIDs to open the SSIDs window. For details about how to edit an SSID, see

“Editing an LDEV SSID ” (page 36).
• Click Change LDEV Settings to open the Change LDEV Settings window. For details about

how to change the LDEV settings, see “Changing LDEV settings” (page 36).
19. If necessary, delete an LDEV from the Selected LDEVs table.

Select an LDEV to delete, and then click Remove. For details about how to remove an LDEV,
see “Removing an LDEV to be registered” (page 37).

20. Click Finish.
The Confirm window opens.

21. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Finding an LDEV ID
When creating volumes, the LDEV ID (LDKC: CU: LDEV) must be specified. Use this procedure to
determine the LDEV IDs in use in the storage system so you can specify the correct LDEV.
1. In Initial LDEV ID in the Create LDEVs window, click View LDEV IDs.
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2. In the View LDEV IDs window, review the list to confirm the LDEV IDs. The LDEV IDs table shows
the available, used, and disabled LDEV IDs.
The matrix vertical scale represents the second-to-last digit of the LDEV number, and the
horizontal scale represents the last digit of the LDEV number.
In the table, used LDEV numbers appear in blue, unavailable LDEV numbers appear in gray,
and unused LDEV IDs appear in white. LDEV numbers that are unavailable may be already
in use, or already assigned to another emulation group (group by 32 LDEV numbers).

3. Click Close. The Create LDEVs window opens.

Finding an LDEV SSID
When creating volumes, the LDEV SSIDs must be specified. Use this procedure to determine the
SSIDs in use in the storage system so you can specify the correct SSID.
1. In the Create LDEVs window, beside Initial SSID, click View SSIDs.
2. In the SSIDs window, review the list to confirm the LDEV SSIDs. The SSIDs table shows the

SSIDs in use in the system.
3. Click Close.

The Create LDEVs window opens.

Editing an LDEV SSID
Before registering an LDEV, you may need to edit the LDEV SSID.
1. In the Create LDEVs window, in the Selected LDEVs table, click Edit SSIDs.
2. In the Edit SSIDs window, review the SSIDs table showing the existing SSIDs and ones to be

edited.
3. If you change the SSID, select the appropriate LDEV, and then click Change SSID.
4. In the Change SSID window, type the new SSID, and then click OK.
5. In the Edit SSIDs window, click OK.
6. In the Create LDEVs window, click Finish.
7. In the Confirm window, click Apply.

The new SSID is registered.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Changing LDEV settings
Before registering an LDEV, you may need to change the LDEV settings.
1. In the Create LDEVs window, in the Selected LDEVs table, select an LDEV, and then click Change

LDEV Settings.
2. In the Change LDEV Settings window, you can change the setting of LDEV Name, Initial LDEV

ID, or Processor Blade.
• If you change LDEV Name, specify the prefix characters and the initial number for this

LDEV.
• If you change Initial LDEV ID, specify the number of LDKC, CU, DEV, and Interval. To

confirm used LDEV IDs, click View LDEV IDs to confirm the used LDEV IDs in the View
LDEV IDs window.

• If you change Processor Blade, click the list and specify the processor blade ID. If the
specific processor blade is specified, select the processor blade ID. If any processor blade
is specified, click Auto.

3. Click OK.
4. In the Create LDEVs window, click Finish.
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5. In the Confirm window, verify the settings, and then click Apply.
The settings are changed.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Removing an LDEV to be registered
If you do not want to register an LDEV that is scheduled to be registered, you can remove it from
the registering task.
1. In the Selected LDEVs table in the Create LDEVs window, select an LDEV, and then click Remove.
2. Click Finish.
3. In the Confirm window, click Apply. The LDEV is removed from the registering task.

If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Blocking an LDEV
Before formatting or shredding a registered LDEV, the LDEV must be blocked. This procedure blocks
both internal and external volumes.
You can block LDEVs from any of the following tabs:

• LDEVs tab when selecting any parity group in Parity Groups.

• LDEVs tab when selecting Logical Devices.

• Virtual Volumes tab when selecting any pool in Pool.
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select the resource to

view in the tab.
2. Find the target LDEV in the table and confirm the LDEV status in the Status column.

• If Blocked appears, the LDEV is blocked. You can skip the remaining steps.

• If Blocked does not appear, the LDEV is not blocked. Block the LDEV using the following
steps.

3. Select an LDEV, and then click Block LDEVs.
Select multiple LDEVs using the Shift key (if the LDEVs are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if
the LDEVs are not adjacent).

4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Restoring a blocked LDEV
You can restore a blocked LDEV using any of the following tabs:

• LDEVs tab when selecting any parity group in Parity Groups.

• LDEVs tab when selecting Logical Devices.

• Virtual Volumes tab when selecting any pool in Pool.
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select the resource to

view in the tab.
2. Find the target LDEV in the table and confirm the LDEV status in the Status column.

• If Blocked appears, the LDEV is blocked. Restore a blocked LDEV using the following
steps.

• If Blocked does not appear, the LDEV is not blocked.
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3. Select the blocked LDEV, and then click Restore.
Select multiple LDEVs using the Shift key (if the LDEVs are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if
the LDEVs are not adjacent).

4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Editing an LDEV name
You can edit the name of a registered internal volume.
For information about editing a registered external volume, see HP P9000 External Storage for
Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide.
1. Select the LDEV to be edited.
2. Click Edit LDEVs.
3. In Edit LDEVs window, edit LDEV Name.
4. Click Finish.
5. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Deleting an LDEV (converting to free space)
You can convert one or more of the LDEVs on a selected parity group into free space by deleting
the LDEVs. That free space can be used to either create one or more variable-sized volumes (CVs)
using the Create LDEVs function, or left as free space for future use. You can also delete a system
disk if you no longer need it.

WARNING! Deleting LDEVs will erase your data. Back up your data before deleting LDEVs.

An LDEV cannot be deleted successfully if it is:

• In the defined path (including the pair volumes of Continuous Access Synchronous Z, Business
Copy Z, and Continuous Access Journal Z).

• A journal volume.

• A remote command device.
When you delete an LDEV, the alias information contained in the LDEV is also deleted. Therefore,
if you delete an LDEV related to an alias device, you should do one of the following:

• Allocate another LDEV to the alias device, and then delete the LDEV.

• Delete the LDEV first, and then allocate another LDEV to the alias device.
For information about how to delete a registered external volume, see the HP P9000 External
Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide.
Procedure 7 To delete an LDEV
1. Select one or more LDEVs to be deleted.
2. Click Delete LDEVs.
3. In the Confirm window, click Apply.
4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.
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Formatting LDEVs
If you initialize LDEVs that are being used, you will need to format the LDEVs. Read the following
topics before formatting LDEVs:

• “About formatting LDEVs” (page 39)

• “Storage system operation when LDEVs are formatted” (page 39)

• “Quick Format function” (page 39)

• “Write-to-control Blocks function” (page 40)
Formatting LDEVs includes the following tasks:

• “Formatting a specific LDEV” (page 41)

• “Formatting all LDEVs in a parity group” (page 41)

About formatting LDEVs
The LDEV Format feature includes Normal Format, Quick Format, and Write-to-Control Blocks
functions. These functions format volumes, including external volumes. Before formatting volumes,
ensure that the volumes are in blocked status.
The following table lists which formatting functions can be used on which LDEV types.

LDEV for mainframe systemsFormatting function

Internal volumeNormal Format
Virtual volume
External volume

Internal volumeQuick Format

External volumeWrite To Control Blocks

Storage system operation when LDEVs are formatted
The storage system acts in one of two ways immediately after an LDEV is added, depending on
the default settings in the storage system.

• The storage system automatically formats the added LDEV. This is the default action.

• The storage system blocks the LDEV instead of automatically formatting it.
To confirm or change the default formatting settings on the storage system, contact the administrator.
Users who have the Storage Administrator (Provisioning) role can change these default formatting
settings using Remote Web Console.

Quick Format function
The Quick Format function formats internal volumes in the background. While Quick Format is
running in the background, you can configure your system before the formatting is completed with
settings such as creating a file system, and creating a Continuous Access Synchronous Z pair.
Before using Quick Format to format internal volumes, ensure that the internal volumes are in
blocked status.
If any I/O operation is performed from a host during Quick Format, it is best to use volumes with
performance monitoring enabled, because formatting in the background might affect performance.
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Quick Format cannot be performed on the following volumes:

• Any volumes other than internal volumes

• Pool volumes

• Journal volumes

Quick Format specifications

DescriptionItem

The internal volume must be in blocked status. However, you do not need to create the
system disk.

Preparation for executing
Quick Format

Up to 36 parity groups can concurrently undergo Quick Format. There is no limit on
the number of volumes that can undergo Quick Format.

The number of parity groups
that can undergo Quick
Format

While one Quick Format operation is in progress, another Quick Format operation can
be performed. A maximum of 36 parity groups can concurrently undergo Quick Format.

Concurrent Quick Format
operations

At the beginning of the Quick Format operation, Remote Web Console performs
preliminary processing to generate management information. If a volume is undergoing

Preliminary processing

preliminary processing, the Remote Web Console main window shows the status of the
volume as Preparing Quick Format. While preliminary processing is in progress, hosts
cannot perform I/O access to the volume, as is the case with normal formatting.

If a volume undergoing Quick Format is blocked, the storage system recognizes that
the volume is undergoing Quick Format. After the volume is restored, the status of the
volume changes to Normal (Quick Format).

Blocking and restoring of
volumes

If all volumes in one or more parity groups undergoing Quick Format are blocked, the
displayed number of parity groups undergoing Quick Format decreases by the number
of blocked parity groups. However, the number of parity groups that have not undergone
and can undergo Quick Format does not increase. To calculate the number of parity
groups that have not undergone but can undergo Quick Format, use the following
formula:
36 - X - Y
Where:
X indicates the number of parity groups on which Quick Format is being performed.
Y indicates the number of parity groups where all volumes are blocked during the Quick
Format.

Quick Format resumes if you turn the power back on.Storage system is powered off
and on

Restrictions • Quick Format cannot be executed on external volumes, virtual volumes, system disks,
the journal volumes of Continuous Access Journal Z and quorum disks.

• The volume migration feature or the QuickRestore feature cannot be applied to
volumes undergoing Quick Format. When you use RAID Manager to execute the
volume migration operation or the QuickRestore operation on volumes undergoing
Quick Format, EX_CMDRJE will be reported to RAID Manager. In this case, check
the volume status with Remote Web Console.

• The prestaging feature of Cache Residency Z cannot be applied to volumes
undergoing Quick Format.

Write-to-control Blocks function
The Write-to-control Blocks function overwrites control blocks (the management area) in external
mainframe volumes. If an external volume of the mainframe system is installed, use Write-to-control
Blocks to make the external volumes usable.
Before using this function, make sure that the external volumes have been zero-formatted.
Zero-formatting writes 0’s (zeros) in the entire disk area, formatting the entire disk area. For
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information about how to perform zero-formatting, see the documentation for your external storage
system.

Formatting a specific LDEV
This procedure performs Normal formatting on the volume.
1. Select and block the LDEV to be formatted.

See “Blocking an LDEV” (page 37) for blocking an internal volume. See the HP P9000 External
Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide for blocking an external volume.

2. Click Format LDEVs.
3. In the Format LDEVs window, select the format type from the Format Type list, and then click

Finish.
4. In the Confirm window, click Apply.

If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Formatting all LDEVs in a parity group
This procedure performs Normal formatting on the volume.
When formatting all LDEVs in a parity group, you will need to:

• Specify a parity group.

• Format the LDEV.
Before formatting all LDEVs in a parity group, make sure that all LDEVs under this parity group
have been blocked.
See “Blocking an LDEV” (page 37) for blocking an internal volume. See the HP P9000 External
Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide for blocking an external volume.
1. Select the parity group containing the LDEV to be formatted.
2. Click Format LDEVs.
3. In the Format LDEVs window, select the format type from the Format Type list, and then click

Finish.
In the Confirm window, click Next to go to the next operation.

4. Click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Making external mainframe volumes usable
To use external mainframe volumes with a storage system, usually you must use External Storage
to perform external volume mapping, and then use the Format command of Virtual LVI to format
the volumes. However, formatting the external mainframe volumes in this way may take a lot of
time.
If you want to make the external mainframe volumes usable more quickly, you can use an alternate
method:

• “Registering external mainframe volumes” (page 41)

• “Overwriting control blocks in specific external volumes” (page 42)

Registering external mainframe volumes
Using this procedure, you can make the external mainframe volumes usable more quickly.
When the external volume is disconnected, you cannot register the external volume.
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1. Perform zero-formatting on the external mainframe volumes.
Zero-formatting writes 0’s in the entire disk area, formatting the entire disk area. For information
about how to perform zero-formatting, see the documentation for your mainframe or external
storage system.

2. Map the zero-formatted external volumes using External Storage to register the volume in the
external volume group. For more information, see the HP P9000 External Storage for Open
and Mainframe Systems User Guide.
Non-zero-formatted external volumes must not be registered in the external groups. If the
external volumes are registered, performing the next step (step 3) will block and disable the
volumes to be read and written from the host. To make the non-zero-formatted external volumes
usable with P9500, use the Format command of Virtual LVI.

3. Specify the external volumes to overwrite the control blocks of the external volumes in the
group (see “Overwriting control blocks in specific external volumes” (page 42)). A control
block, which is a kind of volume area, is used to store information other than the user's data.
Only the storage administrator is authorized to overwrite the control blocks.
After overwriting completes, the external volumes are available for use in the storage system.

You can perform the following tasks while the LDEV is formatted, but only when the storage system
is, by default, set to making the increased volumes blocked instead of formatting them automatically.
For information about default settings of the storage system, see “Overwriting control blocks in
specific external volumes” (page 42).

• Deleting LDEVs (converting LDEVs to the free space).

• Creating LDEVs.

Overwriting control blocks in specific external volumes
1. Perform zero-formatting on the mainframe volumes to register them (see steps 1 and 2 in

“Registering external mainframe volumes” (page 41)).
2. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select External Storage.

Selecting Logical Devices allows you to overwrite control blocks in the specific external volumes.
When selecting Logical Devices, skip to step 4.

3. On the left pane, select the connected storage system and select the path group.
4. In the External Volumes window, select the external volumes, and then click Disconnect External

Volumes to block them.
For more details about using the Disconnect External Volumes button, see the HP P9000
External Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide.

5. Confirm that Blocked appears in the Status column.
6. Select the target volumes from among the volumes with a status of Blocked, and then click

Format LDEVs.
7. From the Format Type list, select Write to Control blocks (for ES volume), and then click Finish.
8. In the Confirm window, click Next.
9. Click Apply.

If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.
10. When the processing is complete, click OK.
11. Select the external volumes, and then click Reconnect External Volumes to restore them.

The Status column of the target volumes shows Normal.
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Assigning a processor blade

Assigning a processor blade to a resource
You can assign a processor blade to resources (logical devices, external volumes, and journal
volumes).
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Components.
2. In Components, select the name of the DKC for which you want to assign a processor blade.

Processor blades can be viewed in the Processor Blades tab.
3. Select a processor blade for which you want to change the settings, and then click Edit MP

Blades.
4. In the Edit MP Blades window, disable or enable Auto Assignment.

• Select Enable if the processor blade can be automatically assigned. This is the default.

• Select Disable if the processor blade cannot be automatically assigned.
5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Changing the processor blade assigned to an LDEV
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Logical Devices.

LDEVs are shown in the LDEVs tab.
2. Select the LDEV for which you want to change the processor blade.
3. Click More Actions, and then select Assign MP Blade.
4. In the Assign Processor Blade window, specify the processor blade in Processor Blade.
5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

CAUTION:
• The processor blade assigned to the LDEV that is used as a utility volume for Compatible XRC

can be changed only when the XRC session is suspended and the number of the side files of
the target session is zero.

• If you change the processor blade ID for an LDEV, do this only when the I/O load is as low
as possible. Do not change the processor blade ID when the I/O load is high (for example:
Business Copy Z, Continuous Access Synchronous Z, or Continuous Access Journal Z).

• After you change the processor ID for an LDEV, wait more than 30 minutes before you try to
change it again for the same LDEV.

• When you change the processor blade ID for an LDEV, you should use Performance Monitor
before and after the change to check the load status of devices.

Using a system disk
A system disk is a special LDEV used in the storage system for specific purposes. A system disk is
not required in a storage system, but is recommended for buffering of the audit log. A system disk
should not be used for storing user data. After a system disk is created, the system knows what
types of information the system disk is used for and all appropriate information is automatically
sent to the system disk.
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For example, when the system disk is used as an audit log buffer, you set parameters to enable
the audit log buffer. The Audit Log feature recognizes the LDEV number of the system disk and then
accesses it as a buffer. The system disk must have sufficient capacity to accommodate the audit
log buffer. See Hitachi Audit Log User Guide for more information about how to enable the audit
log buffer.
To designate the system disk as the buffer area for audit logs, do one of the following:

• In the Audit Log Setting window, set Audit Log Buffer to Enable.

• Set system option mode (SOM) 676 to ON.
You can create a system disk on either a mainframe or an open system. To create a system disk,
you create an LDEV and then designate it as a system disk in the Create LDEVs wizard (see
(page 33)). The system disk designation prevents other storage system structures from accessing
it. It is not available to hosts, or a command device, pool volume, journal, and so on. The system
disk is part of one parity group. When an LDEV is defined as a system disk, the LDEV cannot be
allocated to a port.
The buffering area capacity for the audit log buffer is: 185 cylinders if the track format is 3380-3,
6586, or NF80; or 154 cylinders if the track format is 3390 or 6588. Therefore, before using the
audit log, make sure to prepare the system disk to have at minimum the above mentioned free
capacity in the volume. The size of the system disk could be 1 GB if you want some spare capacity,
or as large as 15 GB to accommodate the amount of system information that could be stored on
it.
If you find you do not need a system disk, you can delete the system disk and convert the volume
to free space (see (page 38)).

System disk rules, restrictions, and guidelines

Rules

• The minimum size of the system disk should be 130 MB in order to accommodate audit log
buffer information.

• When creating the system disk in the mainframe volumes, assign the LDKC:CU:LDEV number
that is not defined to the host's I/O generation.

• The LDKC:CU:LDEV number assigned to the system disk should be distinguishable from the
one for a normal volume.

• Use the Delete LDEVs function to delete the system disk.

Restrictions

• The system disk cannot be created on a V-VOL.

• The system disk can be specified as any emulation type except 3390-V.
The system disk cannot be created on an LDEV whose emulation type is 3390-V.

• A system disk cannot be used for any other function or connected to a port.

• Normal data must not be stored in the system disk.

• The bind mode of Cache Residency must not be set to the system disk.

• You cannot define a SCSI path for a system disk. Therefore, you cannot issue I/O from an
open or a mainframe system host. The device number is still seen by the mainframe volume,
but the device response is not operational. If you issue I/O from a mainframe system host, a
failure is reported as a CC=3 condition.

• The system disk should not be deleted or blocked while it is being used. Delete or block the
system disk when it is not being used.
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Guidelines

• Although the system disk can be created in an external volume, it is best to make it in an
internal volume.

• Although there can be up to 16 volumes of the system disk made throughout the entire storage
system, best practice is to have only one system disk per storage system.

• If you have more than one system disk on your storage system, and one of them is blocked,
the unblocked system disks may not be usable. In this case, delete the blocked system disk,
and then use the other normal system disks.
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4 Configuring thin provisioning
Thin provisioning technology allows you to allocate virtual storage capacity based on anticipated
future capacity needs, using virtual volumes instead of physical disks.
Thin provisioning is an optional provisioning strategy for both open and mainframe systems. Thin
provisioning is implemented with Thin Provisioning Z by creating one or more Thin Provisioning Z
pools (THP pools) of physical storage space using multiple LDEVs. Then, you can establish virtual
THP volumes (THP V-VOLs) and connect them to the individual THP pools. In this way, capacity
can be randomly assigned on demand anywhere in the pool.
Thin Provisioning Z software is required to configure thin provisioning.

Thin Provisioning Z overview
Thin Provisioning Z is an advanced thin-provisioning software product that allows you to save
money on storage purchases and reduce storage management expenses.
You can operate Thin Provisioning Z using both Remote Web Console software and the RAID
Manager.

Thin provisioning requirements

Thin Provisioning Z license requirements
Using Thin Provisioning Z on the P9500 storage system requires the following:

• The license key installed on the Remote Web Console computer for Thin Provisioning Z. For
details about the license key or product installation, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console
User Guide.

• If THP V-VOLs are used for the P-VOLs and S-VOLs of Business Copy Z, Continuous Access
Synchronous Z, Continuous Access Journal Z, or External Storage Access Manager, you will
need the Business Copy Z, Continuous Access Synchronous Z, or Continuous Access Journal
Z for the consumed pool capacity used by the P-VOLs and S-VOLs.

Pool requirements
A pool is a set of volumes reserved for storing Thin Provisioning Z write data.

RequirementsItems

Calculate pool capacity using the following formulas:Pool capacity
• capacity of the pool (MB) = total number of pages × 38 - 3800.

• total number of pages = Σ(floor(floor(pool-VOL number of blocks ÷
116) ÷ 672)) for each pool-VOL.

where floor( ) truncates the value calculated from the formula in parentheses after the decimal
point.
However, the upper limit of total capacity of all pools is 1.0 PB.

Up to 1024 volumes per pool.Max number of
pool-VOLs An LDEV used as a pool-VOL cannot be used for any other purpose, including in another pool.

Up to a total of 128 pools per storage system. This is the total number of Thin Provisioning pools,
Thin Provisioning Z pools, and Snapshot pools.

Maximum number of
pools

Pool IDs (0 to 127) are assigned as pool identifiers.

You can increase pool-VOL capacity dynamically. Increasing capacity by one or more parity
groups is recommended.

Increasing capacity
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RequirementsItems

You can reduce pool capacity by removing pool-VOLs.Reducing capacity

You can delete pools that are not associated with any THP V-VOLs.Deleting

You can set the subscription limit on a THP V-VOL. This limits the percentage of THP V-VOL
capacity that can be created for the pool capacity and avoids THP V-VOL blocking caused by
a full pool.

Subscription limit

When the subscription limit is, for example, set to 100%, the formula for calculating the THP
V-VOL capacity that can be created is as follows. The total THP V-VOL capacity must include
the capacity of the control cylinders (required 7 cyl per 1,113 cyl) of each THP V-VOL (3390-A
type).
total THP V-VOL capacity <= pool capacity × 100%

This setting can restore the ability to shrink the pool, create the THP V-VOL, and expand the THP
V-VOL.

Utilization thresholds • Warning Threshold: You can set the value between 1% and 100%, in 1% increments. The
default is 70% (recommended).

• Depletion Threshold: You can set the value between 1% and 100%, in 1% increments. The
default is 80%.

Pool usage over either threshold will cause a warning to be issued via a SIM reported to Remote
Web Console and an SNMP trap reported to the open-systems host

38 MBData allocation unit
(page) The 38-MB page corresponds to a 38-MB continuous area of the THP V-VOL. Pages are allocated

only when data has been written to the area of the THP V-VOL.

Pool-VOL requirements
Pool-VOLs make up a THP-pool.

RequirementsItems

Logical volume (LDEV)Volume type
For best performance, pool-VOLs for a pool should not share a parity group with other volumes.
Pool-VOLs cannot be used for any other purpose. For instance, you cannot specify the following
volumes as Thin Provisioning Z pool-VOLs:

• Volumes used by Business Copy Z, Continuous Access Synchronous Z, or Continuous Access
Journal Z

• Volumes defined by Cache Residency Manager

• Volumes already registered in Thin Provisioning Z pools

• Volumes whose LDEV status is other than Normal or Normal (Quick Format)
You cannot specify volumes in blocked status or volumes in copying process.

• System disks

• Command devices

The following pool-VOLs cannot exist in the same pool:

• Internal volumes and external volumes whose cache mode is disabled.

• External volumes whose cache mode is enabled and external volumes whose cache mode
is disabled.

3390-VEmulation type

Any RAID levels other than RAID 1 can be used for pool-VOLs. RAID 5, RAID 6, and the external
volume can coexist in the same pool.

RAID level for a Thin
Provisioning Z pool
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RequirementsItems

For pool-VOLs in a pool:

• RAID 6 is the recommended RAID level for pool-VOLs, especially for a pool where the recovery
time of a pool failure due to a drive failure is not acceptable.

• For pool-VOLs where the same drive type is defined, pool-VOLs of different RAID levels cannot
coexist in a pool.

SAS 15K, SAS 10K, SAS 7.2K, SATA-W/V, SATA-E, and SSD can be used as drive types.Drive type for a Thin
Provisioning Z pool Up to three different drive types of pool-VOLs can be registered in the same pool.

• Internal volume pool-VOLs: Pool-VOLs registered in a pool can have up to three different
drive types.

• External volume pool-VOLs: Can be intermixed in the same pool if drive types are different.

Cautions:

• If multiple pool-VOLs with different drive types are registered in the same pool, the I/O
performance depends on the drive type of the pool-VOL to which the page is assigned.
Therefore, if different drive types are registered in the same pool, ensure that the I/O
performance is the same for each drive.

Internal volume: From 8 GB to 695 GB (from 9,633 cyl to 837,760 cyl).Volume capacity
External volume: From 8 GB to 927 GB (from 9,633 cyl to 1,117,760 cyl).
A volume whose capacity is less than 8GB (9,633 cylinders) cannot be registered into pools.

You must format the LDEV before the volume is registered in a pool. You cannot format an LDEV
once it is a pool-VOL.

LDEV format

THP V-VOL requirements

RequirementsItems

THP V-VOL.Volume type
The LDEV number is handled in the same way as for normal volumes.

3390-AEmulation type

Up to 63,232 per pool.Maximum number of
THP V-VOLs Up to 63,232 volume groups per system.

Volume capacity from 1 cyl to 262,668 cyl per volume.Volume capacity

Available (Quick Format is not available.)LDEV format
When you format a THP V-VOL, the pages are released and returned to the pool as free pages.

Requirements for increasing THP V-VOL capacity
You can increase THP V-VOL capacity up to 262,668 cylinders.
The following requirements are important when increasing the THP V-VOL capacity:

• The THP V-VOL to be increased is not shared with a P9500 product that does not allow
increasing the THP V-VOL (See (page 50)).

• The THP V-VOL is not undergoing LDEV formatting.
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• The capacity to be added to the THP V-VOL must be specified within the range indicated
below LDEV Capacity in the Expand V-VOLs window.

• You cannot add capacity to the THP V-VOL unless the pool related to the target THP V-VOL is
in any one of the following statuses:
◦ Normal

◦ Exceeding subscription limit threshold

◦ In progress of pool capacity shrinking

CAUTION: When increasing THP V-VOL capacity, do not perform the following operations. Also,
when performing these operations, do not increase THP V-VOL capacity.
• Operations using Virtual LVI

• Operations using Cache Residency

• Creating THP V-VOLs

• Restoring pools

• Deleting THP V-VOLs

• Maintenance of your storage system

After increasing THP V-VOL capacity, click Refresh in Remote Web Console, and then confirm that
the THP V-VOL is increased. If the THP V-VOL capacity is not increased, wait a while, click Refresh
again, and confirm that the THP V-VOL is increased. If you perform a Remote Web Console
operation without making sure that the THP V-VOL is increased, operations from Remote Web
Console can fail.
If you place the THP V-VOL online with an operating system that does not support DVE (Dynamic
Volume Expansion), for instance operating systems whose versions are z/OS 1.9 and z/VM 5.4,
the THP V-VOL capacity cannot be increased. If you add capacity to the THP V-VOL, take the THP
V-VOL offline with the operating system that does not support DVE, and then increase the capacity
of the THP V-VOL. DVE is a function for increasing volume capacity while the volume is online to
a host system that is presented by International Business Machine Corporation.
After the THP V-VOL capacity is increased, the host issues reserved I/Os to the THP V-VOL to update
the VTOC area. In this case, I/Os issued from other hosts to the THP V-VOL are waiting for the
reservation to be released. The reply from the THP V-VOL may be delayed, or the I/Os from other
hosts may time out. If the system operation is assumed to interrupt by a delayed reply or a timeout,
do not increase the capacity of the THP V-VOL.
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Using Thin Provisioning Z with other P9500 products

Interoperability of THP V-VOLs and pool-VOLs
THP V-VOLs and pool-VOLs can be used in conjunction with other P9500 products. The following
table lists the operations that are permitted and not permitted.

Not permittedPermittedProduct name (Guide name)

Performing operations on THP
pool-VOLs or THP V-VOLs.

Not applicableCache Residency (HP P9000
Performance for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide)

Using a THP V-VOL as a Business
Copy Z S-VOL or T-VOL.

Business Copy Z (HP P9000 Business
Copy for Mainframe Systems User
Guide)

• Using a pool-VOL of as a Business
Copy Z S-VOL or T-VOL.

• Increasing the capacity of a THP
V-VOL used by Business Copy Z.

Using a THP V-VOL as a Continuous
Access Synchronous Z M-VOL or
R-VOL.

Continuous Access Synchronous Z (HP
P9000 Continuous Access
Synchronous for Mainframe Systems
User Guide)

• Using a pool-VOL as a Continuous
Access Synchronous Z M-VOL or
R-VOL.

• Increasing the capacity of THP
V-VOL used by Continuous Access
Synchronous Z.

Using a THP V-VOL as a Continuous
Access Journal Z P-VOL or S-VOL.

Continuous Access Journal Z (HP
P9000 Continuous Access Journal for
Mainframe Systems User Guide)

• Using a THP V-VOL as a journal
volume of Continuous Access Journal
Z.

• Using a THP pool-VOL as a
Continuous Access Journal Z journal
volume, S-VOL, or P-VOL.

• Increasing the capacity of a THP
V-VOL used by Continuous Access
Journal.

Increasing the capacity of a THP V-VOL
mapped to another storage system. If

Enabling volumes created by External
Storage to be used as pool-VOLs.

External Storage (HP P9000 External
Storage for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide) you try to increase the capacity of the

external volume, the capacity of the
volume will be the same capacity as the
former capacity. To increase the
capacity, release the mapping to the
THP V-VOL from the mapping device.

Performing Virtual LVI operations on
volumes that are already registered in
a THP pool.

Registering Virtual LVI volumes in Thin
Provisioning Z pools.

Virtual LVI (HP P9000 Provisioning for
Mainframe Systems User Guide)

Not applicablePerforming operations on THP V-VOLs
and pool-VOLs.

Cache Partition (HP P9000
Performance for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide)

Use on THP V-VOLs.Volume Shredder (HP P9000 Volume
Shredder for Open and Mainframe
Systems User Guide)

• Using on THP pool-VOLs.

• Increasing the capacity of THP
V-VOL used by Volume Shredder.

• Discarding zero data, and running
Volume Shredder to the same THP
V-VOL (This operation will be
prohibited by the microcode).

Defining aliases to THP pool-VolsDefining aliases to THP V-VOLsParallel Access Volumes (HP P9000
for Parallel Access Volumes User
Guide)
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Not permittedPermittedProduct name (Guide name)

Using a THP V-VOL as a Compatible
XRC P-VOL or S-VOL.

Compatible XRC (HP P9000 for
Compatible XRC User Guide)

• Using a THP pool-VOL as a
Compatible XRC P-VOL or S-VOL.

• Increasing the capacity of THP
V-VOL used by Compatible XRC.

Using a THP V-VOL as a Compatible
FlashCopy P-VOL or S-VOL.

Compatible FlashCopy (HP P9000 for
Compatible FlashCopy Mirroring User
Guide)

• Using a THP pool-VOL as a
Compatible FlashCopy P-VOL or
S-VOL.

• Increasing the capacity of THP
V-VOL used by Compatible
FlashCopy.

Continuous Access Synchronous Z
You can use Thin Provisioning Z in combination with Continuous Access Synchronous Z to replicate
THP V-VOLs.
The following table lists the supported Continuous Access Synchronous Z and Thin Provisioning Z
volume combinations.

ExplanationContinuous Access
Synchronous Z R-VOL

Continuous Access
Synchronous Z M-VOL

Supported. Consumed capacity is the same for P-VOL and
S-VOL.

THP V-VOLsTHP V-VOLs

Supported.Normal (ordinary) volumesTHP V-VOLs

Supported.THP V-VOLsNormal (ordinary) volumes
Note, howver, that this combination consumes the same
amount of pool capacity as the original normal volume
(P-VOL).

You cannot specify a Thin Provisioning Z pool-VOL as a Continuous Access Synchronous Z M-VOL
and R-VOL.

Continuous Access Journal Z
You can use Thin Provisioning Z in combination with Continuous Access Journal Z to replicate THP
V-VOLs.
The following table lists the supported Continuous Access Journal Z and Thin Provisioning Z volume
combinations.

ExplanationContinuous Access
Journal Z S-VOL

Continuous Access Journal
Z P-VOL

Supported. Consumed capacity is the same for P-VOL and S-VOL.THP V-VOLsTHP V-VOLs

Supported.Normal (ordinary)
volumes

THP V-VOLs

Supported.THP V-VOLsNormal (ordinary)
volumes Note, however, that this combination consumes the same amount

of pool capacity as the original normal volume (P-VOL).

Business Copy Z
You can use Thin Provisioning Z in combination with Business Copy Z to replicate THP V-VOLs.
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The following table lists the interaction when the Business Copy Z S-VOL and T-VOL are also THP
V-VOLs.

ExplanationBusiness Copy Z T-VOLBusiness Copy Z S-VOL

Supported.THP V-VOLsTHP V-VOLs

Supported.Normal (ordinary) volumesTHP V-VOLs
The Quick Restore function is unavailable.

Supported.THP V-VOLsNormal volumes (all volumes
that are not THP V-VOLs) Note, however, that this combination consumes the same

amount of pool capacity as the normal volume (P-VOL).
The Quick Restore function is unavailable.

Cache Partition CLPR setting
THP V-VOLs and the associated pool volumes should be assigned to the same CLPR.

• For a Thin Provisioning Z, different CLPRs can be assigned to THP V-VOLs in the same pool.
In this case, the CLPR assigned to the pool volumes is ignored.

• For a Snapshot pool, the same CLPR must be assigned for all the pool-VOLs in a pool.
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User Guide or the Hitachi
Storage Command Suite Hitachi Tiered Storage Manager User Guide (MK-94HC090).

Auto LUN
For more information, see the HP P9000 Auto LUN User Guide.

Resource Partition
See (page 16) for the conditions of resources that are necessary in the operation of other HP
software and the precautions required when using Resource Partition.

Thin Provisioning Z workflow
The following diagram shows the flow of work for a Storage Administrator to set up Thin Provisioning
Z on the storage system.
Use Remote Web Console to create pools and THP V-VOLs.
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Working with pools

About pools
Thin Provisioning Z requires the use of pools. A pool consists of more than one pool-VOL. A storage
system supports up to 128 pools, each of which can contain up to 1024 pool-VOLs and 65,232
THP V-VOLs per pool.
A pool number must be assigned to a pool. Multiple THP V-VOLs can be related to one pool.

• capacity of the pool (MB) = total number of pages × 38 - 3800

• total number of pages = Σ(floor(floor(pool-VOL number of blocks ÷ 116) ÷
672)) for each pool-VOL

• floor( ) means to truncate the part of the formula within the parentheses after the decimal point.

• 1 cylinder - 1740 blocks

About pool-VOLs
Pool-VOLs are grouped together to create a pool.
When creating a new pool, available pool-VOLs are selected in the Select Pool VOLs window and
added to the Selected Pool Volumes table. After adding one or more pool-VOLs, one pool-VOL
must be designated as the top pool-VOL. Every pool must have a top pool-VOL because it is used
to store system information. After selecting and designating a pool-VOL as the top pool-VOL, it will
appear on the first row of the Selected Pool Volumes table. This is significant because the top
pool-VOL cannot be removed from the pool without deleting the pool. When the pool is expanded,
the top pool-VOL will not change.
To change an unregistered pool-VOL to the top pool-VOL in the Selected Pool Volumes table, select
the pool-VOL and then click Change Top Pool Vol. After registering, the top pool-VOL cannot be
changed.
During initial creation of a pool, designate a pool-VOL as the top pool-VOL, select the pool-VOL,
and click Change Top Pool VOL in the selected pool volumes table. After registering, the top
pool-VOL cannot be changed.
The pool-VOLs contained in a pool can be added or deleted, except the top pool-VOL can never
be deleted. Removing a pool-VOL does not delete the pool or any related THP V-VOLs. You must
delete all THP V-VOLs related to the pool before the pool can be deleted. When the pool is deleted,
all data in the pool is also deleted.

Pool status
The following table describes the pool status that appears in Remote Web Console. The status
indicates that a SIM code may have been issued that needs to be resolved. See “SIM reference
codes” (page 60)for SIM code details.
The THP V-VOL status remains normal even though the pool status may be something other than
normal.

SIM code*ExplanationStatus

Not applicableNormal status.Normal

If the pool-VOL is blocked, SIM code 627XXX
is reported.

The pool-VOL in the pool is blocked or the pool is
being shrunk.

Warning

620XXX, or 626XXX, or 626000The pool usage level may exceed the pool
threshold.

Exceeded
Threshold
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SIM code*ExplanationStatus

622XXX or 623XXXThe pool is full or an error occured in the pool,
therefore the pool is blocked.

Blocked

*XXX in the SIM code indicates the pool number.

Creating a pool
The following procedure tells how to create a pool using Remote Web Console. This procedure is
for setting up Thin Provisioning Z.
Before creating a pool, you must install the proper amount of shared memory, and you must have
a V-VOL management area in shared memory. When shared memory is added, the V-VOL
management area is automatically created. To add shared memory, contact your HP representative.
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
2. In the Pool window, click Create Pools.
3. In the Create Pools window, from the Pool Type list, select Thin Provisioning Z.
4. In System Type, select Mainframe.
5. If you will be using Smart Tiers on your storage system, in Smart Pool, select Enable. This

option is unavailable if the storage system has only RAID 1 volumes or external volumes whose
Cache Mode is disabled.

6. If you will not be using Smart Tiers on your storage system, in Smart Pool, select Disable.
7. Select the pool-VOLs to be used in this pool. Up to 1,024 volumes can be added to a pool.

1. From the Drive Type/RPM list:
- For Thin Provisioning Z, select the desired drive type and RPM.
Specify one RAID Level in the same pool.
Up to three different drive types are allowed for Drive Type/RPM for the volume to be
added.

2. From the RAID Level list:
- For Thin Provisioning Z, select the desired RAID level. If you selected External Storage
from the Drive Type/RPM list, a hyphen appears and you cannot select the RAID level.

3. Click Select Pool VOLs.
4. In the Select Pool Volumes window, in the Available Pool Volumes table, select the

pool-VOL to be associated with a pool, and then click Add. The selected pool-VOL is
registered into the Selected Pool Volumes table.

NOTE: The top pool-VOL cannot be deleted from the pool in the future.

When adding external volumes, note the following:
- Cache Mode of the external volumes to be added must all be enabled, or all disabled.
- An internal volume and an external volume whose Cache Mode is set to Disable cannot
coexist.
- An external volume whose Cache Mode is set to Enable and an external volume whose
Cache Mode is set to Disable cannot coexist.

5. Filter the appearance of the list, if desired.
- Click Filter to open the menu, specify the filtering, and then click Apply.
- Click Select All Pages to select all pool-VOLs in the table.
- Click Options to specify the unit of volumes or the number of rows to display.
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- To change a pool-VOL to the top pool-VOL in the Selected Pool Volumes table, select
the pool-VOL and then click Change Top Pool Vol.

6. Click OK.
The information in the Selected Pool Volumes table is applied to Total Selected Pool
Volumes and Total Selected Capacity.

8. In Pool Name, specify a name for this pool:
1. In Prefix, type the characters that will become the fixed characters for the beginning of

the pool name. The characters are case-sensitive.
2. In Initial Number, type the initial number that will follow the prefix name.

9. Click Option.
10. In Initial Pool ID, type the number of the initial pool ID from 0 to 127.

The next available number is entered by default. No number appears if no available pool IDs
exists. When the registered pool ID is entered, the next available pool ID automatically
registered among the subsequent pool ID that was entered.

11. In Subscription Limit, type an integer value from 0 to 65534 as the subscription rate (%) for
the pool. If blank, the subscription rate is set to unlimited.

12. In Warning Threshold, type an integer value from 1 to 100 as the rate (%) for the pool. The
default is 70%.

13. In Depletion Threshold, type an integer value from 1 to 100 as the rate (%) for the pool. The
default is 80%. The value must be more than the value of Warning Threshold.

14. Click Add. The created pool is added to the Selected Pools table.
15. Click Next.

The Create LDEVs window opens. See “Creating a THP V-VOL” (page 55) to create LDEVs.
If Subscription Limit for all the created pools is set to 0%, the Create LDEVs window does not
open.

16. To finish the wizard, click Finish.
17. In the Confirm window, click Apply to register the setting in the task.

If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Working with THP V-VOLs

About THP V-VOLs
Thin Provisioning Z requires the use of THP V-VOLs, which are virtual volumes with no physical
memory space. In Thin Provisioning Z, multiple THP V-VOLs can be created.
A THP V-VOL is a volume in a thin provisioning storage system. It is the virtual volume from a TP
pool. Data in the TP pool is used via a THP V-VOL. A THP V-VOL is a virtual LU to some hosts.
On mainframe systems, 3390-A is the only supported emulation type on a THP V-VOL.

Relationship between a pool and THP V-VOLs
Before you can use Thin Provisioning Z, a THP V-VOL and a pool are required. Thin Provisioning
Z uses the pool volumes in a pool through the THP V-VOLs.

Creating a THP V-VOL
You can create a THP V-VOL from any of the following tabs:

• The LDEVs tab, which appears when Logical Devices is selected.

• The Pools tab, which appears when Pools is selected.

• The Virtual Volumes tab, which appears when a pool in Pools is selected.
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Procedure 8 To create a THP V-VOL
1. Click Create LDEVs.
2. In the Create LDEVs window, in Provisioning Type, confirm Thin Provisioning is selected.
3. In System Type select Mainframe.
4. In Emulation Type, confirm 3390-A is selected.
5. Select the pool.

1. From the Drive Type/RPM list in Pool Selection, select the drive type and RPM.
2. From the RAID level list, select the RAID level.
3. Click Select Pool.

The Select Pool window opens.
4. In the Available Pools table, select a pool.

You can select only one pool. You cannot specify a pool when creating THP V-VOLs
unless the pool is in any of the following states:
- Normal status
- Exceeded Threshold status
- The pool is being shrunk.
Do the following if necessary.
- Click Filter to open the menu, specify the filtering, and then click Apply.
- Click Options to specify the units of pools or the number of rows to display.

5. Click OK.
The Select Pool window closes. The selected pool name appears in Selected Pool Name,
and the total capacity of the selected pool appears in Selected Pool Capacity.

6. In LDEV Capacity, specify the THP V-VOL capacity to be created.
You can enter the capacity within a range of the figures displayed below the text box, which
can be entered to decimal places. The capacity unit default is Cyl.

7. In Number of LDEVs, type the number of LDEVs to be created within the range of the values
indicated below the text box.

8. In LDEV Name, specify a name for this THP V-VOL.
1. In Prefix, type the characters that will become the fixed characters for the beginning of

the THP V-VOL name. The characters are case-sensitive.
2. In Initial Number, type the initial number that will follow the prefix name.

9. Click Option.
10. In Initial LDEV ID, make sure that LDEV ID is set.

To confirm the used number and unavailable number, click View LDEV IDs to open the View
LDEV IDs window.

11. In Initial SSID, type the 4-digit SSID in hexadecimal format (0004 to FEFF).
To confirm the created SSID, click View SSID to open the View SSID window.

12. From the Cache Partition list, select CLPR.
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User Guide.

13. From the Processor Blade list, select a processor blade to be used by the LDEVs.
To assign a specific processor blade, select the ID of the processor blade. To assign any
processor blade, click Auto.
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14. If necessary, change the settings of the THP V-VOLs.
• To edit the SSID, click Edit SSIDs to open the SSID’s window (see “Editing a THP V-VOL's

SSID” (page 57)).
• To change LDEV settings, click Change LDEV Settings to open the Change LDEV Settings

window (see “Changing THP V-VOL settings” (page 57)).
15. If necessary, delete a THP V-VOL from the Selected LDEVs table.

Select a THP V-VOL to be deleted, and then click Remove (see “Removing the THP V-VOL to
be registered” (page 58)).

16. Click Add.
The created THP V-VOLs are added to the Selected LDEVs table.
Provisioning Type, System Type, Emulation Type, Pool Selection, LDEV Capacity, and Number
of LDEVs values must be set. If invalid values are set, an error message appears.

17. Click Finish.
18. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Editing a THP V-VOL's SSID
Before registering a THP V-VOL, you may need to edit the THP V-VOL's SSID. The SSID is a
hexidecimal value.
1. In the Selected LDEVs table in the Create LDEVs window, click Edit SSIDs.

The Edit SSIDs window opens. The SSIDs table shows the SSID existing and to be added.
2. If you want to change the SSID, select the appropriate LDEV, and then click Change SSID.
3. In the Change SSID window, type the new SSID in hexidecimal format, and then click OK
4. In the Edit SSIDs window, click OK.
5. In the Create LDEVs window, click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, and then click Apply.

If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Changing THP V-VOL settings
Before registering a THP V-VOL, you may need to change the THP V-VOL settings.
1. In the Selected LDEVs table in the Create LDEVs window, select an LDEV, and then click Change

LDEV Settings.
2. In the Change LDEV Settings window, you can change the setting of LDEV Name, Initial LDEV

ID, or Processor Blade.
• If you change LDEV Name, specify the prefix characters and the initial number for this

LDEV.
• If you change Initial LDEV ID, specify the number of LDKC, CU, DEV, and Interval. To

check used LDEVs, click View LDEV IDs to confirm the used LDEVs. The View LDEV IDs
window opens.

• If you change Processor Blade, click the list and specify the processor blade ID. If the
specific processor blade is specified, select the processor blade ID. If any processor blade
is specified, click Auto.

3. Change the settings, and then click OK.
4. In the Create LDEVs window, click Finish.
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5. In the Confirm window, click Apply.
The setting is changed.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Removing the THP V-VOL to be registered
If you do not want to register the THP V-VOL, you can remove it from the registering task.
1. In the Selected LDEVs table in the Create LDEVs window, select the LDEV, and then click Remove.
2. Click Finish.
3. In the Confirm window, click Apply.

The LDEV is removed.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Thresholds

About pool utilization thresholds
Thin Provisioning Z monitors pool capacity using thresholds. A threshold is the proportion (%) of
used capacity of the pool to the total pool capacity. Each pool has its own pool threshold values.

• Warning Threshold: Set the value between 1% and 100%, in 1% increments. The default is
70%.

• Depletion Threshold: Set the value between 1% and 100%, in 1% increments. The default is
80%. The depletion threshold must be higher than the Warning threshold

Pool usage over either threshold will cause a warning to be issued in the form of SIMs (Service
Information Messages) to Remote Web Console and SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)
traps to the open-systems host. For more information on SNMP traps and the SNMP Manager, see
the HP P9000 SNMP Agent User Guide. See (page 60) for more information about SIMs.
The following figure illustrates a total pool capacity of 1 TB, Warning Threshold of 50%, and
Depletion Threshold of 80%. If the used capacity of the pool is larger than 50% (500 GB) of the
total pool capacity, a SIM is reported to Remote Web Console and an SNMP trap is reported to
the open-systems host. If the used capacity of the pool increases and exceeds the Depletion Threshold
(80%), a SIM and an SNMP trap are reported again.

Note that in this scenario, if the actual pool usage percentage is 50.1%, only 50% appears on
the Remote Web Console window because the capacity amount is truncated after the decimal
point. If the threshold is set to 50%, a SIM and an SNMP trap are reported even though the pool
usage percentage appearing on the screen does not indicate an exceeded threshold.

Pool subscription limit
The value of using subscription limit is to manage the maximum amount of over-provisioning that
is acceptable for a pool. By managing the pool subscription limit, you can control the potential
demand for storing data that might exceed the pool capacity.
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The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the total THP V-VOL capacity that has been configured to
the total capacity of the pool. When the subscription limit is set, you cannot configure another THP
V-VOL if the new THP V-VOL capacity would cause the subscription limit to be be exceeded.
For example, if the pool capacity is 100 GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure
up to a total of 150 GB of capacity to the THP V-VOLs related to the pool.
The following figure depicts setting the subscription limit of pool capacity.

Changing pool thresholds
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.

The pool name appears below Pool.
2. From the Pools table, select the pool for which you want to change the threshold.

Select multiple pools using the Shift key (if the pools are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if the
pools are not adjacent).

3. Click More Actions, and then select Edit Pools.
4. In the Edit Pools window, check Warning Threshold or Depletion Threshold.
5. Type the threshold values in the text box.

The threshold value can be within the range of values indicated below the text box. The
Depletion Threshold value can be equal to or greater than the Warning Threshold.

NOTE: For a pool where only one user-defined thresholds is set, the system assigns the
system threshold (fixed at 80%). The lower value of the single user-defined threshold and the
fixed system threshold are set as the Warning Threshold; the higher value of the two is set as
the Depletion Threshold. After the Depletion Threshold is defined, the system threshold cannot
be enabled again. If the threshold is changed once, the system threshold is not enabled again.
A SIM code is reported when the pool usage capacity exceeds the threshold changes.

6. Click Finish.
7. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Changing the pool subscription limit
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
2. From the Pools table, select the pool for which you want to change the subscription limit.

Select multiple pools using the Shift key (if the pools are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if the
pools are not adjacent).
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3. Click More Actions, and then select Edit Pools.
4. In the Edit Pools window, check Subscription Limit, and then type the subscription limit

percentage.
If the subscription limit is blank, then it is disabled, and any amount of THP V-VOLs can be
created regardless of the pool free capacity.

5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Working with SIMs

About SIMs
Thin Provisioning Z provide Service Information Messages (SIMs) to report the status of the THP
V-VOLs and pools. The SIM level is Moderate. If an event associated with a pool occurs, a SIM is
output to Remote Web Console to alert the user, and an SNMP trap is reported to the open-systems
host.
An example of a SIM condition is if the actual pool usage rate is 50.1%, but only 50% appears
on in Remote Web Console because the capacity amount is truncated after the decimal point. If
the threshold is set to 50%, a SIM and an SNMP trap are reported, even though the pool usage
rate appearing in Remote Web Console does not indicate the threshold is exceeded.

SIM reference codes
The following table provides information about SIM reference codes associated with Thin
Provisioning Z.

Types of reportsThresholds or ValuesEventCodes (XXX =
hexidecimal
pool number) Information to the

operator
Completion
report to Remote
Web Console

Report to the
host

NoYesYes1% to 100% (in 1%
increments).

Pool usage level
exceeded the
Warning Threshold

620XXX

Default: 70%

NoYesYes100%Pool is full622XXX

YesNoYesNot applicable.Error occurred in the
pool

623XXX

YesYesYesNot applicable.No space in the
shared memory

624XXX

NoYesYesHighest pool
threshold.

Pool usage level
continues to exceed

625000

the highest pool
threshold. SOM 734
must be enabled.

NoYesYes1% to 100% (in 1%
increments).

Pool usage level
exceeded the
Depletion Threshold

626XXX

Default: 80%
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Types of reportsThresholds or ValuesEventCodes (XXX =
hexidecimal
pool number) Information to the

operator
Completion
report to Remote
Web Console

Report to the
host

YesNoYesNot applicablePool-VOL is blocked627XXX

YesNoNoNot applicableV-VOL management
area cannot be saved
to a pool

640XXX

Automatic completion of a SIM
Some SIMs are completed automatically when you resolve the problem that caused the SIM.SOM
734 must be enabled for automatic completion of a SIM. Automatic completion of a SIM removes
it from the system with no additional manual intervention. After the SIM is automatically completed,
the status of the SIM changes to completed in Remote Web Console in the Confirm window.
The following SIMs occur when the usage level of the pool exceeds the threshold. They are
automatically completed when you resolve the problem causing the SIM.

• SIMs 620XXX, , 625000, and 626XXX are automatically completed if you increase pool
capacity by adding pool-VOLs because the condition that caused the SIM removed.

• SIMs are automatically completed in the following cases:
SIM 620XXX
In the pool of the pool number XXX, if the THP pool usage level falls below both of two
effective thresholds.

◦

◦ SIM 625000
In all pools in the storage system, if every THP pool's usage level falls below their depletion
thresholds.

◦ SIM 626XXX
In the pool of the pool number XXX, if the THP pool usage level falls below both of the
Warning and Depletion thresholds.

Manually completing a SIM
Some SIMs must be manually completed to clear them from the system.
After the trouble that caused the SIM is solved, you can manually complete the SIM. After manually
completing a SIM, the status of the SIM changes to completed. If you complete the SIM before the
underlying cause is solved, the SIM may reoccur.
1. Change the status of the pool whose usage level exceeds the threshold to normal. For

information about the solutions when the pool usage level exceeds the threshold, see
“Troubleshooting Thin Provisioning Z” (page 70).

2. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
The pool name appears below Pool.

3. Click More Actions, and then select Complete SIMs.
OR
From Pool in the Actions menu, select Complete SIMs.
The Complete SIMs window opens.
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4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
It takes time if many SIMs need to be completed.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

You can check whether a SIM completes successfully in the Remote Web Console main window.
For details, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console User Guide.

Managing pools and THP V-VOLs

Viewing pool information
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
2. View the pool information.

For details about the window for pool information, see “Pools window after selecting pool
(Pools window)” (page 147) and “Top window after selecting a pool volume group under Pool”
(page 151).

Increasing pool capacity
Adding the pool-VOL to the pool created for Thin Provisioning Z increases the pool capacity. The
amount of pool capacity registered in the pool represents the pool capacity. You need to check
the pool free capacity to increase the pool capacity, if required. However, you cannot increase
the pool capacity while it is being shrunk.
If Mixable is set to Enable, note the following when adding a pool-VOL to the pool:

• An internal volume and an external volume whose Cache Mode is set to Disable cannot coexist.

• An external volume whose Cache Mode is set to Enable and an external volume whose Cache
Mode is set to Disable cannot coexist.
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If Mixable is set to Disable, note the following when adding the pool-VOL to the pool:

• Pool-VOLs of different RAID levels cannot coexist.

• Internal and external volumes cannot coexist.
Procedure 9 To increase pool capacity
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
2. From the Pools table, select the pool for which you want to increase the capacity. You cannot

increase pool capacity for multiple pools.
3. Click Expand Pool.
4. In the Expand Pool window, select the pool-VOL.

1. Click Select Pool VOLs.
2. In the Select Pool Volumes window, from the Available Pool Volumes table, select the

pool-VOL you want to assign, and then click Add.
The selected pool-VOLs are registered in the Selected Pool Volumes table.
Up to 1024 volumes can be added including the volumes already in the pool.
Do the following if necessary.
- From Filter option, select ON to filter the rows.
- Click Select All Pages to select all pool-VOL in the table.
- Click Options to specify the unit of volumes or the number of rows to be viewed.

3. Click OK.
The Select Pool Volumes window closes. The number of the selected pool volumes appears
in Total Selected Pool Volumes, and the total capacity of the selected pool-VOL appears
in Total Selected Capacity.

5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Changing a pool name
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
2. From the Pools table, select the pool for which you want to change the name.

Select multiple pools using the Shift key (if the pools are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if the
pools are not adjacent).

3. Click More Actions, and then select Edit Pools.
4. In the Edit Pools window, in Pool Name, specify a name for this pool.

1. In Prefix, type the characters that will become the fixed characters for the beginning of
the pool name. The characters are case-sensitive.

2. In Initial Number, type the initial number that will follow the prefix name.
5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Recovering a blocked pool
This procedure is for failure recovery of a blocked pool. Ordinarily you should not need to use this
procedure. A recovered pool can be used but the former data is lost.
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1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
The pool name appears below Pool.

2. From the Pool table, select the pool to be recovered.
Select multiple pools using the Shift key (if the pools are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if the
pools are not adjacent).

3. Click More Actions, and then select Restore Pools.
4. The Restore Pools window opens with a list of the pool or pools selected in the previous step.

To restore those pools, click Apply.
5. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

The recovery time for pools varies depending on pool usage or THP V-VOL usage. Allow roughly
20 minutes of recovery time for every 100 TB of pool or THP V-VOL usage. Recovery time may
vary depending on the workload of the storage system at the time of recovery.

Decrease pool capacity

About decreasing pool capacity
You can decrease pool capacity by deleting pool-VOLs.
When you delete a pool or decrease the pool capacity, the released pool-VOLs (LDEVs) will be
blocked. If they are blocked, format them before using them. If the blocked pool-VOL is an external
volume, use Normal Format when formatting the volume.
You can decrease pool capacity for up to eight tasks at the same time. Do not execute a RAID
Manager command to also decrease the capacity of the pool whose capacity is already in the
process of being decreased.
You cannot decrease pool capacity while doing any of the following to a pool.

• Creating the pool.

• Deleting the pool.

• Increasing the pool.

• Decreasing the pool.

• Recovering the pool.

• Stopping decreasing the pool.

• Changing the threshold.

• Discarding zero data.

• Creating THP V-VOLs.

• Increasing THP V-VOLs capacity.
While the pool capacity is being decreased, if maintenance of cache memory is performed, if the
cache memory fails, or if the I/O load to the THP V-VOL related to the pool is high, decreasing
the pool capacity process might fail. In this case, check the Tasks window to determine whether
processing has abnormally ended.
If the delete process ends abnormally, restore cache memory, and then try decreasing pool capacity
again. If you decrease pool capacity shortly after creating a pool or adding a pool-VOL, the delete
process may take awhile to complete.
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If pool capacity is decreased soon after creating a pool or adding a pool-VOL, processing may
take a while to complete.

• You cannot delete the top pool-VOL in the pool. For Thin Provisioning, this means that the
RAID level for the drive type/RPM of the top pool-VOL is fixed.

• When deleting the pool-VOL causes the used capacity to exceed the pool threshold, you
cannot delete the pool-VOL.

• If the subscription rate (the rate of total capacity of THP V-VOLs that are assigned to the pool
to the pool capacity) exceeds the subscription limit by deleting a pool-VOL, you cannot delete
the pool-VOL.

• When the pool-VOL is deleted, the pages contained in the deleted pool-VOL transfer to another
pool-VOL.

• When the pool-VOLs in the pool become empty, the pool-VOL is removed from the pool.

Decreasing pool capacity
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.

The pool name appears below Pool.
2. Select the pool containing the pool-VOLs to be deleted.
3. From the Pool volumes, select the pool-VOL to be deleted.

Select multiple pool-VOLs using the Shift key (if the pool-VOLs are adjacent), or using the Ctrl
key (if the pool-VOLs are not adjacent).
You cannot delete pool-VOLs whose Shrinkable is not applied.

4. Click Shrink Pool.
The Shrink Pool window opens.
The details of Before Shrinking and After Shrinking, including the pool capacity, the used
pool capacity and the free pool capacity, appears in Predicted Result of Shrinking.

5. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Stopping decreasing pool capacity
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.
2. From the Pools, select the pool for which you want to stop decreasing pool capacity.

Select multiple pools using the Shift key (if the pools are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if the
pools are not adjacent).

3. Click Stop Shrinking Pool.
The Stop Shrinking Pool window opens.

4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Deleting a pool
When you delete a pool, its pool-VOLs (LDEVs) will be blocked. If they are blocked, format them
before reusing them. If the blocked pool-VOL is an external volume, select Normal Format when
formatting the volume.
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.

The pool name appears below Pool.
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2. From the Pool table, select the pool to be deleted.
Select multiple pools using the Shift key (if the pools are adjacent), or using the Ctrl key (if the
pools are not adjacent).

3. Click More Actions, and then select Delete Pools.
The Delete Pools window opens.
You cannot delete a pool whose usage is not 0%, or a pool for which THP V-VOLs are assigned.

4. Click Finish.
The Confirm window opens.
To continue with the shredding operation and delete volume data, click Next. For details about
the shredding operation, see HP P9000 Volume Shredder for Open and Mainframe Systems
User Guide.
If the pool is blocked, you might not be able to perform shredding operations.

5. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Increasing THP V-VOL capacity
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.

The pool name appears below Pool.
2. Select the pool associated with the THP V-VOLs whose capacity is increased.

The pool information appears on the right.
3. Click the Virtual Volumes tab.
4. From the Virtual Volumes table, select the THP V-VOL for which you want to increase capacity.

Select multiple THP V-VOLs using the Shift key (if the THP V-VOLs are adjacent), or using the
Ctrl key (if the THP V-VOLs are not adjacent).

5. Click Expand V-VOLs.
The Expand V-VOLs window opens.

6. In Capacity, type the capacity amount.
You can enter the LDEV capacity to two decimal places within the range of values indicated
below the text box.

7. Click Finish.
The Confirm window opens.

8. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task
or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Changing the name of a THP V-VOL
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Logical Devices.

The following shows another way to select LDEVs.
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool.

The pool name appears below Pool.
2. Select the pool associated with the THP V-VOL for which you want to change the name.
3. Select the Virtual Volumes tab.
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2. From the table, select the THP V-VOL for which you want to change the name.
Select multiple THP V-VOLs using the Shift key (if the THP V-VOLs are adjacent), or using the
Ctrl key (if the THP V-VOLs are not adjacent).

3. Click Edit LDEVs.
When you selected THP V-VOLs from the Virtual Volumes table, click More Actions, and then
Edit LDEVs.
The Edit LDEVs window opens.

4. Check LDEV Name and change the LDEV name, if necessary.
1. In Prefix, type the characters that will become the fixed characters for the beginning of

the LDEV name. The characters are case-sensitive.
2. In Initial Number, type the initial number that will follow the prefix name.

5. Click Finish.
6. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

About releasing pages in a THP V-VOL
Releasing pages in a THP V-VOL frees up pool capacity. When all the pages in the THP V-VOL
contain zero data (no logical records), you can discard the zero data, and then release those
pages.
Logically, there is no difference between a page with just zero data and the area of a THP V-VOL
without a page allotted. They are effectively identical. However, the former uses pool capacity
and the latter does not.
Zero data can be discarded when all the following conditions are satisfied:

• The THP V-VOL is not used in conjunction with another P9500 product that does not support
discard zero data.
See “Using Thin Provisioning Z with other P9500 products” (page 50).

• LDEV formatting is not being performed on the THP V-VOL.

• The THP V-VOL is not blocked.

• The THP V-VOL is associated with a pool.

• The pool associated with the THP V-VOL is not blocked, or is full and blocked.
Pages that include control cylinders are not processed when releasing pages in a THP V-VOL.
While releasing pages from a THP V-VOL, performance of the host I/O to the THP V-VOL may
temporarily decrease due to scanning for non-zero data.
If you stop discarding zero data in mid-stream, the pages that have been released will remain as
free pool capacity.
After the zero data is discarded and the pages are released, Thin Provisioning Z automatically
balances usage levels among pool-VOLs in the pool. This rebalancing is performed on all of the
THP V-VOLs and pool-VOLs in the pool. If you do not want automatic balancing of the usage levels
of pool-VOLs, call the HP Technical Support to change your configuration.
Thin Provisioning Z does not automatically balance the usage levels among pool-VOLs if the cache
memory is not redundant or if the pool usage level exceeds the thresholds.
If all the data written to a page assigned to a THP V-VOL is binary zeroes, you can reclaim the
page and return it to the pool's available capacity.
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If you have started a discard zero data operation, and the storage system losses power, which
then disrupts shared memory, the discard zero data operation will not automatically continue after
the storage system restarts.
In any of the following cases, discarding of zero data will stop, and THP V-VOL pages will not be
released.

• LDEV formatting was performed while discarding zero data.

• The pool-VOL that is being accessed by the target THP V-VOL was blocked.

• The pool associated with the target THP V-VOL was blocked while discarding zero data.

• Cache memory failure occurred while discarding zero data.

• The THP V-VOL was released when zero data was discarded.

• The initial copy operation between Continuous Access Synchronous Z pair or Continuous
Access Journal Z pair was performed on the THP V-VOL in which the zero data was discarded.

Releasing pages in a THP V-VOL
You can release pages in a THP V-VOL to free pool capacity. If all the pages in the THP V-VOL
contains zero data (no logical records), you can discard the zero data, and then release those
pages. Before releasing pages in a THP V-VOL, see “About releasing pages in a THP V-VOL” (page
67)).
Procedure 10 To release pages in a THP V-VOL
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select a pool associated

with the THP V-VOLs whose pages are released. The pool information appears on the right.
Pool.

2. Click the Virtual Volumes tab.
3. From the Virtual Volumes table, select the THP V-VOL for which you want to release the pages.

Select multiple THP V-VOLs using the Shift key (if the THP V-VOLs are adjacent), or using the
Ctrl key (if the THP V-VOLs are not adjacent).

4. Click More Actions, and then select Reclaim Zero Pages.
The Reclaim Zero Pages window opens.
You cannot release pages in a THP V-VOL when the THP V-VOL is not in a normal status or
the THP V-VOL is discarding zero data.

5. In Task Name type a unique name for this task or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

After discarding zero data and releasing pages in the THP V-VOL is complete, click Refresh in
Remote Web Console to update the Page Status. If the Page Status is not immediately updated,
wait a while, and then click Refresh again.

Stopping the release of pages in a THP V-VOL
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select a pool associated

with the THP V-VOLs in which the pages are being released. The pool information appears
on the right.

2. Click the Virtual Volumes tab.
3. From the Virtual Volumes table, select the THP V-VOL for which you want to stop releasing

pages.
Select multiple THP V-VOLs using the Shift key (if the THP V-VOLs are adjacent), or using the
Ctrl key (if the THP V-VOLs are not adjacent).

4. Click More Actions, and then select Stop Reclaiming Zero Pages.
The Stop Reclaiming Zero Pages window opens.
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You cannot stop releasing the pages in a THP V-VOL where zero data is not being discarded.
5. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.

Deleting a THP V-VOL
You cannot delete a THP V-VOL that is in the online status.
1. In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Logical Devices.

The following are other ways to select LDEVs.

• In the Remote Web Console main window, in the Storage Systems tree, select Pool. The
pool name appears below Pool.

• Select the pool associated with the THP V-VOLs to be deleted.

• Click the Virtual Volumes tab.
2. From the table, select the THP V-VOL to be deleted.

Select multiple THP V-VOLs using the Shift key (if the THP V-VOLs are adjacent), or using the
Ctrl key (if the THP V-VOLs are not adjacent).
Do the following, if necessary.

• In the Filter option, select ON to filter the rows.

• Click Select All Pages to select all THP V-VOL in the list.

• Click Options to specify the unit of volumes or the number of rows to view.
3. Click More Actions, and then select Delete LDEVs.

The Delete LDEVs window opens.
4. In the Confirm window, confirm the settings, in Task Name type a unique name for this task

or accept the default, and then click Apply.
If Go to tasks window for status is checked, the Tasks window opens.
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5 Troubleshooting
Information is provided here for troubleshooting problems you may have when provisioning your
storage system.

Troubleshooting VLL
If a failure occurs while you are operating, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console Messages.
For the problems and solutions regarding the Remote Web Console, see the HP P9000 Remote
Web Console User Guide

Troubleshooting Thin Provisioning Z
The following table provides troubleshooting instructions for using Thin Provisioning Z.

Causes and Solutions
Causes and Solutions

Problems
Problems

Cause:
• Shared memory for the V-VOL management area is not installed.

Solution:

• Call the HP Technical Support and check if the shared memory for
the V-VOL management area is installed.

Cannot install Thin Provisioning Z.

Causes:Pool usage level exceeds the threshold.
• Too many THP V-VOLs are associated with a pool, or too much data

is stored in a pool.
• Capacity of the pool is insufficient.

• The threshold of the pool is too low.

Solutions:

• Add some pool-VOLs to increase the capacity of the pool. See
(page 62).

• Set a larger value to the threshold of the pool. See (page 59).

After correcting the causes of SIM 620XXX, or 620XXX and 626XXX,
you need to complete the SIMs (see (page 61)). If you do not complete
the SIMs, no new SIM will occur even if the usage level increases and
again exceeds the threshold (target SIM codes are 620XXX, and
626XXX).
SIMs 620XXX, 625000, and 626XXX are automatically completed if
you increase pool capacity by adding pool-VOLs because the condition
that caused the SIM is removed.
Caution: You need free volumes to add as pool-VOLs. If there are no
free volumes, create new volumes or ask the HP Technical Support to
add. Therefore, it may take time to solve the problem.

Causes:Cannot create a THP V-VOL.
• Usage of the pool has reached to 100%.

• Something in the storage system is blocked.

• Too many THP V-VOLs are assigned, or Subscription Limit is too low.

Solutions:

• Add some pool-VOLs to the pool. See (page 62).

• Increase the value of Subscription Limit for the pool. See (page 59).

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.
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Causes and Solutions
Causes and Solutions

Problems
Problems

Causes:Cannot add a pool-VOL.
• 1,024 pool-VOLs are already defined in the pool.

• The pool-VOL does not fill the requirements for a pool-VOL.

• Something in the storage system is blocked.

Solution:

• Change the setting of the LDEV to satisfy the requirement of the
Pool-VOL. See(page 47).

Causes:
• A failure occurred in two or more data drives.

Solutions:

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.

A pool-VOL is blocked. SIM code 627XXX is
reported.

Causes:
• The breaker has been turned off and the shared memory has been

lost, and then the system has been started.
Solutions:

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.

A pool is blocked.

Causes:A pool cannot be restored.
• Processing takes time, because something in the storage system is

blocked.
• The pool-VOL is blocked.

• The THP V-VOL capacity has increased but has been reduced back
to the previous THP V-VOL capacity.

• Usage of the pool has reached to 100%.

Solutions:

• After waiting for a while, click Refresh or Refresh All from the File
menu at the top left of the Remote Web Console window, and then
check the pool status.

• If you increased the THP V-VOL capacity but the THP V-VOL capacity
has been reduced back to the previous THP V-VOL capacity, follow
the instructions in (page 48) to make sure that the capacity is
increased, and then restore the pool.

• Add some pool-VOLs to the pool to increase the capacity of the pool.
See (page 62)).

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.

Causes:A pool cannot be deleted.
• The pool usage is not 0.

• External volumes are removed from the pool before you delete the
pool.

• THP V-VOLs have not been deleted.

Solutions:

• Confirm that the pool usage is 0 after the THP V-VOLs are deleted,
and then you can delete the pool.

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.

Causes:A failure occurs to the application for
monitoring the volumes installed in a host. • Free space of the pool is insufficient.

• Something in the storage system is blocked.
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Causes and Solutions
Causes and Solutions

Problems
Problems

Solutions:

• Check the free space of the pool and increase the capacity of the
pool. See (page 62)).

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.

Causes:When the host computer tries to access the
port, error occurs and the host cannot access
the port.

• Free space of the pool is insufficient.

• Something in the storage system is blocked.

Solutions:

• Check the free space of the pool and increase the capacity of the
pool. See (page 62).

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.

Causes:When you are operating Remote Web
Console, a timeout occurs frequently. • The load on the Remote Web Console computer is too heavy, so that

the Remote Web Console computer cannot respond to the SVP.
• The period of time until when time-out occurs is set too short.

Solutions:

• Wait for a while, then try the operation again.

• Verify the setting of the environment parameter of Remote Web
Console RMI time-out period. For information about how to set the
RMI time-out period, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console User
Guide.

Solutions:THP V-VOL capacity cannot be increased.
• After clicking Refresh or Refresh All on the File menu on the Remote

Web Console window, confirm whether the processing for increasing
THP V-VOL capacity meets conditions described in (page 48).

• Retry the operation after 10 minutes or so.

• Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the problem.
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Causes and Solutions
Causes and Solutions

Problems
Problems

Causes:
• Zero data in the THP V-VOL cannot be discarded from Remote Web

Console because the THP V-VOL does not meet conditions for
releasing pages in a THP V-VOL.

Solutions:

• Make sure that the THP V-VOL meets the conditions described in
(page 68).

Cannot discard zero data in a THP V-VOL.

Causes:
• Pages of the THP V-VOL are not released because the process of

discarding zero data was interrupted.
Solutions:

• Make sure that the THP V-VOL meets the conditions described in
(page 68).

The THP V-VOL cannot be released though
zero data in the THP V-VOL is discarded.

Causes:
• The pool is full.

Solutions:

Cannot release the Protection attribute of the
THP V-VOLs.

• Add pool-VOLs to the pool to increase the free space in the pool.
See (page 62).

• After performing above solutions, release the Protection attribute of
the THP V-VOLs using the Data Retention window of Remote Web
Console (if the Data Retention is installed).

Causes:
• Pool usage level exceeds the threshold.

Solutions:

• Add pool-VOLs to the pool to increase the free space in the pool.
See (page 62).

SIM code such as 620XXX, 622XXX, 625000
or 626XXX was issued.

If you are unable to solve a problem using the above suggestions, or if you encounter a problem
not listed, please contact the HP Technical Support.
If an error occurs during the operations, the error code and error message appear in the error
message dialog box. For more information about error messages, see HP P9000 Remote Web
Console Messages.

Troubleshooting provisioning while using RAID Manager
If an error occurs while operating Data Retention or Thin Provisioning Z while using RAID Manager,
you might identify the cause of the error by referring to the log appearing on the RAID Manager
window or the RAID Manager operation log file. The RAID Manager operation log file is stored
in the following directory.
/HORCM/log*/curlog/horcmlog_HOST/horcm.log

where

• * is the instance number.

• HOST is the host name.
The following is an example of a log entry in the RAID Manager window.
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For more troubleshooting information, see:

• “Errors when operating RAID Manager (Thin Provisioning Z, SSB1:0xb96b) ” (page 74)

Errors when operating RAID Manager (Thin Provisioning Z, SSB1:0xb96b)

SolutionsError ContentsError Code (SSB2)

Ask the HP Technical Support to solve the
problem.

Error occurred when increasing THP V-VOL
capacity operation.

0xb900/ 0xb901/
0xaf28

Increase the THP V-VOL capacity after finishing
operations on your storage system, such as the

The operation was rejected because the
configuration was being changed by SVP or

0xb902

Virtual LVI operation or a maintenance
operation. See Caution in (page 48).

Remote Web Console, or because the THP
V-VOL capacity was going to be increased by
another instance of the RAID Manager.

Increase the THP V-VOL capacity after the
specified volume is placed online with the OS
which supports EAV.

The operation was rejected because the
specified volume is placed online with the OS
which does not support EAV (Extended Address
Volume).

0xaf22

Specify a capacity so that the pool reservation
rate will not be exceeded.

The operation was rejected because the total
THP V-VOL capacity exceeded the pool

0xaf24

reservation rate after the capacity was
increased.

Specify a capacity so that the maximum number
of cache management devices will not be
exceeded.

The operation was rejected because of lack of
cache management devices due to increased
capacity.

0xaf26

Makes sure that the volume is a THP V-VOL.Because the specified volume was not a THP
V-VOL, the operation was rejected.

0xaf29

To increase capacity, specify the correct
capacity that does not exceed the value

Because the specified capacities are invalid or
exceeded the value immediately below LDEV

0xaf2a

immediately below LDEV Capacity in the ExpandCapacity in the Expand Virtual Volumes
window, the operation was rejected. Virtual Volumes window. See the conditions for

increasing THP V-VOL capacity in (page 48).

Re-execute the operation after a brief interval.Because the specified volume operation was not
finished, the operation was rejected.

0xaf2b

Confirm the value immediately below LDEV
Capacity in the Expand Virtual Volumes
window.

Because the shared memory capacity is not
enough to increase the specified capacity, the
operation was rejected.

0xaf2c

Wait until formatting of the specified volume is
finished, or see (page 50) and confirm whether

Because the specified THP V-VOL was used by
other software or was being formatted, the
operation was rejected.

0xaf2e

the THP V-VOL is used with software in which
that the THP V-VOL capacity cannot be
increased.

Re-execute the operation after the microcode is
replaced.

Because the THP V-VOL capacity was increased
when the microcode was replaced, the
operation was rejected.

0xaf2f

Re-execute the raidcom extend ldev
command without specifying the -cylinder
option.

Because the raidcom extend ldev
command was executed with specifying the
-cylinder option to the THP V-VOL for the
open system, the operation was rejected.

0x0b2b
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6 Support and other resources
Contacting HP

For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website:
http://www.hp.com/support

Before contacting HP, collect the following information:

• Product model names and numbers

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product serial numbers

• Error messages

• Operating system type and revision level

• Detailed questions

Subscription service
HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website:

http://www.hp.com/go/e-updates

After registering, you will receive e-mail notification of product enhancements, new driver versions,
firmware updates, and other product resources.

Documentation feedback
HP welcomes your feedback.
To make comments and suggestions about product documentation, please send a message to
storagedocsfeedback@hp.com. Include the document title and manufacturing part number. All
submissions become the property of HP.

Related information
The following documents [and websites] provide related information:

• HP P9000 External Storage for Open and Mainframe Systems User Guide

• HP P9000 Remote Web Console Messages

• HP P9000 Remote Web Console User Guide
You can find these documents on the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website:

http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

In the Storage section, click Disk Storage Systems for hardware or Storage Software for software,
and then select your product.

HP websites
For additional information, see the following HP websites:

• http://www.hp.com

• http://www.hp.com/go/storage

• http://www.hp.com/service_locator

• http://www.hp.com/support/manuals
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• http://www.hp.com/support/downloads

• http://www.hp.com/storage/whitepapers

Conventions for storage capacity values
P9000 disk arrays use the following values to calculate physical storage capacity values (hard
disk drives):

• 1 KB (kilobyte) = 1,000 bytes

• 1 MB (megabyte) = 1,0002 bytes

• 1 GB (gigabyte) = 1,0003 bytes

• 1 TB (terabyte) = 1,0004 bytes

• 1 PB (petabyte) = 1,0005 bytes

• 1 EB (exabyte) = 1,0006 bytes
P9000 disk arrays use the following values to calculate logical storage capacity values (logical
devices):

• 1 KB (kilobyte) = 1,024 bytes

• 1 MB (megabyte) = 1,0242 bytes

• 1 GB (gigabyte) = 1,0243 bytes

• 1 TB (terabyte) = 1,0244 bytes

• 1 PB (petabyte) = 1,0245 bytes

• 1 EB (exabyte) = 1,0246 bytes

Typographic conventions
Table 1 Document conventions

ElementConvention

Cross-reference linksBlue text: Table 1 (page 76)

email addressesBlue, bold, underlined text

Website addressesBlue, underlined text: http://www.hp.com

Bold text • Keys that are pressed

• Text typed into a GUI element, such as a box

• GUI elements that are clicked or selected, such as menu
and list items, buttons, tabs, and check boxes

Text emphasisItalic text

Monospace text • File and directory names

• System output

• Code

• Commands, their arguments, and argument values

Monospace, italic text • Code variables

• Command variables

Emphasized monospace textMonospace, bold text

WARNING! Indicates that failure to follow directions could result in bodily harm or death.
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CAUTION: Indicates that failure to follow directions could result in damage to equipment or data.

IMPORTANT: Provides clarifying information or specific instructions.

NOTE: Provides additional information.

TIP: Provides helpful hints and shortcuts.
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A RAID Manager command reference
Certain provisioning tasks can be performed in the Remote Web Console GUI, and corresponding
RAID Manager commands used to perform provisioning tasks can be performed in the RAID
Manager.

Remote Web Console tasks and RAID Manager command list
The following lists actions (tasks) that can be performed in the Remote Web Console GUI, and the
corresponding commands that can be issued in RAID Manager.

RAID Manager command
RAID Manager command

Action
Action name

Item
Item

raidcom add ldevCreate LDEVsLogical Device
raidcom add ldevCreate LDEVsLogical Device

raidcom delete ldevDelete LDEVs
raidcom delete ldevDelete LDEVs

raidcom modify ldevEdit LDEVs
raidcom modify ldevEdit LDEVs

raidcom initialize ldevFormat LDEVs
raidcom initialize ldevFormat LDEVs

raidcom modify ldevBlock LDEVs
raidcom modify ldevBlock LDEVs

raidcom modify ldevRestore LDEVs
raidcom modify ldevRestore LDEVs

raidcom modify ldevAssign MP Blade
raidcom modify ldevAssign MP Blade

raidcom extend ldevExpand V-VOLs

raidcom modify ldevReclaim Zero Pages

raidcom initialize ldevShredding

raidcom add thp_poolCreate PoolsPool

raidcom add thp_poolExpand Pool

raidcom delete poolDelete Pools

raidcom modify poolEdit Pools

raidcom modify poolRestore Pools

raidcom disconnect external_grpDisconnect External VolumesExternal Storage

raidcom check_ext_storageReconnect External Volumes
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B Resource Partition GUI reference
The Resource Partition windows, wizards, and dialog boxes used for configuring resource groups
are described in the following topics.
For information about common operation such as buttons and task entry, see the HP P9000 Remote
Web Console User Guide.

Resource Groups window
Use this window to create or delete resource groups, and to view, edit, or export information about
resource groups. You must have the correct user permissions to perform tasks on resource groups.
• “Summary and buttons” (page 79)
• “Resource Groups tab” (page 79)

Summary and buttons

DescriptionItem

The number of resource groups configured in your storage system. The maximum allowed
is 1024.

Number of Resource
Groups

Opens the Create Resource Group window, where you can create one or more new resource
groups. The results will appear in this window

Create Resource Groups

Opens the Edit Resource Group window where you can edit the name of a selected resource
group.

Edit Resource Group

Opens the Delete Resource Groups window, where you can delete one or more resource
groups selected in this window.

Delete Resource Groups

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a
file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as for backup or reporting.

Export

Resource Groups tab

DescriptionItem

Name and identifier of a resource group.Resource Group Name
(ID)

Number of user groups where the resource group is assigned.Number of User Groups

Number of parity groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Parity Groups

Number of LDEVs that are assigned to the resource group.Number of LDEVs

Number of ports that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Ports

Number of host groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Host Groups

Window after selecting a resource group
This window opens when you select a resource group in the Resource Groups window. It provides
information about parity groups, LDEVs, ports, and host groups in the selected resource group.
• “Summary”
• “Parity Groups tab” (page 80)
• “LDEVs tab” (page 81)
• “Ports tab” (page 83)
• “Host Groups tab” (page 84)
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Summary

DescriptionItem

Number of parity groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Parity Groups

Number of LDEVs that are assigned to the resource group.Number of LDEVs

Number of ports that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Ports

Number of host groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Host Groups

Parity Groups tab

DescriptionItem

Identifiers of parity groups that are already defined.Parity Group ID

Capacity of each parity group.Capacity

Number of LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs

Opens the Add Resources window, where you can add one or more resources to the
resource group.

Add Resources

Opens the Remove Resources window, where you can remove one or more resources from
the resource group.

Remove Resources

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a
file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export
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LDEVs tab

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifiers.LDEV ID
Some undefined LDEV IDs may appear. A hyphen appearing in the LDEV name indicates
the LDEV is undefined.

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier in which the LDEV belongs.Parity Group ID

Pool name and identifier in which the LDEV belongs.Pool Name (ID)

Capacity of each LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type configured on the volume.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume

• THP: V-VOLs of Thin Provisioning Z

• External: External volume
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DescriptionItem

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: Command device

• Remote Command Device

• System Disk

• JNL VOL: Journal volume

• Pool VOL: Pool volume. The number in parentheses is the pool identifier.

• Reserved VOL: Reserved volume

• : Volumes other than the above ones

Journal group identifier when the attribute is JNL VOL. A hyphen indicates the attribute is
other than JNL VOL.

Journal Group ID

Opens the Add Resources window, where you can add one or more resources to the
resource group.

Add Resources

Opens the Remove Resources window, where you can remove one or more resources from
the resource group.

Remove Resources

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a
file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export
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Ports tab

DescriptionItem

Identifiers of the ports that are already mounted.Port ID

Attribute of the port indicating I/O flow.Attribute
• Initiator: Issues I/O commands to a target port when I/O is executed between storage

systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.
• Target: Receives I/O commands from a host.

• RCU Target: Receives I/O commands from an initiator when I/O is executed between
storage systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.

• External: Issues I/O commands to a target port of an external storage system with
External Storage.

Opens the Add Resources window, where you can add one or more resources to the
resource group.

Add Resources
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DescriptionItem

Opens the Remove Resources window, where you can Remove one or more resources from
the resource group.

Remove Resources

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a
file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

Host Groups tab

DescriptionItem

Port identifiers.Port ID

Name and identifier of each host group that uses a port.Host Group Name
Some undefined host groups may appear. A hyphen indicates the host group is undefined.

Opens the Add Resources window, where you can add one or more resources to a resource
group.

Add Resources
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DescriptionItem

Opens the Remove Resources window, where you can remove one or more resources from
a resource group.

Remove Resources

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a
file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

Create Resource Groups wizard

Create Resource Groups window
Use this window to designate the parity groups, LDEVs, ports, and host groups, if any, that will
make up a resource group.
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Setting fields

DescriptionItem

Type a unique name for this resource group. the following rules apply:Resource Group Name
• meta_resource cannot be set as a resource group name.

• Names should be unique, and multiple occurrences of the same resource group
name are not allowed in one storage system.

• Resource names are case-sensitive.

• Usable characters are alphanumeric, spaces, and symbols (! # $ % & ' ( ) + - . = @
[ ] ^ _ ` { } ~)

Opens the Select Parity Groups window, where you select one or more parity groups
to be assigned to the resource group.

Select Parity Groups

Opens the Select LDEVs window, where you select one or more LDEVs to be assigned
to the resource group.

Select LDEVs

Opens the Select Ports window, where you select one or more ports to be assigned to
the resource group.

Select Ports

Opens the Select Host Groups window, where you select one or more host groups to
be assigned to the resource group.

Select Host Groups

Adds your settings to the Selected Resource Groups table.Add
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Selected Resource Groups table

DescriptionItem

Name and identifier of each resource group.Resource Group Name (ID)
A hyphen indicates the ID number is not assigned before setting a resource group.

Number of parity groups to be assigned to the resource group.Number of Parity Groups

Number of LDEVs to be assigned to the resource group.Number of LDEVs

Number of ports to be assigned to the resource group.Number of Ports

Number of host groups to be assigned to the resource group.Number of Host Groups

Opens the Resource Group Property window, where you can view details of the selected
resource group.

Detail

Removes a selected resource group.Remove

Select Parity Groups window
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Available Parity Groups table

DescriptionItem

Parity group identifiers.Parity Group ID

Capacity of each parity group.Capacity

Number of LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs

Adds one or more parity groups selected in the Available Parity Groups list to the
Selected Parity Groups list.

Add

Removes one or more selected parity groups from the Selected Parity Groups list and
relocates the parity groups to the Available Parity Groups list.

Remove

Selected Parity Groups table

DescriptionItem

Parity group identifiers.Parity Group ID

Capacity of each parity group.Capacity

Number of LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs
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Select LDEVs window

Available LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifiers.LDEV ID
LDEV IDs may be appear for undefined LDEVs. A hyphen appearing in columns to the
right of the LDEV ID and LDEV name (for example, Parity Group ID, Pool Name ID,
Capacity, and so on) indicates the LDEV is undefined.

LDEV names.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier where the LDEV belongs.Parity Group ID

Pool name and identifier where the LDEV belongs.Pool Name (ID)

Capacity of each LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type of each volume.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume

• THP: V-VOLs of Thin Provisioning Z

• External: External volume

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: Command device

• Remote Command Device: Remote command device

• System Disk: System disk
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DescriptionItem

• JNL VOL: Journal volume

• Pool VOL: Pool volume. The number in parentheses is the pool identifier.

• Reserved VOL: Reserved volume

• : Volumes other than the above ones.

Journal group identifier when the attribute is JNL VOL. A hyphen indicates the attribute
is other than JNL VOL.

Journal Group ID

Adds one or more LDEVs selected in the Available LDEVs list to the Selected LDEVs list.Add

Removes one or more selected LDEVs from the Selected LDEVs list and relocates the
LDEVs to the Available LDEVs list.

Remove

Selected LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifiers.LDEV ID
Some undefined LDEV IDs may appear. A hyphen in the LDEV name indicates the LDEV
is undefined.

LDEV names.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier where the LDEV belongs.Parity Group ID

Pool name and identifier where the LDEV belongs.Pool Name (ID)

Capacity of the LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type of the volume.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume

• THP: V-VOLs of Thin Provisioning

• External: External volume

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: Command device

• Remote Command Device: Remote command device

• System Disk: System disk

• JNL VOL: Journal volume

• Pool VOL: Pool volume. The number in parentheses is the pool identifier.
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DescriptionItem

• Reserved VOL: Reserved volume

• : Volumes other than the above ones.

Journal group identifier when the attribute is JNL VOL. A hyphen indicates the attribute
is other than JNL VOL.

Journal Group ID

Select Ports window

Available Ports table

DescriptionItem

Port identifier.Port ID

Attribute of the port indicating I/O flow.Attribute
• Initiator: Issues I/O commands to a target port when I/O is executed between storage

systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.
• Target: Receives I/O commands from a host.

• RCU Target: Receives I/O commands from an initiator when I/O is executed between
storage systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.

• External: Issues I/O commands to a target port of an external storage system with
External Storage.

Adds one or more ports selected in the Available Ports list to the Selected Ports list.Add

Removes one or more selected ports from the Selected Ports list and relocates the ports
to the Available Ports list.

Remove
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Selected Ports table

DescriptionItem

Port identifier.Port ID

Attribute of the port indicating I/O flow.Attribute
• Initiator: Issues I/O commands to a target port when I/O is executed between storage

systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.
• Target: Receives I/O commands from a host.

• RCU Target: Receives I/O commands from an initiator when I/O is executed between
storage systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.

• External: Issues I/O commands to a target port of an external storage system with
External Storage.

Select Host Groups window
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Available Host Groups table

DescriptionItem

Port identifiers.Port ID

Name and identifier of each host group that uses a port.Host Group Name
Some undefined host groups may appear. A hyphen indicates the host group is
undefined.

Adds one or more host groups selected in the Available Host Groups list to the Selected
Host Groups list.

Add

Removes one or more selected host groups from the Selected Host Groups list and
relocates the host groups to the Available Host Groups list.

Remove

Selected Host Groups table

DescriptionItem

Port identifiers.Port ID

Name and identifier of each host group that uses a port.Host Group Name
Some undefined host groups may appear. A hyphen indicates the host group is
undefined.

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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DescriptionItem

Name and identifier of each resource group.Resource Group Name (ID)

Number of parity groups to be assigned to the resource group.Number of Parity Groups

Number of LDEVs to be assigned to the resource group.Number of LDEVs

Number of ports to be assigned to the resource group.Number of Ports

Number of host groups to be assigned to the resource group.Number of Host Groups

Opens the Resource Group Property window, where you can view the details of the
selected resource group.

Detail
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Edit Resource Group wizard

Edit Resource Group window

DescriptionItem

Type the name of the resource group after editing.Resource Group Name
• meta_resource cannot be set as a name.

• Duplicate occurrences of the same resource group name are not allowed in one
storage system.

• Names are case-sensitive.

• Usable characters are alphanumeric, spaces, and symbols (! # $ % & ' ( ) + - . = @
[ ] ^ _ ` { } ~)

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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Selected Resource Group tab

DescriptionItem

Name and identifier of the edited resource group.Resource Group Name (ID)

Number of parity groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Parity Groups

Number of LDEVs that are assigned to the resource group.Number of LDEVs

Number of ports that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Ports

Number of host groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Host Groups

Opens the Resource Group Property window, where you can view the details of the
selected resource group.

Detail

Add Resources wizard

Add Resources window

DescriptionItem

Opens the Select Parity Group window, where you can select one or more parity groups
to be added to the resource group.

Select Parity Groups

Opens the Select LDEVs window, where you can select one or more LDEVs to be added
to the resource group.

Select LDEVs
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DescriptionItem

Opens the Select Ports window, where you can select one or more ports to be added
to the resource group.

Select Ports

Opens the Select Host group window, where you can select one or more host groups
to be added to the resource group.

Select Host Groups

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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Selected Resource Group table

DescriptionItem

Name and identifier of the resource group to be added to the storage system.Resource Group Name (ID)

Selected Resource Groups table

DescriptionItem

One or more parity group identifiers to be added to the resource group.Parity Group ID

Capacity of each parity group.Capacity

Number of LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs

Total number of selected parity groups.Total

Selected LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

The identifiers of the LDEVs to be added to a resource group.LDEV ID
Some undefined LDEV IDs may appear. A hyphen in the LDEV name indicates the LDEV
is undefined.

LDEV names.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier where the LDEV belongs.Parity Group ID

Pool name and identifier where the LDEV belongs.Pool Name (ID)

Capacity of the LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type of the volume.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume

• THP: V-VOLs of Thin Provisioning Z

• External: External volume

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: Command device

• Remote Command Device: Remote command device

• System Disk: System disk

• JNL VOL: Journal volume

• Pool VOL: Pool volume. The number in parentheses is the pool identifier.

• Reserved VOL: Reserved volume

• : Volumes other than the above ones

Journal group identifier appears when the attribute is JNL VOL. A hyphen is indicates
the attribute is other than JNL VOL.

Journal Group ID

Total number of selected LDEVs.Total
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Selected Ports table

DescriptionItem

Port identifiers to be added to a resource group.Port ID

Attribute of the port indicating I/O flow.Attribute
• Initiator: Issues I/O commands to a target port when I/O is executed between storage

systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.
• Target: Receives I/O commands from a host.

• RCU Target: Receives I/O commands from an initiator when I/O is executed between
storage systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.

• External: Issues I/O commands to a target port of an external storage system with
External Storage.

Total number of selected ports.Total

Selected Host Groups table

DescriptionItem

Port identifiers that are used by the host group.Port ID

Name and identifier of each host group to be added to a resource group.Host Group Name
Some undefined host groups may appear. A hyphen indicates the host group is
undefined.

Total number of selected host groups.Total

Remove Resources window
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Selected Resource Group table

DescriptionItem

Name and identifier of each resource group whose resources are deleted.Resource Group Name (ID)

Selected Parity Groups table (when deleting parity groups)

DescriptionItem

Identifier of each parity group to be deleted from the resource group.Parity Group ID

Capacity of each parity group.Capacity

Number of LDEVs in the parity group.Number of LDEVs

Total number of parity groups.Total

Selected LDEVs table (when deleting LDEVs)

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifiers to be deleted from a resource group.LDEV ID
Some undefined LDEV IDs may appear. A hyphen in the LDEV name indicates the LDEV
is undefined.

LDEV names to be deleted from the resource group.LDEV Name

Parity group ID where the LDEV belongs.Parity Group ID

Pool name where the LDEV belongs.Pool Name (ID)

Capacity of each LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type of each volume.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume

• THP: V-VOLs of Thin Provisioning Z

• External: External volume

Attribute of the volume indicating how the volume is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: Command device

• Remote Command Device: Remote command device

• System Disk: System disk

• JNL VOL: Journal volume

• Pool VOL: Pool volume. The number in parentheses is the pool identifier.

• Reserved VOL: Reserved volume

• : Volumes other than the above ones

Journal group ID when the attribute is JNL VOL. A hyphen appears indicating the attribute
is other than JNL VOL.

Journal Group ID

Total number of selected LDEVs.Total
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Selected Ports table (when deleting ports)

DescriptionItem

Port IDs that to be deleted from the resource group.Port ID

Attribute of the port indicating I/O flow.Attribute
• Initiator: Issues I/O commands to a target port when I/O is executed between storage

systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.
• Target: Receives I/O commands from a host.

• RCU Target: Receives I/O commands from an initiator when I/O is executed between
storage systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.

• External: Issues I/O commands to a target port of an external storage system with
External Storage.

Total number of selected ports.Total

Selected Host Groups table (when deleting Host Groups)

DescriptionItem

Port IDs that are used by the host group.Port ID

Name and ID of each host group name to be deleted from the resource group.Host Group Name
Some undefined host group names may appear. A hyphen indicates the host group is
undefined.

Total number of selected host groups.Total

Delete Resource Groups window

Selected Resource Groups table

DescriptionItem

Name and ID of each resource group name to be deleted.Resource Group Name (ID)
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Resource Group Properties window

Resource Group Properties table

DescriptionItem

Name and ID of a resource group name.Resource Group Name (ID)

Number of parity groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Parity Groups
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DescriptionItem

Number of LDEVs that are assigned to the resource group.Number of LDEVs

Number of ports that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Ports

Number of host groups that are assigned to the resource group.Number of Host Groups

Parity Groups table

DescriptionItem

Parity group IDs.Parity Group ID

Capacity of each parity group.Capacity

Number of LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs

Total number of selected parity groups.Total

LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

LDEV IDs.LDEV ID
Some undefined LDEV IDs may appear. A hyphen in the LDEV name indicates the LDEV
is undefined.

LDEV names.LDEV Name

Parity group ID where the LDEV belongs.Parity Group ID

Pool name and ID where the LDEV belongs.Pool Name (ID)

Capacity of each LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type of a volume.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume

• THP: V-VOLs of Thin Provisioning Z

• External: External volume

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: Command device

• Remote Command Device: Remote command device

• System Disk: System disk

• JNL VOL: Journal volume

• Pool VOL: Pool volume. The number in parentheses is the pool identifier.

• Reserved VOL: Reserved volume

• : Volumes other than the above ones

Journal group ID when the attribute is JNL VOL. A hyphen indicates the attribute is other
than JNL VOL.

Journal Group ID

Total number of selected volumes.Total
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Ports table

DescriptionItem

Port IDs.Port Name

Attribute of the port indicating I/O flow.Attribute
• Initiator: Issues I/O commands to a target port when I/O is executed between storage

systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.
• Target: Receives I/O commands from a host.

• RCU Target: Receives I/O commands from an initiator when I/O is executed between
storage systems with Continuous Access Synchronous, and so on.

• External: Issues I/O commands to a target port of an external storage system with
External Storage.

Total number of selected ports.Total

Host Groups table

DescriptionItem

Port IDs that are used by the host group.Port ID

Name and ID of each host group.Host Group Name
Some undefined host group names may appear. A hyphen indicates the host group is
undefined.

Total number of selected host groups.Total
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C LDEV GUI reference
The windows, wizards and dialog boxes used for creating LDEVs are described in the following
topics.
For information about common Remote Web Console operations such as using navigation buttons
and creating tasks, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console User Guide.

Parity Groups window
Use this window to view information about parity groups. Only the parity groups assigned to the
logged-on user are available.
• “Summary”
• “Parity Groups tab”
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Summary

DescriptionItem

Capacity of all of the parity groups in the internal volume.Capacity - Internal
• Free: Free space capacity of the internal volume.

• Total: Total capacity of the internal volume.

Capacity of all of the parity groups in the external volume.Capacity - External
• Free: Free space capacity of the external volume.

• Total: Total capacity of the external volume.

Parity Groups tab

DescriptionItem

Parity group identifier of the parity group in the storage system.Parity Group ID

Status of each LDEV in the parity group.LDEV Status

Normal: Normal status.

Blocked: Blocked status. Host cannot access a blocked volume.

Warning: Something is wrong with the volume.

Formatting: The volumes is being formatted.

Preparing Quick Format: The volumes is in preparation of Quick Format.

Quick Formatting: The volumes is being quick-formatted.

Correction Access: Access attribute is being repaired.

Copying: Data in the volumes is being copied.

Read Only: The volume is read only. Data cannot be written on a read-only
volume.

Shredding: The volume is being shredded.

Any status other than the above.

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the LDEV
belongs is interleaved (concatenated). Either RAID level of the parity group
appears.

RAID Level

Emulation type of each parity group.Base Emulation Type

Capacity of the free space of each parity group.Capacity - Free

Total capacity of each parity group.Capacity - Total

Number of unallocated LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs - Unallocated
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DescriptionItem

Total number of LDEVs in each parity group.Number of LDEVs - Total

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/RPM

Protection status on the parity group.Protection
SATA-W/V, SATA-E, or Standard.
Standard is for SAS, SSD, and External.

Encryption key information.Encryption Key
• Key identifier for the encrypted parity group, and

• Disable for the non-encrypted parity group.

Resource group name and ID of which this parity group is a member.Resource Group Name (ID)

Opens the Create LDEVs window.Create LDEVs

Opens the Format LDEVs window.Format LDEVs

Opens the Edit Encryption window.Edit Encryption

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

Parity Groups window after selecting Internal (or External) under Parity
Groups

Use this window to view information about the parity groups in the internal (or external) volume.
Only the parity groups assigned to the logged-on user are available.
• “Summary”
• “Parity Groups tab”
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Summary

DescriptionItem

The free space capacity of the internal (or external) volume.Capacity - Free

The total capacity of the internal (or external) volume.Capacity - Total

Parity Groups tab

DescriptionItem

The parity group identifiers of the parity groups in the storage system.Parity Group ID

The icons indicate the LDEV status.LDEV Status

Normal: Normal status.

Blocked: Blocked status. Host cannot access a blocked volume.

Warning: Something is wrong with the volume.
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DescriptionItem

Formatting: The volumes is being formatted.

Preparing Quick Format: The volume is in preparation of Quick Format.

Quick Formatting: The volume is being quick-formatted.

Correction Access: Access attribute is being repaired.

Copying: Data in the volume is being copied.

Read Only: The volume is read only. Data cannot be written on a read-only
volume.

Shredding: The volume is being shredded.

Any status other than the above.

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the LDEV
belongs is interleaved (concatenated). Either RAID level of the parity group
appears.

RAID Level

Emulation type.Base Emulation Type

Capacity of the free space.Capacity - Free

Total capacity.Capacity - Total

Number of unallocated LDEVs.Number of LDEVs - Unallocated

Total number of LDEVs.Number of LDEVs - Total

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/RPM

Protection status on the parity group.Protection
SATA-W/V, SATA-E, or Standard.
Standard is for SAS, SSD, and External.

Encryption key information.Encryption Key
• Key identifier for the encrypted parity group, and

• Disable for the non-encrypted parity group.

Resource group name and ID of which this parity group is a member.Resource Group Name (ID)

Opens the Create LDEVs window.Create LDEVs

Opens the Format LDEVs window.Format LDEVs

Opens the Edit Encryption window.Edit Encryption

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export
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Window after selecting a parity group under Internal (or External) of Parity
Groups

Use this window to view information about the parity groups in the internal (or external) volume.
Only the parity groups assigned to the logged-on user are available.
• “Summary”
• “LDEVs tab”

Summary

DescriptionItem

Current status of the LDEV.LDEV Status

Normal: Normal status.

Blocked: Blocked status. The host cannot access a blocked volume.

Warning: Something is wrong with the volume.

Formatting: The volume is being formatted.

Preparing Quick Format: The volume is in preparation for Quick Format.
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DescriptionItem

Quick Formatting: The volume is being quick-formatted.

Correction Access: Access attribute is being repaired.

Copying: Data in the volume is being copied.

Read Only: The volume is read only. Data cannot be written on a read-only
volume.

Shredding: The volume is being shredded.

Any status other than the above.

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the LDEV
belongs is interleaved (concatenated).

RAID Level

Capacity of the free space.Capacity - Free

Total capacity.Capacity - Total

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/RPM

Interleaved (concatenated) parity groups.Interleaved Parity Groups

Number of unallocated LDEVs.Number of LDEVs- Unallocated

Total number of LDEVs.Number of LDEVs - Total

LDEVs tab

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

LDEV status.Status

Normal: Normal status.

Blocked: Blocked status. Host cannot access to the blocked volume.

Warning: Something is wrong with the volume.

Formatting: The volume is being formatted.

Preparing Quick Format: The volume is in preparation of Quick Format.

Quick Formatting: The volume is being quick-formatted.

Correction Access: Access attribute is being repaired.

Copying: Data in the volume is being copied.
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DescriptionItem

Read Only: The volume is read only. Data cannot be written on a read-only volume.

Shredding: The volume is being shredded.

Any status other than the above.

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Capacity of the selected LDEV.Individual Capacity

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: The volume is a command device.

• Remote Command Device: The volume is a remote command device.

• System Disk: The volume is a system disk.

• JNL VOL: The volume is a journal volume.

• Reserved VOL: The volume is a reserved volume.

• Hyphen (-): Volume other than the above.

Resource group name and identifier of the LDEV.Resource Group Name

Opens the Create LDEVs window.Create LDEVs

Opens the Edit LDEVs window.Edit LDEVs

Opens the Format LDEVs window.Format LDEVs

Opens the Delete LDEVs window.Delete LDEVs*

Opens the Shred LDEVs window.Shred LDEVs*

Opens the Block LDEVs window.Block LDEVs*

Opens the Restore LDEVs window.Restore LDEVs*

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a file
that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

*Appears when you click More Actions.

Window after selecting Logical Devices
Use this window to view information about logical devices. Only the LDEVS assigned to the
logged-on user are available.
• “Summary”
• “LDEVs tab”
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Summary

DescriptionItem

Number of allocated LDEVs for open system.Open Allocated

Number of unallocated LDEVs for open system.Open Unallocated

Number of reserved LDEVs for the open system.Open Reserved

Number of allocated V-VOLs for the open system.Open V-VOLs

Number of allocated LDEVs for the mainframe system.Mainframe Allocated

Number of reserved LDEVs for the mainframe system.Mainframe Reserved

Number of allocated V-VOLs for the mainframe system.Mainframe V-VOLs

Total number of LDEVs.Total Number of LDEVs
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LDEVs tab

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

LDEV status.Status

Normal: Normal status.

Blocked: Blocked status. Host cannot access to a blocked volume.

Warning: Something is wrong with the volume.

Formatting: The volume is being formatted.

Preparing Quick Format: The volume is in preparation of Quick Format.

Quick Formatting: The volume is being quick-formatted.

Correction Access: Access attribute is being repaired.

Copying: Data in the volume is being copied.

Read Only: The volume is read only. Data cannot be written on a read-only volume.

Shredding: The volume is being shredded.

Any status other than the above.

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name (pool identifier).Pool Name (ID)

RAID level. An asterisk (*) indicates that the parity group that the LDEV belong to is interleaved
(concatenated).

RAID Level

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Provisioning type to be assigned to the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: The volume is a command device.

• Remote Command Device: The volume is a remote command device.

• System Disk: The volume is a system disk.

• JNL VOL: The volume is a journal volume.

• Pool VOL: The volume is a pool volume. The number in the parentheses shows the pool
identifier.
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DescriptionItem

• Reserved VOL: The volume is a reserved volume.

• -: Volume other than the above.

Number of paths set for the LDEV.Number of paths

Processor blade identifier.MP Blade ID

Resource group name and ID of which this LDEV is a member.Resource Group Name
(ID)

Opens the Create LDEVs window.Create LDEVs

Opens the LUN Paths window.Add LUN Paths

Opens the Edit LDEVs window.Edit LDEVs

Opens the Format LDEVs window.Format LDEVs*

Opens the Delete LDEVs window.Delete LDEVs*

Opens the Shred LDEVs window.Shred LDEVs*

Opens the Delete LUN Paths window.Delete LUN Paths*

Opens the Edit Command Devices windowEdit Command Device

Opens the Block LDEVs window.Block LDEVs*

Opens the Restore LDEVs window.Restore LDEVs*

Opens the Assign Processor Blade window.Assign MP Blade*

Opens the Delete UUIDs window.Delete UUIDs*

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the table to a file
that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

*Appears when you click More Actions.

Create LDEVs wizard
Use this window to create and provision LDEVs. You can create multiple LDEVs at once when setting
up your storage system. After the storage system is in operation, use this window to create additional
LDEVs as needed.

Create LDEVs window
• “Setting fields”
• “Selected LDEVs table”
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Setting fields

DescriptionItem

Select the type of provisioning to configure for this LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume. See “Window after selecting a parity group

under Internal (or External) of Parity Groups” (page 110) for more
information.

• Thin Provisioning: THP V-VOL. See “Window after selecting Logical
Devices” (page 112) for more information.

• External: External volume. See HP P9000 External Storage for Open
and Mainframe Systems User Guide for information about provisioning
an external drive.

Select the system type for this LDEV.System Type
• Open: Volume for open system.

• Mainframe: Volume of mainframe.

Select the emulation type for this LDEV. The emulation type might differ
depending on the configuration.

Emulation Type

• N/ASmart Pool (Inactive)

Select the parity group to which the LDEV is assigned.Parity Group Selection, Pool Selection, or
External Volume Selection • Parity Group Selection: Available when you create internal volumes.

• Pool Selection: Available when creating a THP V-VOL.

• External Volume Selection: Available when you create external volumes.
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DescriptionItem

Select the drive type and rpm to use on this LDEV.Drive Type/RPM
• Any: All types of data drives and rpms that can be contained in the

system.
• SSD: Solid-state drive.

• SAS/RPM: Serial-attached SCSI drive and revolutions per minute.

• SATA/RPM: Serial Advanced Technology Attachment drive and
revolutions per minute.

• External Storage: External storage system. You cannot select a RAID
level if the drive type is External Storage.

• Mixed: The drive type is mixed.

Select the RAID level. If External Storage is selected in Drive Type/RPM,
a hyphen (-) appears. You cannot select a RAID level if the drive type is
External Storage.

RAID Level

Opens the Select Free Spaces window. Use this window to view information
about available free space slots in the parity group. Only the free spaces
in the parity groups assigned to the logged-on user are available.

Select Free Spaces

Opens the Select Pool window. Use this window to select the pools to use
for the selected provisioning type.

Select Pool

Indicates how many free spaces are selected for use for this provisioning
type.

Total Selected Free Spaces

Indicates the total capacity, in MB, of the free spaces selected for use for
this provisioning type.

Total Selected Free Space Capacity

Name and identifier of the selected pool.Selected Pool Name (ID)

Total capacity of the selected pool.Selected Pool Capacity

Specify the LDEV capacity to create in a free space, a pool, or an external
volume.

LDEV Capacity

Detailed calculation of the LDEV capacity differs depending on the
specification of the unit. For details, see “VLL size calculations” (page 28).

Specify the number of LDEVs to create in a free space, pool, or the external
volume.

Number of LDEVs per Free Space, Number
of LDEVs, or Number of LDEVs per External
Volume

Specify the LDEV name, using up to 32 characters.LDEV Name
Prefix: Fixed character string.
Initial Number: Initial number.
Specify the prefix characters and the initial number according to these
rules.

• 1: Up to 9 numbers are added (1, 2, 3 ... 9)

• 08: Up to 92 numbers are added (08, 09, 10 ... 99)

• 23: Up to 77 numbers are added (23, 24, 25 ... 99)

• 098: Up to 902 numbers are added (098, 099, 100 ... 999)

Select the format type to be used on this LDEV. This is available when an
internal or external volume is used.

Format Type

• Quick Format: Quick formatting (default). Select this when the
provisioning type is for other than an internal volume. This option is
available when creating an LDEV in an internal volume.

• Write-to-Control Blocks: Select this when the provisioning type is for a
mainframe external volume. The management area of external volumes
for mainframe systems will be overwritten. This is the default option for
an external volume.
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DescriptionItem

• Normal Format: Normal formatting. This is the default for an external
volume. This option is available for formatting an internal volume, or
an external volume whose emulation type is OPEN.

• No Format: Volumes will not be formatted. This option is available
when creating an LDEV in an internal or external volume.

Specify the LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and
LDEV. LDKC default is 00. Default of CU and DEV is 00:00.

Initial LDEV ID

For creating multiple LDEVs, select the interval of the assigned LDEV ID
from the Interval list.

Opens the View LDEV IDs window.View LDEV IDs

Specify the storage system identifier in hexidecimal format. The default is
0004.

Initial SSID

For creating multiple LDEVs, specify the first number of all.

Opens the View SSIDs window.View SSIDs

Specify the cache logical partition number, in ID:CLPR format.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition
User Guide.

Specify the processor blade you want to assign to the LDEV.Processor Blade
Select an identifier from MPB0 to MPB7. If automatic assignment is enabled
for one or more processors, you can also select Auto.
If Auto is enabled, the default is Auto. If Auto is disabled, the default is
the lowest number of the processor blade.

N/ATiering Policy

Check this option when creating an LDEV that will be used as a system
disk. Up to 16 system disks can be created in a storage system, although
using only one is recommended.

Create LDEVs as System Disk

Adds the LDEVs that have settings specified in the setting field is added to
the Selected LDEVs table.

Add

The items that can be set in this window depend on the type of volume you are creating. The
following table lists the items that can be set according to volume type.

External volumeTHP V-VOLInternal volumeItem

RequiredRequiredRequiredProvisioning Type

RequiredRequiredRequiredSystem Type

RequiredRequiredRequiredEmulation Type

N/ADisabledN/ASmart Pool (Inactive)

DisabledRequiredRequiredDrive Type/RPM

DisabledRequiredRequiredRAID Level

RequiredN/ARequiredSelect Free Spaces

N/ARequiredN/ASelect Pool

RequiredRequiredRequiredLDEV Capacity

N/AN/ARequiredNumber of LDEVs per Free Space

N/ARequiredN/ANumber of LDEVs
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External volumeTHP V-VOLInternal volumeItem

RequiredN/AN/ANumber of LDEVs per External Volume

OptionalOptionalOptionalLDEV Name

RequiredN/ARequiredFormat Type

OptionalOptionalOptionalInitial LDEV ID

OptionalOptionalOptionalView LDEV IDs

OptionalOptionalOptionalInitial SSID

OptionalOptionalOptionalView SSIDs

N/AOptionalN/ACLPR

OptionalOptionalOptionalProcessor Blade

N/AN/AN/ATiering policy (Inactive)

OptionalN/AOptionalCreate LDEVs as System Disk

Selected LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name, including the combination of prefix characters and the initial
number.

LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID
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DescriptionItem

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/RPM

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the
LDEV belongs is interleaved (concatenated).

RAID Level

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Format type.Format Type

Storage system identifier in hexidecimal format.SSID

Cache logical partition number, in ID:CLPR format.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition
User Guide.

Processor blade identifier. If Auto is selected, the ID is automatically
assigned.

MP Blade ID

Indicates whether the LDEV is being used as the system disk.System Disk
• Yes: System disk.

• No: Not system disk.

For Smart Tiers, Disable is the default.Smart Pool

The tiering policy assigned to the LDEV.Tiering Policy

Resource group name and ID of which this LDEV is a member.Resource Group Name (ID)

Opens the Edit SSIDs window.Edit SSIDs

Opens the Change LDEV Settings window.Change LDEV Settings

Removes the added LDEV.Remove

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.

NOTE: Information in this topic assumes that only a single task is executed. If multiple tasks are
executed, the window displays all configuration items. To check information of a configuration
item, click Back to return to the configuration window, and then click Help.
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Selected LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name, including the combination of prefix characters and the initial
number.

LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name (pool identifier).Pool Name (ID)

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/RPM

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the
LDEV belongs is interleaved (concatenated).

RAID Level

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Type of LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Format type.Format Type

Storage system identifier in hexidecimal format.SSID

Cache logical partition number, in ID:CLPR format.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition
User Guide.

Processor blade identifier. If Auto is selected, the ID is automatically
assigned.

MP Blade ID
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DescriptionItem

Indicates whether the LDEV is being used as the system disk.System Disk
• Yes: System disk.

• No: Not system disk.

Resource group name and ID of which this LDEV is a member.Resource Group Name (ID)

For Smart Tiers, Disable is the default.Smart Pool

Tiering policy assigned to the LDEV.Tiering Policy

Edit LDEVs wizard
Use this window to change the LDEV name.

Edit LDEVs window
Use this window to edit LDEV properties.

DescriptionItem

Specify the LDEV name, using up to 32 characters.LDEV Name
• Prefix: Fixed character string.

• Initial Number: Initial number.
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DescriptionItem

Specify the prefix characters and the initial number according to these rules.

• 1: Up to 9 numbers are added (1, 2, 3 ... 9)

• 08: Up to 92 numbers are added (08, 09, 10 ... 99)

• 23: Up to 77 numbers are added (23, 24, 25 ... 99)

• 098: Up to 902 numbers are added (098, 099, 100 ... 999)

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name, including the combination of prefix characters and the initial
number.

LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type
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DescriptionItem

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Type of LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Change LDEV Settings window
Use this window to edit one or more LDEV properties.

DescriptionItem

Specify the LDEV name, using up to 32 characters.LDEV Name
Prefix: Fixed character string.
Initial Number: Initial number.
Specify the prefix character and the initial number according to these rules.

• 1: Up to 9 numbers are added (1, 2, 3 ... 9)

• 08: Up to 92 numbers are added (08, 09, 10 ... 99)

• 23: Up to 77 numbers are added (23, 24, 25 ... 99)

• 098: Up to 902 numbers are added (098, 099, 100 ... 999)

Specify the LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.
Assigns the ID at a certain interval starting with the ID you specify.

Initial LDEV ID

Specify the LDKC number. It is fixed to 00.LDKC

Specify the CU number.CU

Specify the LDEV number.DEV

Specify the interval of the assigned LDEV ID.Interval

Opens the View LDEV IDs window.View LDEV IDs

Select the processor blade you want to assign to the LDEV.Processor Blade
Select any ID or Auto.
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DescriptionItem

Select an ID from MPB0 to MPB7. If automatic assignment is enabled for one or
more processors, you can also select Auto.

View SSIDs window
Use this window to view storage system identifier information.

DescriptionItem

LDKC number.LDKC

Control unit number.CU

The range of LDEVs that can be allocated to the SSID. Each LDEV group (divided
by LDEV boundary) has a unique SSID.

LDEV Boundary

Storage system identifier in hexidecimal format.SSID

Select Free Spaces window
Use this window to view information about available free space slots in the parity group. Only the
free spaces in the parity groups assigned to the logged-on user are available.
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DescriptionItem

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Sequence number for identifying free space in the parity group.Free Space No.

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the LDEV belongs is
interleaved (concatenated).

RAID Level

Capacity of free space.Capacity

Emulation type of the parity group.Base Emulation Type

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/ RPM

Protection status on the parity group.Protection
SATA W/V, SATA E, or Standard.
SAS, SSD, and External appears as Standard.

Opens the View Physical Location window.View Physical Location
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View LDEV IDs window
Use this window to view available, used, and disabled LDEV IDs in matrix format. The vertical
scale in the matrix represents the second-to-last digit of the LDEV number, and the horizontal scale
represents the last digit of the LDEV number.
In the matrix, cells of used LDEV numbers display in blue, unselectable in gray, and unused in
white. The LDEV numbers corresponding to any one of the following conditions cannot be specified:
• LDEV is already in use.
• LDEV is already assigned to another emulation group (grouped every 32 LDEVs).
• LDEV is not assigned to the user.

DescriptionItem

Emulation type selected in the Create LDEVs window. See “Emulation groups
and types” (page 129)for a list.

Emulation Type

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV IDs
LDKC: Indicates the LDKC number.
CU: Indicates the CU number.
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Emulation groups and types
The following table shows the emulation groups and emulation types.

D-type (Overseas PCM) emulation typeEmulation group

3390-3, 3390-A, 3390-3A, 3390-3B, 3390-3C, 3390-9, 3390-9A, 3390-9B,
3390-9C, 3390-L, 3390-LA, 3390-LB, 3390-LC, 3390-M, 3390-MA, 3390-MB,
3390-MC, 3390-V

Group 1

3390-3RGroup 2

3380-3, 3380-3A, 3380-3B, 3380-3CGroup 3

View Physical Location window
Use this window to view information about the physical location of where free spaces and LDEVS
are assigned in a parity group.
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Parity Group Property table

DescriptionItem

Parity group identifier. For an interleaved parity group, all parity groups that
are contained in the interleaved parity group are shown.

Parity Group ID

RAID level. An asterisk "*" indicates that the parity group to which the LDEV
belongs is interleaved (concatenated).

RAID Level

Free capacity and total capacity of the parity group.Capacity (Free/Total)

Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.Drive Type/ RPM

For external volumes, vendor name, model name, and serial number appear.
For internal volumes, -/-/- appears.

Vendor/Model/Serial Number

Resource group name and ID of which this parity group is a member.Resource Group Name (ID)

Physical Location table

DescriptionItem

Location where the free spaces and LDEVs are assigned.Physical Location No.

Free space number. The hyphenation appears for volumes other than free spaces.Free Space No.

LDEV identifier. A hyphen (-) appears for other than LDEV IDs.LDEV ID

LDEV name. A hyphen (-) appears for volumes other than LDEVs.LDEV Name

Emulation type. A hyphen (-) appears for volumes other than LDEVs.Emulation Type

Capacity of the LDEV.Capacity

Number of paths configured for the LDEV. A hyphen (-) appears for volumes
other than LDEVs.

Number of Paths

Edit SSIDs window
Use this window to select a storage system identifier whose properties can be changed.
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DescriptionItem

LDKC number.LDKC

Control unit number.CU

The range of LDEVs that can be allocated to the SSID. Each LDEV is assigned to
a unique SSID.

LDEV Boundary

Storage system identifier in hexidecimal format.SSID

Indicates whether the storage system identifier is can be changed.SSID Changeable
• Yes: The SSID can be changed. The SSID was assigned when creating LDEVs

but has not yet been registered (unused).
• No: The SSID can not be changed. The SSID has been registered (used) and

cannot be changed.
• -: The SSID is not assigned.

Clicking a row to select it opens the Change SSID window.Change SSID

Change SSID window
Use this window to change the SSID.
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DescriptionItem

Specify the storage system identifier in hexidecimal format. The default is 0004
if none is specified.

SSID

Format LDEVs wizard
Use this window to format LDEVs. LDEVs must be formatted before you can use the storage space.

Format LDEVs window

DescriptionItem

Select the type of formatting to be used on this LDEV.Format Type
• Quick Format (default): Select this to perform quick-formatting. This option is

available only for formatting an internal volume.
• Write-to-Control Blocks: Select this when the provisioning type is for a

mainframe external volume. The management area of external volumes for
mainframe systems will be overwritten. This is the default option for an external
volume.

• Normal Format: Select this to perform normal-formatting. This option is
available for formatting an internal volume, or an external volume whose
emulation type is OPEN.

Number of selected parity groups.Number of Selected Parity Groups

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Provisioning type to be assigned to the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

How the LDEV will be formatted.Format Type
• Quick Format: Quick-formatting is performed.

• Normal Format: Normal formatting is performed.

• Write-to-Control Blocks: The management area of external volumes for
mainframe systems is overwritten.
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Restore LDEVs window
Use this window to recover blocked LDEVs.

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Provisioning type assigned to the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Block LDEVs window
Use this window to block specific LDEVs. The data on the LDEV cannot be accessed when the LDEV
is blocked.
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DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Provisioning type assigned to the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Delete LDEVs window
Use the window to delete an LDEV from a parity group.
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DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Provisioning type assigned to the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

LDEV Properties window
Use this window to view properties assigned to a selected LDEV.
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Basic Information

DescriptionItem

Identifier of this LDEV, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

Name of this LDEV.LDEV Name

Information about the parity group on this LDEV.Parity Group
• ID: Parity group identifier.

• Interleaved Parity Groups: Indicates whether the parity group is
interleaved (concatenated).

• RAID Level: RAID level of parity group. An asterisk "*" indicates that
the parity group to which the LDEV belongs is interleaved
(concatenated).

• Drive Type/RPM: Drive type and rpm in use on this LDEV.

• Protection status on the parity group.
SATA W/V, SATA E, or Standard. Standard is for SAS, SSD, and
External.

• Encryption: Indicates the setting (enable or disable) of encryption.

Information about the pool in which this LDEV is a member.Pool
Name (ID): Pool name and pool identifier.
RAID Level: RAID level of the pool.
Type: Drive type of the pool.
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DescriptionItem

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Capacity of this LDEV.Capacity

Capacity of this LDEV.Individual Capacity
In the case of LUSE, Capacity is the capacity of the whole LUSE volume,
and Individual Capacity is the capacity of each LDEV that makes up a
LUSE volume. When not a LUSE volume, Capacity is equal to Individual
Capacity.

Provisioning type assigned to this LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Status of the this LDEV.Status
• Normal: Normal status.

• Blocked: Blocked status. Host cannot access to a blocked volume.

• Warning: Something is wrong with the volume.

• Formatting: The volume is being formatted.

• Preparing Quick Format: The volume is in preparation of Quick Format.

• Quick Formatting: The volume is being quick-formatted.

• Correction Access: Access attribute is being repaired.

• Copying: Data in the volume is being copied.

• Read Only: The volume is read only. Data cannot be written on a
read-only volume.

• Shredding: The volume is being shredded.

Attribute of the volume indicating how the LDEV is being used.Attribute
• Command Device: The volume is a command device.

• Remote Command Device: The volume is a remote command device.

• System Disk: The volume is a system disk.

• JNL VOL: The volume is a journal volume.

• Reserved VOL: The volume is a reserved volume.

• -: Volume other than the above.

If the LDEV is used as a command device, indicates the status of the
attributes on this LDEV.

Command Device Attribute

• Security: Indicates the status of command device security is (enable or
disable).

• User Authentication: Indicates the status of user authentication (enable
or disable).

• Device Group Definition: Indicates the status of device group definition
(enable or disable) used for grouping LDEVs. This feature is supported
only for RAID Manager.

Number of paths of the selected LDEV.Number of Paths

User-definable LUN identifier.UUID

Identifier and name of the cache logical partition, in ID:CLPR-name
format.

CLPR

For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition
User Guide.
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DescriptionItem

Access attribute assigned to this LDEV.Access Attribute
• Read/Write: Both read and writer operations are permitted on the

logical volume.
• Read-only: Read operations are permitted on the logical volume.

• Protect: Neither read nor write operations are permitted.

Storage system identifier number in hexidecimal format.SSID

Cache mode.Cache Mode

Page status.Page Status

Current processor blade identifier.Current MP Blade ID

Current processor blade name.Current MP Blade Name

Processor blade identifier assigned to this LDEV.Assigned MP Blade ID

Processor blade name assigned to this LDEV.Assigned MP Blade Name

Resource group name and ID of which this LDEV is a member.Resource Group Name (ID)

Tiering policy assigned to this LDEV.Tiering Policy

LUNs table
This table provides information about the LUNs connected to the LDEV. This table is not available
if the path is not set.

DescriptionItem

Port name.Port ID

Host group name.Host Group Name

Identifier of the logical unit.LUN ID

Hosts table
This table provides information about the host that can view LDEVs. This table is not available if
the WWN is not registered in the host to which the path is set.

DescriptionItem

WWN of the host that can view LDEVs.HBA WWN

Host name.Host Name

Member LDEVs table
This table lists information about the LDEVs that are members of a LUSE volume. If the LDEV is the
top LDEV (first LDEV in a LUSE volume) or an element LDEV (LDEV in a LUSE volume other than the
first or top) in the LUSE volume, information about the LDEV is shown. This table is not available if
there is not a LUSE volume on the storage system.

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID
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DescriptionItem

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Capacity of the LDEV.Individual Capacity

The top or member of the LUSE appears.LUSE Attribute
Top: The selected volume is the top volume in the LUSE volume.
Member: The selected volume is a member of the LUSE volume.

Top window when selecting Components
Use this window to view information about the controller chassis components in the storage system.

• “Summary”
• “Components tab”

Summary

DescriptionItem

Number of controller chassis.Number of Controller Chassis
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Components tab

DescriptionItem

Chassis identifier of the storage system.Chassis ID

Chassis type.Chassis Type

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

Top window when selecting controller chassis under Components
Use this window to view information about MP processor blades in the storage system.

• “Summary”
• “Processor Blades tab”

Summary

DescriptionItem

Number of processor blades assigned to this component.Number of MP Blades
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Processor Blades tab

DescriptionItem

Identifier of the processor blade.MP Blade ID

Name of the processor blade.MP Blade Name

Status of the processor blade.Status

Normal: Available.

Warning: The processor blade is partially blocked.

Blocked: The processor blade is blocked.

Failed: The processor blade is in abnormal status.

Cluster number of the processor blade.Cluster

Indicates whether the processor blade is automatically assigned to resources.Auto Assignment
Enabled: The processor blade is automatically assigned to resources (logical
devices, external volumes, and journal volumes).
Disabled: The processor blade is not automatically assigned to resources.

Opens the Edit Processor Blades window.Edit MP Blades

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

Edit Processor Blades wizard
Use this wizard to enable or disable the storage system to automatically assign the load of resources
controlled by the selected processor blades.
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Edit Processor Blades window

DescriptionItem

Specify whether to automatically assign a processor blade to resources (logical
devices, external volumes, and journal volumes).

Auto Assignment

• Enable: Resources will be automatically assigned to the specified processor
blade.

• Disable: Resources will not be automatically assigned to the specified
processor blade.

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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DescriptionItem

Processor blade identifier.MP Blade ID

Cluster number of the processor blade.Cluster

Indicates whether automatic assignment of processor blades is in use.Auto Assignment
• Enabled: A processor blade is automatically assigned to resources

(logical devices, external volumes, and journal volumes).
• Disabled: A processor blade is not automatically assigned to resources.

Assign Processor Blade wizard
Use this wizard to assign a processor blade that will control selected resources.

Assign Processor Blade window
Use this window to select a processor blade to assign to an LDEV.
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DescriptionItem

Change the processor blade assigned to the LDEV.Processor Blade
processor blade ID: The selected processor blade is assigned to the LDEV.

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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Selected LDEVs table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier, which is the combination of LDKC, CU, and LDEV.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Pool name and pool identifier.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity

Provisioning type to be assigned to the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• THP: THP V-VOL.

• External: External volume.

Processor blade identifier to be set.MP Blade ID
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D Thin Provisioning Z GUI reference
The Thin Provisioning Z GUI.windows, wizards, and dialog boxes are described in the following
sections.
For information about common Remote Web Console operations such as using navigation buttons
and creating tasks, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console User Guide.

Pools window after selecting pool (Pools window)

• “Summary”
• “Pools tab”

Summary

DescriptionItem

MainframeThin Provisioning
Information about Thin Provisioning Z capacity.

• Pool Capacity (Used/Total): Pool capacity (used/total) of Thin Provisioning Z.

• Remaining Configurable Pool Capacity: Remaining pool capacity of Thin Provisioning
Z that can be configured. The configurable capacity is decreased if THP V-VOLs or
pool volumes are added, or increased if THP V-VOLs or pool volumes are removed.

• V-VOL Capacity (Total/Remaining Configurable): V-VOL capacity (total/remaining
configurable) of Thin Provisioning Z. The configurable capacity is decreased if THP
V-VOLs or pool volumes are added, or increased if THP V-VOLs or pool volumes are
removed
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CAUTION: The value in Total of Capacity in the Pools tab is almost the same as the
value in Pool Capacity(Used) in Summary, but might differ. Even if adding or deleting
pool-VOLs updates the value in Total of Capacity for each pool in the Pools tab, the
value in Pool Capacity(Used) of Summary is not updated until you click Apply.
The used capacity in Open is different from the used capacity in Mainframe.
If the pool-VOL or V-VOL is created in the open system or mainframe, values of Remaining
Configurable Pool Capacity and Remaining Configurable of V-VOL Capacity in both
open system and mainframe are decreased..

Information about Snapshot.Snapshot
• Pool Capacity (Used/Total): Pool capacity (used/total) of Snapshot.

• Remaining Configurable Pool Capacity: Remaining physical capacity that is
configurable in a Snapshot pool.

Information about the licensed capacityLicensed Capacity
• THP (Used/Licensed Capacity): Licensed capacity of Thin Provisioning. The Used

capacity displays the total capacity of pools for the open system and mainframe.
• Mainframe THP (Used/Licensed Capacity)): Licensed capacity of Thin Provisioning

Z. The Used capacity is the total capacity of pools for the mainframe.
• BC/SS (Used/Licensed Capacity): Licensed capacity of Snapshot.

CAUTION: Caution: Caution:The value in (Used/Licensed Capacity) displays the total
capacity of the system. The total capacity of the system includes capacities of LDEVs
assigned to each user and resources other than LDEVs. Therefore, the actual used
capacity and the value appearing in Pool Capacity (Used/Total) might be different.

total number of pools for Thin Provisioning, Snapshot, and Thin Provisioning Z.Number of Pools

Pools tab

DescriptionItem

Pool name and identifier. Clicking the pool name opens the pool information
window.

Pool Name (ID)

Pool status.Status

Normal: The pool is in a normal status.

Warning: The pool-VOL in the pool is blocked, or the pool is being shrunk.

Exceeded threshold: The used capacity of the pool exceeds the pool
threshold.

Shrinking: Reducing the pool-VOL.

Blocked: The pool is full, or an error occurred in the pool, therefore the
pool is blocked. If the pool is in both Warning and Blocked status, only Blocked
appears.

Number of pool-VOLs associated with the pool.Number of Pool VOLs

Number of V-VOLs associated with the pool.Number of V-VOLs

RAID level for the pool. Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.RAID level
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Pool capacity.Capacity
• Total: Total capacity of the pool.

Click Option to select the unit of capacity.
- One block means 512 bytes and one page means 38 megabytes in pool
capacity of Thin Provisioning or Smart Tiers.
- One slot means 58 kilobytes and one page means 380,625 megabytes in
a pool capacity of Thin Provisioning Z.
- One block means 512 bytes and one page means 256 kilobytes in pool
capacity of Snapshot.

• Used: Used pool capacity.

• Used (%): Pool usage rates to pool capacity.

• For the pool of Thin Provisioning, Smart Tiers, and Snapshot, a hyphen (-)
appears if the unit of capacity is changed to cylinder.

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined Threshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion threshold.

CAUTION: If only one user-defined threshold is set for the pool, the system
threshold (fixed at 80%) is enabled. In this case, if the used capacity of the pool
exceeds the user-defined threshold, SIM code 620XXX is reported. This system
threshold cannot be set because the user must set both user-defined thresholds
(Warning and Depletion).

Subscription limit, in %, of the pool.Subscription (%)
• Current: Percentage of the total V-VOL capacity assigned to the pool.

• Limit: Percentage of the subscription limit of the pool.

DisplaysHow the pool type.is being used.Pool Type
For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP is displayed.

• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed Displaysindicates the hard diskdrive type
and RPM of the pool. If multiple drivetypes or RPMs existin a pool, this field
indicates that drive types or RPMsthe pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

Displays a hyphen (-).Tier Management

Indicates whether a cache logical partition is set for the pool volumes. For Thin
Provisioning or Smart Tiers, a hyphen (-) appears.

CLPR

For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User
Guide.

Indicates whether the pool-VOL can be deleted. For a Snapshot pool, or while
the pool is being shrunk, a hyphen (-) appears indicating it is not shrinkable.

Shrinkable

Hyphen (-): Not applicable.Monitoring Mode

Pool monitoring status.Monitoring Status
• In Progress: Monitoring is being performed.

• During Computation: Calculations are being processed.

Other than these cases, a hyphen (-) appears.
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Latest monitoring data.Recent Monitor Data
• If monitoring data exists, the monitoring time period appears.

Example: 2010/11/15 00:00 - 2010/11/15 23:59

• If monitoring data is being obtained, only the starting time appears.
Example: 2010/11/15 00:00 -

• If the latest monitoring data does not exist, a hyphen (-) appears.

Relocation (progress) rate if tier relocation is being performed. If tier relocation
is not performed, a hyphen (-) appears.

Relocation Progress Rate(%)

For a pool created using software version 70–02–0x and higher, Enable appears,
indicating pool-VOLs in each pool are as follows:

Mixable1

• - In a Thin Provisioning pool, a volume with RAID 5 and a volume with RAID
6 can coexist.
- An internal volume with RAID 5, an internal volume with RAID 6, and an
external volume whose Cache Mode is set to Enable can coexist. If external
volumes are set to pool-VOLs, set Cache Mode of all external volumes to either
Enable or Disable.
- An internal volume and an external volume whose Cache Mode is set to
Enable can coexist.

• In a Smart Tiers pool, an internal volume and an external volume whose
cache mode is enabled can coexist.

• For a Snapshot pool, a hyphen (-) appears.

Opens the Create Pools window.Create Pools

Opens the Create LDEVs window.Create LDEVs

Opens the Expand Pool window.Expand Pool

Opens the Delete Pools window.Delete Pools2

Opens the Restore Pools window.Restore Pools2

Opens the Edit Pools window.Edit Pools2

Opens the Complete SIMs window.Complete SIMs2

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export2

Notes:
1. This item is unavailable until requested changing settings with the Column Settings window of the table option. For

details about the Column Settings window, see the HP P9000 Remote Web Console User Guide.
2. Available when you click More Actions.
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Top window after selecting a pool volume group under Pool

• “Summary”
• “Pool Volumes tab”
• “Virtual Volumes tab”

Summary

DescriptionItem

Pool status information:Status

Normal: The pool is in a normal status.

Warning: The pool-VOL in the pool is blocked, or the pool is being shrunk.

Exceeded threshold: The used capacity of the pool exceeds the pool
threshold.

Shrinking: Reducing the pool-VOL.
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Blocked: The pool is full, or an error occurred in the pool, therefore the
pool is blocked. If the pool is in both Warning and Blocked status, only Blocked
appears.

Pool name and identifier.Pool Name (ID)

LDEV identifier and LDEV name of the first pool volume.Top Pool VOL (Name)

How the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in
the pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

Number of V-VOLs associated with the pool, and the maximum number of
V-VOLs that can be associated with the pool.

Number of V-VOLs

Number of pool-VOLs set for the pool, and the maximum number of pool-VOLs
that can be set for the pool.

Number of pool VOLs

Used and total pool capacity. If the pool consists of multiple pool-VOLs, the
sum of its capacities appears in Total.

Pool Capacity (Used/Total)

Used and total V-VOL capacity.V-VOL Capacity (Used/Total)
For a Snapshot pool, a hyphen (-) appears along with the used and total V-VOL
capacity.

Subscription or the rate of total V-VOL capacity associated with a pool to the
pool capacity/subscription that is set.

Subscription (Current/Limit)

For a Snapshot pool, a hyphen (-) appears for Current or Limit.

Threshold values, in %, specified by the user for the selected pool.User-Defined threshold
(Warning/Depletion) • Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

For a Thin Provisioning or Smart Tiers pool, if only one user-defined threshold
is set, the system threshold (fixed at 80%) is enabled. If the user-defined threshold
is 80% or less, the value appears in the Warning column. If the user-defined
threshold is 81% or more, the value appears in the Depletion column. In this
case, a hyphen (-) appears in the other column.

Indicates whether the cache mode is enabled or disabled. For a configuration
other than external volume configuration, a hyphen (-) appears.

Cache Mode

A hyphen (-) appears.Tier Management

A hyphen (-) appears.Cycle Time

A hyphen (-) appears.Monitoring Period

Pool monitoring status.Monitoring Status
If monitoring is being performed, In Progress appears. Otherwise, a hyphen
(-) appears.
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Latest monitoring data.Recent Monitor Data
• If monitoring data exists, the monitoring period of time appears.

Example: 2010/11/15 00:00 - 2010/11/15 23:59

• If monitoring data is being obtained, only the starting time appears.
Example: 2010/11/15 00:00 -

• If the latest monitoring data does not exist, a hyphen (-) appears.

Relocation (progress) rate if tier relocation is being performed. If the tier
relocation is not performed, a hyphen (-) appears.

Relocation Progress Rate

Hyphen (-): Not applicable.Monitoring Mode

Pool Volumes tab
Only the LDEVs assigned to the logged-on user are available.

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier. Clicking the LDEV ID opens the LDEV Properties window.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Pool-VOL status.Status

Normal: Pool-VOL is in normal status.

Shrinking: Reducing the pool-VOL.

Blocked: Pool-VOL is blocked.

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

Available capacity of page boundaries in a pool-VOL by the specified unit. For
the top pool-VOL of Thin Provisioning or Smart Tiers pool, the usable capacity
does not include the capacity of the V-VOL management area.

Usable Capacity

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

A hyphen (-) appears.Tier ID

Provisioning type of the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• External: External volume.

Cache logical partition number.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User
Guide.

Indicates whether the pool-VOL can be removed. While the pool is being shrunk,
a hyphen (-) is appears.

Shrinkable

Resource group name and ID of the LDEV.Resource Group Name (ID)

Opens the Expand Pool window.Expand Pool

Opens the Shrink Pool window.Shrink Pool
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Opens the Stop Shrinking Pools window.Stop Shrinking Pools

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export

Virtual Volumes tab

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier. Clicking the LDEV ID opens the LDEV Properties window.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

V-VOL status.Status

Normal: The V-VOL is in normal status.

Blocked: The V-VOL is blocked.

Emulation type.Emulation Type

The V-VOL capacity, in the specified unit.Capacity
• Total: The V-VOL total capacity.

• Used: The V-VOL used capacity.

• Used (%): The V-VOL usage rate.

The V-VOL used capacity is calculated and rounded up for each page. Therefore,
the total capacity might appear as a value somewhat larger than the used
capacity.
The value in Total might be larger than the value of Used due to the following
reasons:

• The V-VOL used capacity includes the capacity of the control cylinders
(required 7 cyl per 1,113 .cyl).

• The V-VOL used capacity value in Used is rounded up for each page.

A hyphen(-) appears.Number of Paths

Cache logical partition number.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User
Guide.

Indicates whether tier relocation is enabled or disable. If mart Tiers V-VOL is not
used, a hyphen (-) appears.

Tier Relocation

Indicates the tiering policy set on the V-VOL.Tiering Policy
• All: All tiers in the pool are used.

• Level1: Level 1 is set on the V-VOL.

• Level2: Level 2 is set on the V-VOL.

• Level3: Level 3 is set on the V-VOL.

• Level4: Level 4 is set on the V-VOL.

• Level5: Level 5 is set on the V-VOL.

• - : V-VOL is not a Smart Tiers V-VOL.

Resource group name and ID of the LDEV.Resource Group Name (ID)

Indicates whether zero page discarding operation is being performed. When
it is being performed, Reclaiming Zero Pages appears, and when it is not being
performed, nothing appears.

Page Status

Resource Group name and ID of the LDEV.Resource Group Name (ID)
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Opens the Create LDEV window.Create LDEVs

Opens the Add LUN Paths window.Add LUN Paths
If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item is unavailable.

Opens the Expand V-VOLs window.Expand V-VOLs

Opens the Format LDEVs window.Format LDEVs*

Opens the Delete LDEVs window.Delete LDEVs*

Opens the Shred LDEVs window.Shred LDEVs*

Opens the Delete LUN Paths window.Delete LUN Paths*

Opens the Block LDEVs window.Block LDEVs*

Opens the Restore LDEVs window.Restore LDEVs*

Opens the Edit LDEVs window.Edit LDEVs*

Opens the Reclaim Zero Pages window.Reclaim Zero Pages*

Opens the Stop Reclaiming Zero Pages window.Stop Reclaiming Zero Pages*

Opens a window where you can export configuration information listed in the
table to a file that can be used for multiple purposes, such as backup or reporting.

Export*

*Appears*Available when you click More Actions.

Create Pools wizard

Create Pools window
Use this window to create new pools for Thin Provisioning Z or Snapshot.

CAUTION: When creating a Thin Provisioning Z pool, if you specify Any for RAID level to display
the Select Pool VOLs window, the following volumes are not available in the Available Pool Volumes
table because they cannot coexist with volumes of the other RAID levels:
• RAID 1 (2D+2D) volumes
• External volumes whose cache modes are set to disabled
When you specify these volumes in the Select Pool VOLs window, select RAID 1 (2D+2d) or a
hyphen (-) for RAID level.
When you specify these volumes in the Select Pool VOLs window, specify a hyphen (-) for RAID
level.
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Setting fields

DescriptionItem

Select the pool type.
• For Thin Provisioning Z, select Thin Provisioning.

Pool Type

Select the system type.System Type
If Thin Provisioning is selected in Pool Type, select Open or Mainframe. To use
the Thin Provisioning function, select Open.

Select the pool type.Smart Pool
If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.

Select the Drive type and rpm of the pool-VOL. Any appears.Drive Type/RPM

Select the RAID level of the pool-VOL.RAID Level

Opens the Select Pool VOLs window. Selecting a pool-VOL is mandatory.Select Pool VOLs button

Total number of the selected pool-VOLs.Total Selected Pool Volumes
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Total capacity of the selected pool-VOLs.Total Selected Capacity

Specify the pool name.Pool Name
• Prefix: Type the alphanumeric characters that will be the fixed characters at

the beginning of the pool name. The characters are case-sensitive.
• Initial Number: Type the initial number (up to 9 digits) that will follow the

prefix name.
• You can enter up to 32 characters including the initial number.

The next available number is automatically entered as a default. No number
appears if no pool identifier is available.

Initial Pool ID

Set the subscription limit of the pool, from 0 to 65534 (%).Subscription Limit
If blank, the subscription is set to unlimited.
The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the V-VOL capacity that can be configured
to the total capacity of the pool volume. You cannot configure the V-VOL capacity
to exceed the subscription limit. For example, if the pool volume capacity is 100
GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure up to 150 GB of the
capacity of V-VOL.

For Thin Provisioning Z, set the threshold between 1 and 100%. The default is
70%.

Warning Threshold

Set the threshold between 1 and 100%. The default is 80%.Depletion Threshold

Tier management settings.Tier Management
If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.

Monitoring Mode

If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.Buffer Space for New page
assignment

If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.Buffer Space for Tier Relocation

When you click Add, the configured information is added to the Selected Pools
table.

.Add
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Selected Pools table

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Total capacity of the created pool in the specified unit.Capacity
The capacity is about 3.7 GB (capacity for the V-VOL management area) less
than the total capacity of the selected pool-VOLs.

How the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM
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User-defined pool threshold values, in %.User-Defined threshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

For a Snapshot pool, a hyphen (-) appears for Depletion.

Subscription limit, in %, of the pool.Subscription Limit (%)
The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the V-VOL capacity that can be configured
to the total capacity of the pool volume. You cannot configure the V-VOL capacity
to exceed the subscription limit. For example, if the pool volume capacity is 100
GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure up to 150 GB of the
capacity of V-VOL.

Number of the pool-VOLs in the pool.Number of Pool VOLs

Information about Smart Tiers.Smart Pool
• Tier Management: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Cycle Time: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Monitoring Period: A hyphen (-) appears.

Size of the buffer space in use for new page assignments on each tier.Buffer Space for New page
assignment (%)

Size of the buffer space in use for tier relocation on each tier.Buffer Space for Tier relocation (%)
• Tier 1: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier 2: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier 3: A hyphen (-) appears.

Opens the Pool Properties window when a pool is selected, and opens the error
window when a pool is not selected or multiple pools are selected.

Detail button

Deletes the pool selected in the Selected Pools window.Remove button
Opens the error window when a pool is not selected.

Click Next to go to the task setting window, which is indicated in Task Next
Option.

Next Task Option

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
Information in this topic assumes only a single task is performed. If performing multiple tasks, the
window shows all configuration items. To check information of a configuration item, click Back to
return to the configuration window, and then click Help.
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Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Pool capacity.Capacity

w the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %.User-Defined threshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion.

Subscription limit, in %, of the pool.Subscription Limit (%)
The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the V-VOL capacity that can be configured
to the total capacity of the pool volume. You cannot configure the V-VOL capacity
to exceed the subscription limit. For example, if the pool volume capacity is 100
GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure up to 150 GB of the
capacity of V-VOL.

Number of the pool-VOLs in the pool.Number of Pool VOLs
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Provides the Smart Tiers information.Smart Pool
• Tier Management: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Cycle Time: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Monitoring Period: A hyphen (-) appears.

Size of the buffer space in use for new page assignments on each tier.Buffer Space for New page
assignment (%)

Size of the buffer space in use for tier relocation on each tier.Buffer Space for Tier relocation (%)
• Tier 1: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier 2: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier 3: A hyphen (-) appears.

Opens the Pool Properties window when a pool is selected, and opens the error
window when a pool is not selected or multiple pools are selected.

Detail button

Expand Pool wizard

Expand Pool window
Use this window to add LDEVs to a pool to expand the pool to increase pool capacity.

CAUTION: When you create the Thin Provisioning for Mainframe pool, if you specify Any for
RAID level to open the Select Pool VOLs window, the following volumes are not available in the
Available Pool Volumes table because they cannot coexist with volumes of the other RAID levels:
• RAID 1 (2D+2D) volumes
• External volumes whose cache modes are set to disabled
When you specify these volumes in the Select Pool VOLs window, select RAID 1 (2D+2D) or a
hyphen (-) for RAID level.
When you specify these volumes in the Select Pool VOLs window, specify a hyphen (-) for RAID
level.
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Set the Drive Type/ RPM to be used for the LDEV for the selected pool. If not set,
Any appears.

Drive Type/RPM

Set the RAID level for the selected pool. If not set, Any appears.RAID Level

Opens the Select Pool VOLs window.Select Pool VOLs button

Total number of the pool-VOLs selected for this pool.Total Selected Pool Volumes

Total capacity of the pool-VOLs selected for this pool.Total Selected Capacity

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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Selected Pool table

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

Selected Pool Volumes table

DescriptionItem

Identifier of the LDEV in this pool volume.LDEV ID

Displays the LDEV name.LDEV Name

Pool-VOL capacity.Capacity

Parity group identifier of the LDEV.Parity Group ID

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Drive type and rpm of the LDEV.Drive Type/RPM

Emulation type of the LDEV.Emulation Type
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Edit Pools wizard

Edit Pools window
Use this window to edit pool properties. If you want to change multiple properties for a pool two
or more times, wait until the current task finishes, and then change the next settings. If you attempt
to change settings before the current task finishes, only the settings in the next task will be applied,
so the result might be different from what you expected.
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If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.Smart Pool

Options for Smart Pool • Tier Management: Select Auto or Manual.
Cycle Time: If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.
Monitoring Period: If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.

• Monitoring Mode: If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot be specified.

• Buffer Space for New page assignment: If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this
item cannot be specified.

• Buffer Space for Tier relocation: If Thin Provisioning Z is used, this item cannot
be specified.

Subscription Limit • If blank, subscription is limited.

• The available subscription range is: (Total V-VOL capacity allocated to the
pool/pool capacity) ×100(%) +1 to 65534(%)

• You cannot configure the subscription limit if:
- The subscription limit value is blank (unlimited).
- (Total V-VOL capacity allocated to the pool/pool capacity) ×100) exceeds
65534.

• If not checked, the subscription limit is disabled.

The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the V-VOL capacity that can be configured
to the total capacity of the pool volume. You cannot configure the V-VOL capacity
to exceed the subscription limit. For example, if the pool volume capacity is 100
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GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure up to 150 GB of the
capacity of V-VOL.

Check Pool Name, and then type the pool name.Pool Name
• Prefix: Type the alphanumeric characters that will be the fixed characters at

the beginning of the pool name. The characters are case-sensitive.
• Initial Number: Type the initial number (up to 9 digits) that will follow the

prefix name.*
• Enter up to the 32 characters including the initial number.

*When a pool is selected, the pool name appears in Prefix by default. When
multiple pools are selected, the initial number is incremented, from the set number
to the maximum number, and is automatically set.
For example:

• When 1 is set in the Initial Number field, number 1 to 9 is automatically given
to the pool name.

• When 08 is set in the Initial Number field, number 08 to 99 is automatically
given to the pool name.

• When 098 is set in the Initial Number field, number 098 to 999 is
automatically given to the pool name.

You cannot set this item if the result of the following calculation exceeds 95:Warning Threshold
(used-pool-capacity/pool-capacity) * 100 (%)

Check Depletion Threshold, and then type a threshold value in percent. The
minimum threshold is the pool usage rate plus 1%. The maximum threshold is
100%.

Depletion Threshold

CAUTION: If you want to change multiple parameters for a pool two or more times, wait until
the current task finishes, and then change the next settings. If you attempt to change settings before
the current task finishes, only the settings in the next task will be applied, so the result might be
different from what you expected.
If only one user-defined threshold is set for the pool, the system threshold (fixed at 80%) is enabled.
When the Edit Pools window opens on the pool to which the system threshold is enabled, the lower
value of the user-defined threshold or the system threshold is assigned to the Warning Threshold
and the other value is assigned to the Depletion Threshold. In this case, the system threshold text
box is blank. Additionally, if the system threshold is enabled for the pool, if either one of the two
thresholds is changed, the unchanged threshold is defined as follows:
• If you change Warning Threshold, the higher value of the user-defined threshold or the system

threshold (fixed at 80%) is defined as Depletion Threshold.
• If you change Depletion Threshold, the lower value of the user-defined threshold or the system

threshold (fixed at 80%) is defined as Warning Threshold.
In this case, note that the reported SIM code number changes when the pool usage capacity
exceeds the threshold. If the threshold changes once, the system threshold is not enabled again.

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
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Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Pool capacity.Capacity

How the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the WarningThreshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the DepletionThreshold.

Subscription limit, in %, specified for this pool.Subscription Limit (%)
The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the V-VOL capacity that can be configured
to the total capacity of the pool volume. You cannot configure the V-VOL capacity
to exceed the subscription limit. For example, if the pool volume capacity is 100
GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure up to 150 GB of the
capacity of V-VOL.

The number of the pool-VOLs in this pool.Number of Pool VOLs
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Smart Pool • Monitoring Mode: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier Management: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Cycle Time: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Monitoring Period: A hyphen (-) appears.

Size of the buffer space in use for new page assignments on each tier.Buffer Space for New page
assignment (%)

Size of the buffer space in use for tier relocation on each tier.Buffer Space for Tier relocation (%)
• Tier 1: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier 2: A hyphen (-) appears.

• Tier 3: A hyphen (-) appears.

Delete Pools wizard

Delete Pools window

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
If multiple RAID levels exist in a pool, this field indicates that RAID levels are
mixed.

Pool capacity.Capacity
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DescriptionItem

How the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Number of the pool-VOLs.Number of Pool VOLs

Opens the Pool Properties window when a row is selected, and opens the error
window when a row is not selected or multiple rows are selected.

Detail button

Click Next to go to the task setting window, which is indicated in Task Next
Option.

Next Task Option

Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.
Information in this topic assumes only a single task is performed. If performing multiple tasks, the
window shows all configuration items. To check information of a configuration item, click Back to
return to the configuration window, and then click Help.

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level.level of the pool.RAID Level
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DescriptionItem

If multiple RAID levels exist in a pool, this field indicates that RAID levels are
mixed.

Pool capacity.Capacity
In the case of LUSE, the LUSE capacity appears.

How the pool is being used.Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the selected pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or
RPMs in the pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined threshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Number of pool-VOLs in the selected pool.Number of Pool VOLs

Opens the Pool Properties window when a row is selected, and opens the error
window when a row is not selected or when multiple rows are selected.

Detail button

Expand V-VOLs wizard

Expand V-VOLs window
Use this wizard to expand the V-VOLs to the defined final capacity of the virtual volumes.

DescriptionItem

Specify the V-VOL (LDEV) capacity within the range of values indicated below
the text box.

Capacity
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Confirm window
Confirm proposed settings, name the task, and then click Apply. The task will be added to the
execution queue.

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier of the selected virtual volume.LDEV ID

LDEV name of the selected virtual volume.LDEV Name

Nickname and identifier of the pool in the selected virtual volume.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type of the selected virtual volume.Emulation Type

Displays the capacityCapacity of the selected virtual volume.Capacity
• Current: The capacity before the volume is expanded

• Assigned: The capacity that is derived by the current value subtracted from
the final value. This value may not be exact due to rounding errors.

• Final: The capacity after the volume is expanded.

LDEV type.Provisioning Type
For Thin Provisioning Z, THP appears.
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Restore Pools window

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
If multiple RAID levels exist in a pool, this field indicates that RAID levels are
mixed.

Pool capacity. If the pool is blocked and the pool-VOLs that belong to the pool
cannot be identified, 0 appears.

Capacity

How the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Number of the pool-VOLs.Number of Pool VOLs
If the pool is blocked and the pool-VOLs that belong to the pool cannot be
identified, 0 appears.
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Shrink Pool window

Prediction Result of Shrinking table

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Capacity before and after shrinking.Capacity(Used/Total)
• Before Shrinking: Used capacity, total capacity before shrinking, and the

usage rates.
• After Shrinking: Used capacity, total capacity after shrinking, and the usage

rates.

Selected Pool Volumes table

DescriptionItem

LDEV ID.identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Parity group ID.identifier.Parity Group ID

Emulation type.Emulation Type

LDEV capacity.Capacity
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Stop Shrinking Pools window

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
If multiple RAID levels exist in a pool, this field indicates that RAID levels are
mixed.

Pool capacity.Capacity

How the pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the selected pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Number of the pool-VOLs.Number of Pool VOLs

Opens the Pool Properties window when a row is selected, and opens the error
window when a row is not selected or multiple rows are selected.

Detail button
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Complete SIMs window

DescriptionItem

Confirm the settings, type a unique task name or accept the default, and then
click Apply.

Task Name

A task name is case-sensitive and can be up to 32 ASCII letters, numbers, and
symbols. The default is <date>-<window name>.

Select Pool window
Use this window to select from the available pools

DescriptionItem

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.
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DescriptionItem

Information about the pool capacity.Capacity
• Total: Total capacity of pool.

• Used: Used pool capacity.

• Used (%): Pool usage rates for pool capacity.

Drive type and RPM in the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for the pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold (%)
• Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Information about subscription limit, in %, of the pool.Subscription (%)
• Current: Percentage of the sum of the V-VOL capacity assigned to the pool

and the V-VOL capacity to be created.
• Limit: Percentage of the subscription limit of the pool.

Select Pool VOLs window
Use this window to add pool-VOLs to a pool. Up to 1024 volumes can be added including the
volumes already in the pool. Only the LDEVs assigned to the logged-on user are available.
• Up to three different drive types of pool-VOLs can be registered in the same pool.
• If the pool-VOL that is set as the top pool-VOL is removed, the pool-VOL that appears in the

first row of the Selected Pool Volumes table becomes the top pool-VOL.
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Available Pool Volumes table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Pool-VOL capacity.Capacity

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Provisioning type of the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• External: External volume.

Cache logical partition number.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User
Guide.

Indicates whether the cache mode is enabled. If the LDEV is not an external
volume, a hyphen appears.

Cache Mode

Resource group name and ID of the LDEV.Resource Group Name (ID)

Adds the row selected in the Available Pool Volumes table to the Selected Pool
Volumes table.

Add

Removes the selected row in the Selected Pool Volumes table.Remove
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Selected Pool Volumes table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Pool-VOL capacity.Capacity

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Provisioning type of the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• External: External volume.

Cache logical partition number.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User
Guide.

Indicates whether the cache mode is enabled. If the LDEV is not an external
volume, a hyphen (-) appears.

Cache Mode

Top indicates the top pool-VOL.
Location of the LDEV in the pool-VOL.

Location

Top indicates the LDEV is the top pool-VOL.
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DescriptionItem

Resource group name and identifier of the LDEV.Resource Group Name (ID)

Designates a selected pool-VOL as the top pool-VOL in this pool. Every pool
must have a top pool-VOL. The top pool-VOL contains system information and
cannot be moved to another volume and can never be deleted.

Change Top Pool VOL

From the Selected Pool Volumes table, select the pool-VOL a row and then click
it. The selected pool-VOL will be changed to the top pool-VOL.
When expanding a pool, this button is disabled and you cannot designate the
top pool-VOL.

Reclaim Zero Pages window

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Capacity of the pool.Capacity

Provisioning type configured for this LDEV.Provisioning Type
For Thin Provisioning Z, THP appears.
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Stop Reclaiming Zero Pages window

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Nickname and identifier of the pool.Pool Name (ID)

Emulation type.Emulation Type

Capacity of the LDEV.Capacity

Provisioning type configured on this LDEV.Provisioning Type
For Thin Provisioning Z, THP appears.

Pool Property window
Use this window to view and change pool properties. Only the LDEVS assigned to the logged-on
user are available.
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Pool Properties table

DescriptionItem

Pool name and identifier.Pool Name (ID)

How this pool is being used.
• For Thin Provisioning Z: Mainframe THP appears.

Pool Type

Pool capacity in the specified unit.Capacity

User-defined pool threshold values, in %, specified for this pool.User-Defined Thresholdthreshold
(Warning/Depletion) • Warning: The value defined for the Warning Threshold.

• Depletion: The value defined for the Depletion Threshold.

Subscription limit, in %, for this pool.Subscription Limit
The subscription limit is the ratio (%) of the V-VOL capacity that can be configured
to the total capacity of the pool volume. You cannot configure the V-VOL capacity
to exceed the subscription limit. For example, if the pool volume capacity is 100
GB and the subscription limit is 150%, you can configure up to 150 GB of the
capacity of V-VOL.

RAID level applied to this pool. If multiple RAID levels exist in a pool, this field
indicates that RAID levels are mixed.

RAID Level

LDEV identifier and LDEV name of the top pool volume.Top Pool VOL (Name)
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Pool Volumes table

DescriptionItem

LDEV identifier.LDEV ID

LDEV name.LDEV Name

Pool volumes capacity.Capacity

Parity group identifier.Parity Group ID

RAID level of the pool.RAID Level
Mixed indicates multiple RAID levels exist in a pool.

Drive type and RPM of the pool. Mixed indicates the drive types or RPMs in the
pool are mixed.

Drive Type/RPM

Displays the emulationEmulation type.Emulation Type

Provisioning type of the LDEV.Provisioning Type
• Basic: Internal volume.

• External: External volume.

Cache logical partition number.CLPR
For detailed information about CLPRs, see the HP P9000 Cache Partition User
Guide.

Resource group name and identifier of the LDEV.Resource Group Name (ID)
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Glossary
allocation The ratio of allocated storage capacity versus total capacity as a percentage. Allocated storage

refers to those logical devices (LDEVs) that have paths assigned to them. Allocated storage capacity
is the sum of the storage of these LDEVs. Total capacity is the sum of the capacity of all LDEVs
on the disk array.

array group A group of four or eight physical hard disk drives (HDDs) installed in a P9000 or XP disk array
and assigned a common RAID level. RAID1 array groups consist of four (2D+2D) or eight HDDs
(4D+4D). RAID5 array groups include a parity disk, but also consist of four (3D+1P) or eight
HDDs (7D+1P). All RAID6 array groups are made up of eight HDDs (6D+2P). This is also known
as a parity group or a RAID group.

CLI Command-line interface. An interface comprised of various commands which are used to control
operating system responses.

CLPR Cache logical partition.
command device A volume in the disk array that accepts Continuous Access, Business Copy, or P9000 for Business

Continuity Manager control operations, which are then executed by the array.
CU Control Unit. Used to organize the storage space attached to the disk controller ( DKC). You can

group similarly configured logical devices (LDEVs) with unique control unit images (CUs). CUs
are numbered sequentially. The disk array supports a certain number of CUs, depending on the
disk array model. Each CU can manage multiple LDEVs; therefore, both the CU number and the
LDEV number are required to identify an LDEV.

DKC Disk controller.
HBA Host bus adapter.
HDD Hard disk drive.
LDKC Logical disk controller.
LUN Logical unit number. A LUN results from mapping a logical unit number, port ID, and LDEV ID to

a RAID group. The size of the LUN is determined by the emulation mode of the LDEV and the
number of LDEVs associated with the LUN.

LUSE Logical Unit Size Expansion. The LUSE feature is available when the HP LUN Manager product
is installed, and allows a LUN, normally associated with only a single LDEV, to be associated
with 1 to 36 LDEVs. Essentially, LUSE makes it possible for applications to access a single large
pool of storage.

parity group A set of hard disk drives that have the same capacity and that are treated as one group. A parity
group contains both user data and parity information, which enables user data to be accessed
if one or more drives in the group is not available.

path A path is created by associating a port, a target, and a LUN ID with one or more LDEVs. Also
known as a LUN.

port A physical connection that allows data to pass between a host and the disk array. The number
of ports on a disk array depends on the number of supported I/O slots and the number of ports
available per I/O adapter. The P9000 and XP family of disk arrays supports Fibre Channel (FC)
ports and other port types. Ports are named by port group and port letter, such as CL1-A. CL1 is
the group; A is the port letter.

RAID level A configuration of disk drives that uses striping, mirroring, and parity to improve performance
and data availability and reliability.

RAID Manager The CLI configuration and replication tool for the P9000 or XP disk array that system administrators
can use to enter RAID Manager commands from open-system hosts to perform Continuous Access,
Business Copy, Database Validator, and Data Retention operations, as well as provisioning
commands on logical devices.

RAID1/5 Specific RAID architectures.
Remote Web
Console

A browser-based program installed on the SVP that allows you to configure and manage the disk
array.

RPM Red Hat package manager.
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SAS Serial Attached SCSI.
SSD Solid state disk. A high-performance storage device that contains no moving parts. An SSD

contains DRAM or EEPROM memory boards, a memory bus board, a CPU, and a battery card.
SVP Service processor. A computer built into a disk array. The SVP, used only by an HP service

representative, provides a direct interface to the disk array.
VOL, vol Volume.
volume Volume on disk. An accessible storage area on disk, either physical or virtual.
WWN World Wide Name. A unique identifier assigned to a Fibre Channel device.
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troubleshooting provisioning while using RAID Manager,
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V
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